REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON
PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES
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Public Hearing held on July 18,2017 at the RDMW Office,
2044 McNeíll Road, Port McNeill, B.C. regarding:
Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21,
Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016
Chair Andrew Hory and Directors Dave Rushton and Heidi Soltau and Alternate
Directors Cathy Denham, Shelley Downey, Rick Marcotte, John Tidbury
Greg Fletcher - Administrator; Jeff Long - Public Hearing Secretary and Manager
of Planning & Development Services, Melissa Tonkin - Recording Secretary
Kathy O' Reilly - The Eagle Newspaper, Hanna Petersen - North lsland Gazette
Newspaper, 26 other members of the public - see attached Attendance List

Prior to commencement of the public hearing, Jeff Long, Public Hearing Secretary and Manager of
Planning & Development Services, announced to the public in attendance that attendance lists
were available at the front counter and the Board room table and asked that everyone please
include their name, residential address and contact information on the attendance list for the public
record. He also advised that copies of both original the Bylaw No. 895, 2016 that had received first
reading from the Board of Directors, as well as a red lined version of Bylaw No. 895 showing
potential revisions that were being contemplated by the Board of Directors, were available to
everyone.
Chair Hory called the public hearing to order at 3:30 pm
Chair Hory advised that this public hearing is being held in accordance with the Local Government
Act to allow the public to make representations to the Regional District of Mount Waddington
regarding the proposed bylaw, namely Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No.
21, Amendment Bylaw No.895, 2016, which will hereafter be referred to as Bylaw No.895. He
indicated that Notice of this public hearing has been undertaken in accordance with the Local
Government Act and Regional District of Mount Waddington Planning and Development
Procedures and Fees Bylaw No.916. ln this regard, the notice was published in two consecutive
issues of the North lsland Gazette Newspaper on July 5th and 12th,2017, two issues of the Eagle
Newspaper on July 7th and 14th,2017 and was posted on the bulletin board at the Regional District
of Mount Waddington office on June 29, 2017, and on the Regional District of Mount Waddington
website on June 29, 2017. Chair Hory advised that notice of this public hearing was also sent to
the owners of property that is subject to the zoning changes as per Bylaw No. 895, as well as the
owners of property within 100 metres of the area subject to Bylaw No. 895. Copies of the public
hearing agenda, Bylaw No. 895 as well as potential changes to proposed Bylaw No. 895 are
available at the opposite end of the Board room table. Chair Hory pointed out that an attendance
list is also available at the front of the table and asked that everyone please sign it.
Chair Hory read from a prepared statement outlining the public hearing procedures as follows

AII persons who believe that their rnferesfs are affected by proposed Bylaw No. 895 will be given
an opportunity to be heard respecting matters contained in the bylaw. If you wish to speak, please
raise your hand when I call for speakers. When it is your turn to speak, please state your name and
residential address and then give your views on proposed Bylaw No. 895. All people wishing to
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speak will be heard a first time and then two supplementary opportunitíes will be provided. Each
opportunity to present input will be limited to five minutes in length. Please keep in mind that
information submitted during the public hearing process will form part of the public record. When
called upon to speak you may do so from where you are sitting or standing, or yau may come to
the head of the table to underlake your presentation.
Following your presentation, members of the Regional District's Board of Directors present here
today may ask you questions about the content of your submrssion, but they are primarily here to
listen and will not debate fhe issues with you. As well, in order for all presentations fo be heard
impartially, please refrain from any applause or other displays of emotion - for or against - after a
speaker has finished.

After this public hearing is over, staff of the Regional District present today witl present the
information that has been received as part of this public hearing process at a meeting of the Board
of Directors. The Board of Directors may, without further notice, make a decision about the bylaw
subject to this public hearing.
Written submrssions musf be submítted before the close of this public hearing. Ihese submissions
will not be recorded into the minutes of fhn public hearing, but will be attached to the public
hearing minutes and read and considered by the Board of Directors before a decision is made on
proposed Bylaw No. 895.
Staff will review any written materials received after the c/ose of the hearing, but these submissions
cannot and wíll not be reviewed by the Board of Directors in the course of making a decision on
proposed Bylaw No. B95.

Before calling for speakers, the Chair asked Jeff Long, Public Hearing Secretary and Manager of
Planning & Development Services, to provide an overview of the intent and purpose of Bylaw No.
895.

Mr. Long advised that upon receipt of a development application, staff prepares a staff report which
includes a draft of a bylaw that if adopted by the RDMW's Board of Directors, would implement the
applicant's request. ln January of 2016, after receiving a development application from Pacificus
Biological Services Ltd., staff prepared a report and draft Bylaw No. 895 that was presented to the
Regional Planning Committee at its meeting on February 16,2016. The Board of Directors adopted
the Regional Planning Committee's recommendation to refer Bylaw No. 895 to external agencies
and gave first reading to Bylaw No. 895.

Mr. Long explained that if adopted, Bylaw No. 895 would have the effect of amending Regional
District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21 , 1972 to include a new zone, namely the
Marine lndustrial Zone. Referring to Schedule 'A' of Bylaw No. 895 displayed on the projector
screen, Mr. Long advised that Bylaw No. 895 would also change the applicable zoning category
from the Rural Zone (A-1) to the Marine lndustrial Zone (Ml-1), for a 4.35 hectare portion of the
property described as District Lot 498, Range 1, Coast District, located on the east side of West
Cracroft lsland. Bylaw No. 895 would also apply the Marine lndustrial Zone to the marine area
adjacent to District Lot 498 which is an area of Crown foreshore or land covered by water being
part of the bed of Port Harvey within Range 1, Coast District, and comprised of 5.583 hectares.

Mr. Long advised that application of the Marine lndustrial Zone to these aforementioned areas
would allow the applicant's client, Mike Buttle Services Ltd., to undertake marine industrial uses in
these areas. More specifically, the Marine lndustrial Zone would permit as principal uses:
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Dismantling, reconstruction and repair of marine vessels, docks and float camps;
Storage of marine vessels, docks, float camps and materials used in the construction of these
items; and,
Forestry including log storage.

The following accessory uses would also be permitted:

a) Staff accommodations;
b) Docks; and,

c)

Equipment and structures used to hoist, move, remove from the water or launch into the water
and to store marine vessels, docks and float camps or parts thereof.

Mr. Long indicated that the Marine lndustrial Zone includes two conditions of use, one related to
pollution prevention and another requiring the provision of potable water and sewage treatment
and disposal services that must be approved by lsland Health or respective Provincial Ministry
having jurisdiction. The Marine lndustrial Zone would also include regulations pertaining to
minimum lot area for subdivision, density as it relates to staff accommodations, setbacks for
building and structures, and building height.

Mr. Long advised that since Bylaw No. 895 was prepared and given first reading in February of
2016, the process and information related to it has progressed and RDMW staff prepared a revised
version of Bylaw No. 895 that was presented to the Regional Planning Committee at its meeting on
June 20, 2017 and by memorandum from himself to the Board of Directors on June 29,2017. Mr.
Long explained the proposed revisions as follows:
1) Changes in the description of the principal permitted uses in section A.26.1 to more specifically
describe the principal uses that are to be undertaken as part of the marine industrial operation, and
to more closely align these uses in association with those uses referenced in the Crown land
tenure that has been issued by the Province for the marine area that is subject to Bylaw No. 895,
as per Licence No. V922020 under Land File 1414393.Ihese include:

a)
b)

Repair and storage of barges, float camps, float homes and marine structures ancillary to
logging, shipping and aquaculture; and,
Forestry.

2) Changes in the

description of the accessory permitted uses in section A.26.2 to more
specifically describe the accessory uses, including buildings and structures, that would be utilized
as part of the marine industrial operation. These include:

a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

f)

Buildings and structures used to accommodate a principal use, as well as to provide staff
accommodations;
Storage of materials used in the repair of barges, float camps, float homes and marine
structures ancillary to logging, shipping and aquaculture;
Docks;
Navigational aids;
Barge loading ramp; and,

One marine railway used to remove from the ocean or launch into the ocean, barges, float
camps, float homes and marine structures ancillary to logging, shipping and aquaculture.

3) A change to the proposed condition of use related to pollution of the environment in section
4.26.3a) to require that chemical, fuel and related spills shall be reported to the appropriate
authority immediately;
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4) A change to the proposed condition of use related to the provision of potable water and sewage
treatment / disposal services in section 4.26.3b) to relate these services directly to staff
accommodation buildings and elaborate on the servicing requirements as per lsland Health's
comments;

5) lnclusion of a new condition of use related to the storage of materials by adding section
4.26.3c), given concerns raised by the Regional Planning Committee and the public, to require that
materials be stored in a manner that is tidy and orderly and where possible, prevents them from
being openly visible from the ocean and land based residences in the vicinity, to the satisfaction of
the Regional District;
6) lnclusion of a new condition of use related to the hours of operation and time of year by adding
section 4.26.3d) given concerns raised by the Regional Planning Committee and public about the
potential for noise; and,
7) lnclusion of a setback exception for structures required to facilitate the movement of vessels and
equipment to and from the upland to the marine area in section A.26.7).

Mr. Long advised that public comments and submissions are welcome regarding both versions of
Bylaw No. 895, that being the original Bylaw No. 895, as well as the proposed revised version,
both of which have been made available to the public upon the RDMW giving notice of the public
hearing associated with Bylaw No. 895.
Mr. Long indicated that since notice of today's public hearing was given, the RDMW has received
approximately 65 written submissions which he distributed to the Board members. Mr. Long
explained that these submissions will form part of the public hearing record and will be attached to
the public hearing minutes in this regard. Mr. Long advised that these submissions are available on
the RDMW website and invited people to contact him to obtain them.
Mr. Long advised that with respect to the continued process associated with Bylaw No. 895 after
conclusion of the public hearing, staff will prepare the public hearing minutes which will include the
attached written submissions and present them to the Regional Planning Committee at its meeting
on August 1Sth. Mr. Long advised that at that time, the Regional Planning Committee may discuss
Bylaw No. 895, the public submissions related to it, and the RDMW's options for dealing with
Bylaw No. 895. ln this regard, the Regional Planning Committee may make one of the following
recommendations to the Board of Directors:

1) ïhat

2)

it deny Bylaw No. 895;

That it table Bylaw No. 895 pending additional information. This would require that a new
public hearing be conducted.;

3) That the Board

proceed with Bylaw No. 895 by giving 2nd and 3rd reading with the 3d
reading to include conditions that must be satisfied before the Board will adopt Bylaw No.
895. ïhese conditions could include the requirement that:

a)

The proponents enter into a development agreement in a form satisfactory to the RDMW,
that requires the proponents to undertake various conditions or matters as part of the
marine industrial development and its operation, and that the development agreement be
registered on the title of the subject property in the form of a restrictive covenant; and,
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b)

The owners apply to the Private Managed Forest Council to withdraw that portion of the
property to be rezoned and used as part of the marine industrial operation, from the private
managed forest land designation and that such removal is finalized.

4)

That the Board proceeds with Bylaw No. 895 by giving 2"d and 3'd readings and then adopt
Bylaw No. 895, after which, the Bylaw comes into full force and effect.

Or,

Mr. Long explained that at its meeting on the same day, August 1Sth, the Board of Directors would
receive the public hearing minutes and could proceed to adopt the recommendation of the
Regional Planning Committee or alternatively, adopt another option for dealing with Bylaw No. 895,
or wait until a subsequent meeting of the Board of Directors to render a decision.

Chair Hory thanked Mr. Long and then proceeded with the first call for verbal submissions and
asked if there was anyone who wishes to speak. First call speakers included the following:
1) Georqe Cambridqe. Port Harvev. BC: My wife and I not only have this as our only residence and
home as well we are partners of the Port Haruey Marine Resorf which is a small marine busrness
catering to the tourism industry. We are greatly drsfressed by the whole thing but we are very
happy that we have the opportunity for a publíc hearing. We felt bylaw 890 should protect us from
this sort of activity or actions as if sfafes that this should ensure that any new uses and
developments are compatible wíth existing uses and developments and do not drastically hinder
the opportunities the beach to grow and evolve in response to changing conditíons. Ihis proposed
shipyard and I will call it a shipyard because it has barges and large yesse/s. Given its proximity to
our dock it will be catastrophic. I would like to ask all the directors that are making the decision on
this to come out to our dock and visit us, stand on our dock and look to see how c/ose ff rs. /f rs
closer fo us then the proponents house. And around the corner, he cannot even see. So, we just
ask that you come and take a look and say it didn't hurt me. This bylaw was in place to help and
protect people. Ihls is going to hurt us. Nof only is our business going to suffer and probably close,
our residential property values will probably be very diminished because people did not buy
properfy up in that area to have industrial development like that. Now many people have said that
this was always industrial and I have sent pictures in to Jeff and others which shows a picture of
the bay in 2000. lt is a satellite photo of our property we reside on, it shor¡¡s Doug Gordon's at that
tíme. And that's it. There is nothing else in the bay, there's nothing, no logs, there is nothing. I
know years before that it had been used for things like that. So that is what we are asking. If it's a
cost thing, get a hold of me I will arrange a water taxi to bring you out there. I think it's really
important before anybody can make a decision to physically stand there and look at it. If you had
sat there |ast week and saw the noise of just one person working on steel, you would have said
"Oh, what's this?". The two cannot suruive. So again, Bylaw 890. Also, the next part of bylaw 890, t
believe it's 10.4 c6. The North Vancouver lsland Marine Plan was brought in after spending a lot of
money and a lot of time and got signed off by the Minister, First Nations and everyone. This is now
being ignored. I got the deal that one First Nations accepts what he is doing. That is not a reason
to ignore a whole plan. That is not a reason to say "Well, it's only going to be used in certain
cases. " I mean a plan is only as good as the councils that use it. And it also makes a very bad
exception what happens next. Somebody over in Lagoon Cove says / am going to build a massive
rock quarry and take the top off a mountain. They Çan say "Hef, we made a president." YotJ know,
that is a level 2 development and it is very clear in the plan what it considers for our bay and that is
not allowed. So, I ask that you take a look. When we first got there, Linda Buttle was running a
tourism based busrness herself. She did fishing, she did eco tours, she did lodging meals for
people. Mike was doing some docks and working mainly away. There wasn't the impact. So people
can't say he "Oh he has been doing this for 15 years." It has grew to this. What he is asking for
today he hasn't been doing. Ih,s is all new. The areas that were going to make him compliant
5
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have been completely ignored. So, all I am saying is there is a lot to this, but Bylaw 890 is there.
This shouldn't have even got to this point. That is all I have to say at this time. I will probably be
speaking again later. Thank you very much.
2) Richard Cuttriss. Fillmore. California: Thank you for the opportunity to speak on this. My name is
Ríchard Cuttriss, I live in Southern California. We, my wife and l, come up to fhese islands,
including Lagoon Cove, Quafse and Port Hardy and many others. When we came in to the marina
and I would like to look at where that is. (Jeff Long points out Port Harvey on the map on the
overhead screen and explains the location of the subject property and adjacent tenured area
subject to Bylaw No. 895, and the Port Harvey Marine Resort). So, we come into this harbour area
in our boat. It's a 34' Bayliner, typicaltourist boat. We come up here and dock in the marina. When
we came, not long afterwards we heard something. lMr. Cuttriss bangs his hands together 3 times
while saying, "Bang, bang, bang.) Now that's a gross exaggeration, but if you think about that, are
there going to be any other boats coming in to listen to that? lt's a tremendous bang fo pass
through our boat, almost hitting us, wanting us fo c/ose down our ears. Am I going to come back
next year? lf this proposition goes through, I am going to forecast you are not going to get boats
coming in because we are not going to put up with that when we can have a very peaceful time at
Lagoon Cove, at other places in this beautiful area. So that is one point I would like to make. The
other point is, and I am just going fo use this remote which is gross/y out of scale, now these
barges that are going to come to this area are going to have to be towed up here. I think about
what it would be like for a boater like myself and others, if we make that turn way down here, to
come in here, and we see fwo tugs at least perhaps, I don't know what the actual procedure is for
towing a barge, I can only guess as I am used to being on the water, and knowing where to go on
the water, what to avoid, because we are like an egg shell. So fhere's a barge taking this out there
and I am down here, there's a barge, what am I going to do? I will call George for start, is there a
problem getting ín? Yes. Am I going to come again? Not on what I am hearing. Every other boater,
you can take Lagoon Cove, the boats are there, he has his long dock for 16 or more, sometimes
20, are they going to come in? I leave you with that.
3) Jane Giffin. Gabriola lsland. BC: I would just like to refer back to something that George said
while it is fresh in everybody's memory. We were here for the previous meeting and the lady from
Sointula mentioned the study that was to be done, obviously by someone sitting in an office that
hadn't seen what was being studied. I would just like you to remember that and take George up on
his offer to take you there.

4) Paul Giffin. Gabriola lsland. BC; A couple of comments relevant to what has already been said.
We had the privilege of being in Port Harvey in June, and I also had the privilege of being woken
up at 6:30 in the morning. This noise continued most of the day. To be blunt, if I want to hear
sledgehammers and heavy equipment I don't have to go all the way to Port Haruey to hear it. lt
pretty much ruined the day. Second, I don't know Mr. Chair the procedure on this in respect to the
Bylaw that was posted - I have a couple of questions. Specifically, on principle permitted uses.
What is the definition of forestry? Does it mean log salvage, log dump, log salvage? I don't know
what it means. Because I don't know what it means I will have to object to that. Second question:
Accessory permitted uses includes navigationalards. Same question - what do you mean, what is
a navigation aid? I know what it means, but what does it mean in the context of this Bylaw? Same
section - accessory permitted uses - one marine railway used to remove from the ocean and
launch into the ocean, barges, float camps, float homes, marine structure ancillary to logging,
shipping and aquaculture. Does that mean the current structures that are in use for that purpose
will have to be removed or can they stay and then have two posrlions to remove barges from the
ocean and put them back in? I don't know if those questions can be answered, but they are on the
table.
6
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Chair Hory advised that those questions cannot be answered in detail here because this is a very
prescribed process to obtain input however Mr. Giffin can contact Mr. Jeff Long, Manager of
Planning & Development Services, to clarify any points of this kind. Chair Hory asked if Mr. Long
had anything to add to this.
Jeff Long: Thank you Mr. Chair, just to add to that, if Mr. Giffin contacts me I can drscuss those
items with him. I will clarify that there is a definition of Forestry in Zoning Bylaw No. 21 however,
there is not a definition for Navigational Aid or Marine Railway, so I think what I am hearing is, that
if this Bylaw were to proceed, you would prefer that these be specifically defined in Zoning Bylaw
No.21?

Paul Giffin' Yes, that is correct. The last point I have is that on the document that you gave me
when I came in, on page 1, item 6, it talks about the hours for noise. Conditions of use A.26.3d) is
blank. is there a way that we can find out what got Ieft out so we can comment on that?
Jeff Long: There is and thanks for pointing that out. I was just looking at that myself and I will go to
my office to obtain sorne documentation and provide clarification of what that entails. Until then we
can continue with the next speaker.
5) Constance Welsh. Vancouver. BC: I am a long-time boater and thank you for the opportunity to
speak to the rezone of the portion of 498 in Port Haruey to permit a marine railway and barge
shipyard to be built and operated. You as a regíonal district must decide on the matter between 1)
an industrial complex that will continue to worry the land, water and air and employ a handful of
people, and buys little from the merchants of Alert Bay, Sointula and Port McNeill or 2) A tourist
industry of thousands of pleasure boats supporting the marinas, fuel barges, grocery sfores, liquor
sfores and hardware, clothing and nautical supply sfores, restaurants and boat mechanics. You,
the board members should check with your local business people as to who they receive their most
busrness from, the boaters or the Buttles. As well the board members should visit Port Harvey as
other people have stated and obserue the destruction already carried out by the Buttles to the
foreshore, see how much damage the building of the shipyard will have what was once one of the
most pristíne harbours on the BC Coast. As well, you might obserue what effect the shipyard will
have on the neighbours. Keeping in mind RDMW Regional Plan Bylaw No. 890 10.4c.v., the
RDMW will ensure that many uses and developments are compatible to the existing adjacent uses
and developments and could not drastically hinder the opportunities of each to grow and evolve in
response to changes in economic conditions. And 10.4c.vi., be guided by policies and provincial
planníng documents such as the Central Coast Land and Resource Management Plan, North
Vancouver lsland Marine PIan, Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan and the Vancouver lsland Summary
Land Use Plan. Regarding the North Vancouver lsland Marine Plan, the RDMW I understand are a
strong supporter of the plan which is a part of the MaPP developed by a partnership of First
Nations Councils of BC. One of the purposes of the plan is to reduce conflicts between various
user groups and there will be real conflicts between the many pleasure boaters who use Port
Haruey as a safe refuge, and the marine railway and large shipyard now being built by the
applicants. The plan states that all applicatíons for marine railways including repairs to large
commercial vesse/s in Port Haruey should be denied. I have provided photos for your
consideration.

6) Bruce Jackman. Port McNeill. BC: I have the marina and fuel dock. I am offering the Board
members here that have never been to Port Haruey, we have a boat here, and I would be more
then pleased to offer you transportation and lunch.

7) Dr. Roqer Hodkinson. Mist lsland. Port Harvey. BC / Soruce Grove. Alta: I thank you for
providing the opportunity for the many interested parties here today to present the serious
7
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objections to the proposed rezon¡ng. I have already sent a detailed letter of opposition that you
should have on file and therefore I will just highlight some of the more important rssues. I am the
property owner of this island in Port Haruey which is directly in line of sight with the proposed
industrial activity. I live in Edmonton and flew in special for this important hearing. I would like to
commence my presentation to you with a direct question. If any one of you were proposing to build
a house on a residential street on a property you already owned, and then you saw that your
immediate neighbour was operating a welding shop in his garage because the area had been
rezoned industrial, would you be upset? Would you go ahead and build your dream home?
Obviously not. Well that is exactly my situation. I was planning to build my retirement log home that
would cost around a million dollars and create an increased tax base for the region. The plans are
fully developed by Pioneer Log Homes, but the threat of turning Port Haruey into a polluted and
noisy industrial eyesore has put that dream on hold. I bought this island in the full expectation that
it would remain a pristine inlet conforming to existing zoning and whatever development plans the
Regional District put in place. But, there is more. There is an important context to this rezoning
applícation that everyone should know about. ln my opinion, something srnrsfer and currently
unexplained is happening in Port Haruey. Two of the existing land owners, Port Haruey Marina and
myself have been singled out with persistent bureaucratic harassment while Mr. Buttle has been
allowed to flout them all for over 15 years, engaging in industrial scale activities which are totally
unapproved given the zoning of his property. For example, it took me an inexplicable 1B months to
get a simple dock approved so that I could enjoy the property in which I pay faxes. And Port
Harvey Marina has been the recipient of unending and totally unwarranted scrutiny by the
regulatory authorities. ln other words, the unevenness of how the law is being applied in Port
Haruey cannot be more glaring. One has to ask oneself what hidden influences are at play. I
encourage you to obtain the full file of past zoning and environmental infractions by the existing
Buttle operation. That is the important content. ln terms of the current application, it is in direct
conflict with all the new plans that have been referred to which sfress the importance of tourism.
Ihls /s opposite to two immediately affected line of sight properties including a busrness. I strongly
oppose the rezoning and proposals on the following grounds. Firstly, the inevitable impact on the
marine environment by hidden, polluting activities well beyond regular monitoring ability. The best
predictor of the future is the past. lf Mr. Buttle cannot be trusted given his long term, flouting of the
law, how do you expect him to conform with any new restrictions on his activities? Any pollution
which is almost guaranteed given the history of the Buttle operation will be trapped in the inlet as it
does not have any significant natural flushing of water inflow. The inlet will become a permanently
polluted environment given the absence of any real timely defending policing of activities. Ihe
effect on property values. My property will suffer an irreparable and significant /oss of value if this
rezoning is approved. lt will transform what was a pristine inlet into an industrial landscape which is
hardly an idyllic gateway. The proposed activities will also destroy the peace of the inlet with the
hammering of steel during the repairs of rusted, leaking barges. The approval it any form will most
definitely cause Port Haruey Marina to close even though it is a fully compliant marina. lt should be
obvious that boaters simply won't want to moor anywhere there is guaranteed given the visual and
norse pollution.

Jeff Long interjects to inform Mr. Hodkinson that his 5 minutes is up and that he can continue if he
likes as part of the second call for speakers. Mr. Hodkinson replied that he would do so.
8) John Devlin. Halfmoon Bay. BC; l am a retired geologist from years in the mining industry, so if
you hear terms that sounds like mining, forgive me as that is what I am used to. I have read
through all the documentation available and one thing I have not seen addressed yet is the tailings
management, the waste water management and the hazardous materials management. They will
put a rubber barrier down. Oh, there will be catchment. No magnitude, no management, nothing.
The catchment basin is the work pad and whatever flows into that work pad, how big is that, what
is the maximum daily, hourly rainfall? I tried to find fhese numbers on the internet, I could not.
8
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Without fhese numbers, because the amount of wastewater includes fhe rainwater, the flushing of
that, and all the rainwater that flows downslope. The tailings dam that contains that is going to be
of significant portions. lf not tailíngs dam then sorTre kind of physical barrier that prevents that from
running down and running into the water directly, channels it to the srde fo sorne kind of
impoundment, some kind of tailings pond we call them in the mine. Tailings ponds can be
engineered. They engineer them into a 1)}-year cycle. What does that 1)}-year cycle look like?
How much water needs to be contained per day? If the pump facilities or filter facilities fail, how
long is it expected before it comes back online? How much water has to be contained in that
interim process? None of this information is available. I am not sure it's even been dealt with, or,
forgive me if I sound a little bit sinister, someone has made fhese calculations, so/ne engineer on
drawing his pad has made fhese calculations and they know exactly what it's going to entail and
they have elected not to publish this information. If an engineer has to sign off on this and if this
project is held to that standard, an engineer that sþns off, it is going to have fo address fhose kinds
of things. With respect to a tailings pond, the only place that is available really is the drainage that
comes across from Cracroft Lagoon. That' is not acceptable. I mean in mining we, there is no way,
there rs no way we would get away with this kind of thing. I mean we have to have all our t's
crossed and all of our i's dotted. The engineering has to be there, all the information and then it's
presented to the regulatory boards. And I would suggesf that this Board needs to hear what the
actual plan is. Where the tailings are going to be? How big is the tailings dam going to be? Can
barges still be moved up and over this impoundment? I have no answers to these and lsuggesf
nobody here has answers to these and I think this board needs to look at that. How much waste
water, how much hazardous material is allowed into Port Harvey? According to Fisheries 0. Nof
some, not a little bit, not oops we made a spill. None is acceptable. And what has been happening,
what engineering, what plan is there to prevent 0 emissions into the environment and lsuggesf
that those questions haven't been asked or maybe they have been asked but the answers haven't
been provided. Thank you. Oh, one other point. I noticed in the North Island plan that mining isn't
allowed and I would be very interested fo see if there is going to be an exception to this plan being
in mining myself. Thank you.

At this point, Jeff Long, Manager of Planning & Development Services, requests to speak and
addresses the point raised by Paul Giffin regarding the proposed revisions to Bylaw No. 895 and
more particularly, section 4.26.3d) which was missing from the version of the Proposed Revised
Version of Bylaw No. 895 document that was circulated. He advised that this section relates to
proposed hours and operation in relation to the time of year, and that it reads as follows:
Construction activities and the repair of barges, float camps, float homes, and marine structures
ancillary to logging, shipping and aquaculture shall only be undertaken between the hours of 7:00am to
7:00pm each day between May 1st and September 3dh of each year, and between the hours of 7:00am
through 10:00pm each day between October 1"t and April 3dh of each year.
M. Long clarified that these limitations would not apply to the removal or placement of vessels in or
out of the ocean.
Chair Hory then called for the next speaker as part of the first call for speakers.

9) Dr. Peter Stockdale. Nanoose Bay. BC: I am a long-time boater and have visited Port Harvey
almost every year for more than 20 years. I monitor new tenure applications for the council of BC
Yacht Clubs. I am a member of the North Vancouver Island Marine Plan Advisory Committee
representing Public Recreation. Quite frankly Mr. Long, you are confusing me more and more, but
anyway I am not sure, you know, that information was not presented to the public before this
meeting so I am not sure how legal that all is. Io answer Mr. Devlin as fo the problem of the
hazardous waste, I would remind this body that on Feb. 16, 2016 the Regional Planning
Committee asked Mr. Buttle to provide three things before they would proceed 1) Details on a
9
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potable water source and supply; 2) A sewer treatment plant; and, 3) details on how the hazardous
waste would be handled and I look at all the minutes and as far as I can see nothing has been
received from Mr. Buttle and it looks like nobody has asked Mr. Buttle to please submit it. So, we
have two two versions of Bylaw 895 although I am really canfused and I say I am not sure it is legal
what you are trying to do here. I would like to address fr¡¡o uses in that original version that passed
first reading and they relate to dismantling and reconstruction of yesse/s, docks and float camps. At
first glance, you might think that fhese uses refer to maintenance and repair, but you would be
wrong. ln fact, what we are really taking about is shþ scrapping or a breaking yard. Scaping a
vesse/ is a vastly different activity than just pressure washing a hull and then repaintíng it.
Particularly, in regard to the norse in which you are already been hearing about, and this hasn't
been approved yet, you are hearing from people about the noise and it will be vastly worse. I would
like to take you back to that meeting a year and half ago in which my wife and I attended. Prior to
this meeting, Mr. Buttle had been saying that this proposal was just a barge dewatering or
maintenance facility whatever that means. Af fhis meeting Mr. Buttle made so/ne comments that
alarmed me because they suggesfed that he had other uses rn mind. Ihrs is what he said in this
room: "l want to specialize in dismantling vesse/s. I have weekly phone calls form the Coast Guard.
They have nowhere to dismantle their derelict vesse/s. There are shipyards, but they cannot afford
them." And then thirdly, and all of this is in the minutes except the first parf which was in my
minutes I took at that meeting, "Some vesse/s will need to be dismantled." lt sounded to me as if
Mr. Buttle was seriously thinking about using at least a portion of the facility for dismantling or
scrapping of vesse/s and the facility would cerfainly be large enough to do that. Barge
maintenance, cleaning and repainting the hull with minor repairs is one thing, but dismantling or
scrapping, especially derelicts supplied by the Coasf Guard, is something e/se. My concerns are
support by other facts, the information package sfafes that "recycling material will be a key focus"
even though maintenance and repair usually do not produce much need for recycling. A large
storage area for salvaged material is proposed. There is already a barge loading ramp on the
foreshore. Mr. LeBoeuf has saíd that drscussions have already been held with ABC Recycling that
claims to be Western Canada's leading scrap metalprocessor in Campbell River. But regardless of
fhese /rsfs of permitted uses, Port Haruey is very isolated and Mr. Buttle, as everybody I am sure
understands, has a track record and he was told that in this room by some directors. It is sad, but
at the end of the day, if this bylaw is approved, regardless of what uses are legally permitted, there
will be little to stop Mr. Buttle from doing what he wants. Who is going to monitor his activities on a
regular basis? Thank you, I will wait for the second call.

10) Colvn Welsh. Abbotsford, BC: I am a long-time boater, lfirst anchored in Port Haruey 37 years
ago and the way I see it I have some quesfions. 1. Why is there only a small part of lot 498 being
rezoned? The area under consideration is shown on Schedule A, on Bylaw 895, 2016, why isn't
the area south of the 14}-metre line to where the Buttles wash the hulls of yesse/s via Tide Pole
lslet, all of which are involved in the whole operation, being re-zoned? Then again why isn't all of
the 109 acres in bylaw 895 being considered for rezoning? This is fhe whole lot, from the northern
border to the lower border is an industrial operation. lncluding a large excavated flat area where
they are going to build a large workshop. /s fhrs development compatible to existing adjacent
users? lt is not compatible as the surrounding properties are occupied by persons engaged in the
tourism like George and Gail. Will the authorities políce the abuses of the environment in zoning in
the future better then they have done in the past or are doing? lt is hard to believe as the Butttes
have polluted the bay and have carried out an illegalbusiness for many years without any actions
by any authorities which includes your Regional District council. Our concern is with the fact that
for around 15 years, the Buttles have failed to obtain legal authorization from the Regionat District
to conduct their present busrness. Johnstone Strait is channel challenged. The need for a safe
anchorage for vesse/s transiting Johnstone Strait and heading to various p/aces in the Broughton
10
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Archipelago, and to the towns of Porf McNeill, Sointula and Alert Bay. There is and will continue to
be conflicts between the marine industry activities and recreational boaters. We have seen how
the Buttles assemble boats south of Range Island and there is conflict. He has assembled large
barges south of Range lsland out of hrs /ease. What is fo stop him assembling more large barges
north of Range lsland? Ihis ,s going to result in a smaller area for boaters to safely anchor. The
increased noise that we have talked about the banging, banging, banging and in 6:30 in the
morning be grinding on the hammer, banging on metal. I am not sure if Mr. Buttle rsTusf banging or
if he is just brushing rust off a rotten old piece of metal. The increased norse, the visual pottution
and the vesse/ congestion in the anchorage is often a concern to boaters. Around 4000 boaters
spend at least one night a year in Port Haruey either at the docks or anchored. These boaters are
all tourists and if this application is approved it will result rn a /oss of a lot of money being spent in
Port McNeill, Alert Bay, Sointula, Port Hardy and other locations in the Regional District. My wife
Connie and I roughly spend around $5,000 each year boating around in the Broughton Archipetago
on fuel, moorage, groceries, hardware, restaurant and even local hairdresser. /f this application is
approved, we along with other pleasure boaters will not venture up Johnstone Strait, but will stay
south in Desolation Sound or the Gulf lslands. Thank you.

11)Warren Goossen, Campbell River. BC: Mike Buttle has hired me as his project manager and
asked that I attend the meeting todays on his behalf representing him and his proposal. Although
he has chosen not to attend today he has requested that I speak a few words for him.
At this point, Dr. Peter Stockdill interjects and asks the Chair if this is in order. I thought that the
applicant has had all kinds of time to present his case. Ih,s /s an opportunity for the peopte to
speak, which we have not had up until now.

Ïhrough the Chair, Jeff Long provides clarification that anyone can attend the public hearing and
provide input with respect to Bylaw No. 895, including the general public, property owners,
applicant or agents.
Chair Hory asks Mr. Goossen to continue
Council and public in attendance, although I know the importance of this process, I felt it best that I
do not attend the meeting today as I do have the tendency to be an emotional person and t do not
want my emotions to potentially negatively affect my proposed business develop ment c/ass. For
this very reason, I have enlisted and hired professionals to ensure the emotions do not guide the
development or operation of this facility and that the development and operation of this facility is
conducted in a matter that meefs all current laws, requirements and guidelines. I don't believe I
need to be present to highlight how committed I am in developing this facility properly. I spent
about 3 years working at this and am very passionate at seeing it come to light. I believe strongty
that a facility like this is a much needed and beneficial addition to this entire coasf. I have hired
professionals for guidance on the development, design and operation of the facility. Several
different types of engineers, a waste water engineer and a biologist. I have also hired a project
manager, operations manager to oversee the development and unsure the facility components
meet all required regulations and requirements and to also manage the operation of this facility.
Again, ensuring the operations meet all required regulations and requirements. Lastly, t betieve
that my level of commitment is shown by the fact that I am willing to enter into the Regionat District
in the form of a restrictive covenant. I fully intend to build and operate my facility in such a matter
so that differing activities and values can co-exíst within Port Haruey. Sincerely, Mike Buttle.

Although I have only known Mike for a short few years, I believe his character and his commitment
and his passion for this project are very genuine and sincere. I moved to this coasf in 1994 and
proceeded to work in the Fraser Valley in the Marine and Forest industry. Most recently t was
11
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employed as Interfor purchaser and logistics coordinator. I have a very good understanding of
tourism and industrial impacts that surround any of the smallbusrnesses on communities on this
coasf. I have very strong beliefs in safety and treating our environment with respect for future
generations. I am and will be warking clasely with engineers and other professiona/s úo ensure this
facility is built and operated in the highesf of standards. Safety, environmental impact and
economic development are three of the main priorities of fhis project. Safety is the most important
industry fhese days and we will ensure there are policies and procedures in place for our
employees, boaters and visitors to the sÍe. As a small employer of BC Forest Safety Council, I will
be seeking and maintaining safe certificatíon for this facility. ln my 20 years working on this coast,
I value and appreciate the high standards the government adheres to. This facility will have the
same high standards to ensure our environmental impact is minimal. We want and need to be a
reputable place for companies to bring their busrness to. ln today's economy, companies need to
take every opportunity they can to lower their operafrng cosfs. Shipyards in the larger centers are
charging more and more for the same services that we will offer and so operating cosfs are larger
due to taxes and unionized workforces. We want to provide employment to local people from
surrounding communifies so that our small towns can susfain the ever-changing economy and
attract some younger people to our towns. ln closing, I want to say that we are aware that there are
a lot of concerns with the environment with this facility and we are taking fhese concerns very
seriously. We are also aware that this facility may have sorne financial impact on local busrness
and may deter visitors to the area. We are not here to destroy or to have a negative impact, but
rather to co-exist and create a viable and reputable facility for companies and individuats to come

to. Thank you.

12) Harvey Hochstetter. Sequim, Washinqton. USA: I have been a long time boater and within the

/asf 3 years have been boating in the Broughtons. I found Port Haruey on a chart and was
interested in going there because of my name. Just the name assocrafion. I have been up there the
last two years in a row now and most of the time I spend anchored in the little bay by myself and
not much going on around me. When I came into Port Haruey and saw the barge on one side and
the building of all the stuff I probably would not have gone much farther in had it not been for the
drive to go in and see fhe marina. I wouldn't like the banging and I haven't been there yet this year.
There was an incident I had last year on August Vh on a Sunday morning at 11 in the morning. I
went into Port Haruey on Canada Day and went to some rocks there and put together a memorial
in honor of Gordon. I was back on August Vh and I couldn't see fhe ftag so I was going to see if t
could put it back up again. I was about 5-10 feet from the rocks and I noticed an aluminum boat
coming from Buttles' area and I didn't pay too much attention to it, so I was coming into the rocky
area looking for the flag, I saw the boat coming across from their camp and the next thing I knew t
heard was the boat flying by me within 5 or 6 feet of my stern at maybe 15-20 knots, throwing a big
wake and even some water into my boat from his wake and he just flew on past. lt knocked me
down in my boat. I managed to keep my boat off the rocks, but it scared the daylighfs ouf of me so
that I didnl manage to get a picture of his boat. I still have the mental image of that. I think that this
showed, I don't know if it was Mike Buttle or his employee, but I think it was trying to run me out of
there. Definitely not friendly to recreational boaters and I think that disregard for personal safety,
for recreational boaters, the local boating community, or for the environment I think that is shown
there. That is just a personal thing. I think with the track history he has with 15 years of snubbing
the laws and regulations, Ithink it's not a good idea to allow this because if you allow him to take
apart a barge, the next thing he will be taking it apart and there will be stuff in there and I wouldn't
anchor there because there is probably stuff there you wouldn't want to snag. I think it is a much
better thing to keep it as a recreational thing. A place for 4,000 boaters to go through there once a
year. Thank you.

13) Sue Cuttriss, Fillmore, California: I am going to reiterate some points if I may that to me it's a
fairness issue, that somewhere along the line, I don't know if it was this council, I don't know how
12
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the permission process goes, but somebody was saying OK to George and Gail that they were
trying to make allthese plans to start this marina and they got their water /ease and allthings seer¡
to be on the up and up, and then within 10 years they make it non-compatible with living there. I
was there that day there was banging and banging, even if it was 7 am to 7 pm, I don't know how
he can do what he wants to do without that kind of noise. So, there is really no way to mitigate that
even if you are talking about the pollution. I have no ideas that will mitigate the actual work that is
causing so much destruction. They have put all their money to make this go and all their
enthusiasm, then you say by the way we are going to ruin it for you within 10 years. /f seems so
unfair.

14) Llovd Muckle. Courtenav, BC: I own a company, Sea Roamer Marine Services. I have been in
Port Haruey. Our busrness rs based on the North lsland and we spend, this year we have spent $1
million in maintenance, $750,000 of it was spent in the lower mainland and Victoria as there is no
shipyard in this part of the world. My experience with Port Haruey goes back to 1961. My father
owned, pardon me, managed the logging camp at Gordon's properfy and his and Mike's property
have been there a long, long time. There was a grid that we used at Gordon's house that we used
as a repair facility for our small barges and craft and we have used Mike's facility as well in the
past for so/ne repair work in the interim because of damage done to a boat to get rT sea worthy to
get it to a facility that is adequate to get it repaired. ln that time, I have loaded barges in the bay at
times and have had conversations with George in the past and because of the handling of fish farm
stuff and the smell of the off gas, so we actually moved them out of the back bay. We try not to
moor in there at all unless we need so/ne repairs. Having said that, a barge repair facilíty is needed
in the North Island as there is nothing. There is a great number of us in the marine community that
do not have adequate repair facilities and the more reasonably priced ones in Vancouver have
closed down and are now condos, so we have /ess and less ability to economically repair our
equipment and the cost of traveling to the lower mainland and Victoria is quite expensive. And
time, if we can have stuff done in a timely manner up here its much more beneficial to us then to
have to run this stuff to Vancouver. ln my line of work, fh,s ,s a needed facility. I myself have
pursued a number of options in getting shipyards and I was in Sayward, but lsland Timberlands
shuf us down. They would allow it, however a three year lease on the land wasn't enough to get
any return on your investmenf. So, in saying that, I employ 36 people on the North lsland, we have
3 tug boats, a landing craft and 5 barges and a number of other auxiliary craft that we work on the
North Island and we source about 70% of our material in the North Island. I use North lsland
seruice providers as much as possib/e including Progressive Diesel here in town where I source all
of our equipment. This here to me is a local thing, and we have a local need for a facility such as
the one Mike is proposing. Thank you.

15) John Puckerino. Stonv Plain. Alberta: lspend the summers on the coast on my boat so I live
elsewhere part of the year. What we are seeing is the loss of the marinas in the Broughtons. lf this
application is to go through, it will close. lf you lose more marinas up here people won't come. lf
you don't want the money in Port McNeill, if you don't want them to buy their groceries, you don't
want them to buy their fuel, pay their moorage, then go ahead and approve this. I am not saying
that there is no need for a boatyard up here, there probably is. I don't have an issue with this, it's
where the damn boatyard is going to be that is the issue. I think you need to take that into account.
Ïo put it into a place where it destroys an existing business is not correct, it is not the right thing to
do. And it will be resented by the boating community. You make your own decisions. I will not take
my full 5 minutes. But I will tell you that this will result very adversely on Port McNeill and this area.
16) Derek LeBoeuf. Campbell River. BC: I am a registered professional biologistfor Pacificus. I am
not going to go into detail, we have provided a lot...

At this point, Dr. Peter Stockdill interjects for a second time.
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Mr. Chairman, again I must protest against a representative of Mr. Buttle com¡ng here. I know you
ruled against me as Jeff Long sfafes again that anyone is welcome to come to the hearing and
speak to the bylaw. I want my protest noted.
Chair Hory asks Mr. LeBoeuf to continue.

We have provided a lot of information on this project. At this point we know pollution, spread of
pollution, and the pristine area it rs ,n is a concern of everyone's. /f has to be addressed, it will be
addressed. John Puckering brought up a lot of good points, however at this point, crunching
numbers, this isn't the stage for it. There are checks and balances as fhese progress and those witt
have to be met. Water quality guidelines for discharge, they exist for in the mining industries, they
exist for industries, mines operate, fhese facilities operate in other places. lt is achievable. Yes, all
the details haven't been released right now. lt can be done environmentally with no impact, or with
as minimal impact or within the regulations that currently exisf. The proponent is well aware of
these requirements moving fon¡tard, the development considerations the cost they will require in
order to develop them to meet those guidelines, agencies, regulations, water quality standards, the
amount of water coming into the facilities used on a daily basis, rain, whether it will be recycled.
That will all have to happen. There are several checks that I have stated. These include, provincial
and federal acts and regulations and associated agencies that manage and enforce fhese
commitments and requirements that are incorporated in with the provincial licence and
occupational lease, the professional bodies that govern professionals such as myself, and lastly
the willingness for the proponent to enter into the additional level of commitment outlined in the
restrictive covenant that all that information will be released to the Regional District Board as it
moves fonuard. These checks should provide assisfance and assurance that the proposed facility
can be developed with the same standard that any other facility of this nature in any other part of
the Province will be constructed and operated, and keep the bay and the natural area pollution
free. Thank you.
17) Paul Perkovich. Port Hardy. BC:

I own a small mechanical company in Port Hardy and from time to time do contract work for Mike
Buttle. The Buttles are extremely good payers not only to me, but to all their employees. We have
a need on the North Island. Mr. and Mrs. Buttle consider themselves being North lslanders as
many of their employees come from the North lsland. That is how I was introduced to Mr. Buttle he sought me out fo see if I could do the work and I could and I did. The mill closure that we had
here a year and a half ago for the people who live up here in this part of the world had a
devastating impact on the economy here and this facility we need it, and I think that it is going to
employ quite a few people from the North lsland and we really need the employment up here. I
realize that this is a very controversral rssue and I simply wanted to say that in my experiences with
the Buttles, that they are very good citizens of this country and good employers. That is all I had to
say and I just wanted to comment to this lady here that she said it was going to employ a few
people, but I actually think it is going to be more then that as there is quite a bit of marine traffic
moving back and forth past that facility and I don't think that Mr. Buttle or Linda would spend all
that money on a facility to simply pollute that bay. lf they were to do such things they woutd be
stopped by the government. Many people are not from this province or this country but one of the
reasons our province rs so beautiful is that our government is very, very strict on polluters.
18) Bill Zwamborn, Alder lsland, BC: I have been a part-time local resident here with my wife and a
property tax payer. I have never been here (at the RDMW office), but I noticed #2 to foster a
responsible growth and #9 to create lbbs (this is from the Regional District of Mount Waddington
Objectives poster on the wall of the board room where the public hearing is being conducted). And
14
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that's I think, Iike some other speaker said, Mike Buttle is trying to do. He will have year-round
employment as opposed to the marinas having 3 to 4 months' employment. Visibility, I put some
solar panels up and I was very hesitant initially to put fhose up as they are visually not too nice, but
I wasn't going to cut down 30 acres of forest to get them into the centre of the island so fhere rs a
lot of visual pollution. And a lot of marinas cause visual pollution and a lot of other activities. We
have a fish farm next to us. I certainly wish we didn't have a fish farm next to us but industry is
needed up here and I keep thinking of the lower Fraser Valley where peopte move into a pig farm
knowing it is a píg farm and then 2 or 3 years later they make it possible to put the pig farms out of
busrness due to the smells and the flies that they get, the same as the dairy farms. I am not a good
public speaker so I made a little list. I am into reading the history of the area because we reatty like
the area and historically there was a lot of industry like Lloyd Muckle mentioned up in that area.
Minstrel lsland had a lot of people living there, there was a lot of logging outfits, a tot of canneries
up and down the coast, so you can't say hey, they are not there so we are going to put a stop to it,
so /ef's put a stop to everything and just open it up to kayakers, don't build new houses on the
islands. And also, like the one speaker, Dr. Hodkinson mentioned, he bought the istand there but
Mike had the area there for a long time. Anyways, and like this gentleman said, the last speaker
before me, Mike Buttle, I wouldn't certainly not mind having him as a neighbour of mine. Back in
the Fraser Valley we had a new neighbour build a house, a heavy mechanic. He built a shop on his
place, there u¡as /ofs of noise, every hour of the day, even Sundays in the mornings. I totd my wife
that it is better to have a good neighbour that makes a bit of noise then a bad neighbour. I had on
the list here - I am sure that he is not going to put a lot of pollutants in the bay because he is tivíng
there year-round unlike a lot of other people that just come by for a couple of months in the
summer time. Thank you.
At this point, Chair Hory asks if there are any persons who wish to speak as part of the first call for
speakers. No one identified themselves as wanting to speak as part of the first call for speakers
and as a result, Chair Hory asked if there was anyone who wished to speak as part of the second
call for speakers.

19) Richard Cuttriss. Fillmore. California: Now that we have this map up here, I want you to
consider, I want to go back to the size of the barge. He has got spaces here, here and here, so
busrness becomes very profitable. How many barges of that type are expected to make the
fontvards and backwards trips, coming in for repair and going away, and they are going to be taken

by tugs, I would assutîe as they do not have engines. / lusf want to make that point, that I don't
thínk has been made strongly enough. lf you have a lot of comings and goings between fhese
types of places with barges, you are not going to have enough recreational boaters coming in. You
are going fo /ose the income derived from maybe 20 boats a day in the best part of the season. /
hope that never happens. Thank you.
20) Graeme MacDonald. Port McNeill. BC: I have been following this for t years now. I am a heavyduty mechanic, marine mechanic, 55 years of experience in that industry. I am surprised that we
are even considering this area for this kind of industry. We are polluters, we have problems, every
time we c/ose down shipyards we can't get them up and running again, because they won't fit the
standards. Port McNeill had one in it and we lost it. We lost it for environmentalreasons. Peopte
were starting to pick up stuff from the bottom. Fisheries and Oceans wrote us and we lost ít. Now
we have, literally a shipyard going out in the boonies, is really shocking to me. I don't understand
the thinking here. At the same time, I understand the need for this. I think sitting here it is
important, I think Port Haruey as a heavy-duty shipyard is wrong. lits' flat off wíth me, but we need
to look at areas that we can put this and help this man get into business because we have a need
for these services, so beating up on him is kind of getting out of place here. I want to see sorne
diversification in thinking here, people should be thinking of how to help him. We have all kinds of
areas on our coasf that we have completely destroyed that we could use for this industry. That is
15
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all I wanted to say, I don't think it's a good sffe. His cosfs are going to be extremely high. He has to
provide his own hydro and that is a pollutant in itself. Twenty-four hour diesel generators running.
The other rssue is freight cosfs for getting steel and equipment, gettíng things across there he
won't be competitiye so that is all I have to say.
21) Dr. Roqer Hodkinson. Mist lsland. Port Harvey. BC / Shearwater. Alta: Just to continue where I
left off, fhe /oss of Port Haruey Marina that provides boafers a safe haven from the unpredictable
sforms in the Johnstone Strait, the |atest map of the marinas along the BC Coasf shows just how
badly it would be (he distributes a copy of the Boaters Blue Pages from the Pacific Yachting
magazine). lt would result in the /oss of mooring available between Thurlow lsland and Tetegraph
Cove, which could be disastrous. Lives could be lost. Why don't we really focus on that? What you
decide today could result in boats getting into very serious trouble. ln summary, in my opinion, this
rezoning application should be rejected outright. I frankly don't even know why we are talking about
the details, the hours of operation, water run off, the containment facilities, it's obviously the wrong
thing in the wrong place and it should be located somewhere else where it can be more readity
accommodated. Furthermore, the current environmental polluting activities shou/d cease and be
prosecuted. George and I have been harassed, why isn't this man harassed? Why is this being
tolerated for 15 years? I find this absolutely outrageous, and to think with that track record he could
then propose fhrs plan and expect us to believe that it would be honored. lt is absolutely laughable
to me. lt should be removal of all the existing unapproved structures and garbage and reclamation
of unapproved landscape degradation to it's prior state, all at Mr. Buttle's sole expense, not the tax
payers of this area. The worse possrb/e outcome of this hearing would be if you would try and
accommodate the proposed uses with some kind of compromise. Debating will not work. The
proposed industrial activities should take place in a location that is already approved, which allows
the opportunity of random environmental monitoring. Such a place is generally catled a shipyard.
Fifteen years of flouting the law should stop and the law should be applied evenly to all. What is
being proposed isiusf not right and itis mosf concerning. And I thank you for your consideration of
my opposition of the proposed rezoning.

22) Georqe Cambridqe. Port Harvev. BC I really need the directors to help me understand why
this has even been allowed to get to this point. Part of this was to legitimize 15 years of existing
activities. lt is not, it wasn't this loud. In fact, where the shipyard is going to go was only cleared of
trees in the last 2 years, since he applied for the lease. He didn't wait for approval. It was already
done and it's been a while, you have known about it. And they are completely ignoring the area
where he has a permit for use for a residential lot which was denied for licence for commercial
back in 2013. He told the council a couple years ago he was building a couple camps, they are still
sitting there not completed. He just keeps building, he has a marine ways around the south side.
He got a lease for that, didnT carry out with it. Everybody including the Regionat District is saying
they are going to make him legitimate here and this is all basically new stuff, they are completely
ignoring what has already been there. Why not get that licence first, again a shipyard down at the
end, that's fine. This area where he just took all the trees out, what is the first thing they did? They
ran a mainline from the shop area right into the water, so we get all the nice stuff come up. ln the
spring when they file all the stuff off the boats they are washing, nice blue stuff all around. Why not
wait until you have everything in place until you do that? I sent the directors an article that shows
the recreational boating industry in BC is a billion-dollar industry and creates 17,000 jobs and yes,
we are just a small físh, but when we see places like Port McNeill, Sointula and Alert Bay. We
spent tens of thousands of dollars at international shows and we don't just promote Port Haruey.
You can't come to my place with a 19 foot boat. Telegraph Harbour is the place with the marina
and rv park. We are telling everyone. All of the other marinas are doing the same thing. We need
each other to suruive. We feed Port McNeill. I don't know why it's gotten to this point. He says he is
only rezoning a small part, but the whole property is commercial. Why aren't you making him do it
all? Look at the tax base. The other rssue I have is the environmenfal assessment from Pacificus. /
16
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think it is lacking. I have been a project manager whose main focus is related. A lot of fhese detaits
should be available. They didn't even know work was done on the property, they said there was
only certain structures, they mrssed a two-story, two-bedroom apartment and house that is at the
top of the dock, they missed a commercial kitchen supparting the two-story accommodation
building. There are other buildings and structures on the properties that were missed so you have
to wonder if they even went to the site. They said there was going to be a membrane that goes fo
the oil water separator. I mean come on, an oil water separator? The amount of run off that comes
from most shipyards cannot even go back ínto the water or on land, it has to be filtered, recycled
materials have to go to waste facility and with a 1}-degree slop that would be a phenomenal
undeñaking. So just the storage of the water that has to be treated in case of a major run off. This
whole property is on a hillside, they couldn't do it, not cheaply. I know they said they were going to
spend 1.7 million to build it, it wíll be far more than that to do that. I agree we need something like
this but not on that terrain, it doesn't suit it. Somewhere in Port McNeill - great, Sayward - great.
There is one person here that said, the Regional District can help with that, but doing it on that
hillside is completely unrealistic. Just the water storage to treat the sudden downpours we have.
We have people all over the world who visit us. Every person who visits us has the same rights
that come into our bay. We came to BC and put our life savrngs into this. We dídn't even start
constructing anything until we had our /ease in place. That's why it was 2 years until we opened as
we had to start building. That is all I have to say this go-around. I will wait for the 3'd time to speak.

23) Paul Giffin, Gabriola, BC: First of all, for the record, I have sent in my written suömrssio n to the
objection on this. I don't think there is a boater on the coasf that objects and recognizes the fact
that the economy up here needs a boost and needs a shipyard up here, fhe rssue is where you are
going to put it. Thank you for putting the times foruard and would it be safe to assume that there
are no further caveats in respect to the times. Are there any other caveats? Any railway I have
been exposed fo is subject to tides so are we going to watch a barge go up the railway at 3 am?

Through the Chair, Jeff Long asks if Mr. Giffin was able to access the proposed development
agreement that is available on the website? Mr. Giffin responds that he is specifically dealing with
this bylaw. Mr. Long advises that this information is helpful in looking at the overall proposal and he
indicates that the proposed development agreement, which would potentially be registered as a
restrictive covenant on the title of the land if the Bylaw is adopted, includes, among many other
things, various terms and conditions including the hours of operation which is proposed to be
included in both the Bylaw and the development agreement. He advised that there is an exception
to the hours of operation with respect to the actual movement of the vessels that takes into account
the tidal and weather conditions and emergency situations.
Mr. Griffin continues

Basically, it's my impression that if this application goes through, we will have a shipyard going 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. lt's interesting to hear folks talk about cosfs of shipyards down south,
my question would be for consideration for this board - it's going fo cosf him to get materials up
here, but rT is a/so going fo cosf him to get materials back out and I haven't, I could have missed it,
but I haven't seen any comments or documentations on how the hazardous waste is going to be
removed from Port Haruey or where it is going to go. So, I leaned toward wanting to ask that as
consideration as a question. My final comment will be, when we pulled into Port Haruey this year,
my first comment to George was, "Holy Mackerel, the Regional District approved everything."
That's how much expansion has occurred in that bay from, I am going to say July of last year to the
end of June this year. I thought this whole thing was a done deal and he was in the middle of
construction so fo echo comments of others, he hasn't waited for anything, he rs Tusf going full
bore. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.
17
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24) John Devlin. Halfmoon Bay, BC: I listened to the gentleman, biologist, that Míke Buttle is doing
it right. He's hiring the professionals, these guys know how to protect the environment, we haven't
heard how Mike Buttle is going to protect the environment yet. In Mining, and I'd like to think in my
fantasy, that everybody is going to be held to the same standards in this Province. First, we do the
engineering, then we get the permits. First, we do the engineering and describe the cosfs then we
get the rezoning. Because without that we have no idea. I suspecf that in this location if the
engineering has to happen before the permits are granted, then this project is not going to happen
because fhe cosfs are going to be astronomically higher. We need to know what that is going to
be. ln fhrs case we hear about fhe necessity of shipyard, Idon't disagree, I am in mining, resource
extraction, we want to dig holes. The shipyards in the south are shutting down, why? The little
shipyard in Port McNeill shut down due to environmental reasons. Ihrs is going to be an expensive
job to run. What happens when he can't compete, he sfads to shortcut the system, oops here's a
little spill, $2,000 oh well it will cost me $50, 000 to fix it, I will pay the $2,000 and keep going. ln
this location, I think Mike Buttle has shown us he is willing to fire ahead, you gíve him a permit to
build he wíll go ahead, the engineering wíll get done later, the biologist will come in later, we will
get busy, we will strip the land, we will put the barges in and oh we haven't got a waste
containment, a tailings facility yet, we will get to that sooner or later. Oh a $2,000 fine, no problem,
I'm going to get a million dollars on the next barge, we will add that to his bill. I think if this councíl
sees fhe engineering, if Mike Buttle is forced to face fhe cosfs of this operation fully before the
permits are granted. I don't think it's going to happen, I don't think he can afford it if the big outfits
down south can't afford it. Let's find a location down in Port Neville, there's big logging dump there,
must be 100 meters there we can pull a barge up on.

25) Dr. Peter Stockdill. Nanoose Bav. BC; Recently, one of the things that several people have
brought up, sure there is a need and I wouldn't argue that there is a need, but is this the place?
Recently, I asked two planners what they saw as the main reasons why governments do land use
planning and zoning. Both were at a /oss for words, but here are some reasons expressed by
others. To segregafe uses that are thought to be incompatible. Provide guidelines for orderly
growth and development over the long term. A plan is a reflection of the community's vision of its
future self. Do you envisage a rnassive, if ffgoes ahead, very large shipyard down in Port Haruey
or not? And then of course to reduce conflicts between users. And the conflicts you have heard
today, they are already there and this is not even already approved. The North Vancouver lsland
Marine Plan is the result of a partnership between the Nanwakolas Council and the Province of
BC. lt was Dallas Smifh who signed off on this plan for the council. The plan is not based on
unsupported facts or wishes, but rather, ít is the result of bringing together science, technical
information, traditional knowledge and input from an advisory committee of stakeholders (lncluding
the RDMW). In other words, many people and a large variety of factors were carefully considered
before deciding on zoning recommendations and these were made on a consensus basis. The
new Regional Plan 890 sfafes that in making your zoning decisions, you will be guided by the
NVIMP, which concluded that marine railways and activities involving large commercial yesse/s
were not appropriate in Port Harvey and recommend that applications for such activities should be
denied. The new Regional Plan which you approved just a year ago, sfafes that you will ensure
that new developments in rural areas will be compatible with adjacenf uses and they will not hinder
the opportunities of each to grow and evolve. Additionally, you will support activities that do not
significant detract from current or potential tourism. lt was you who approved this Regional Plan,
not some past Board. Canada is a country of largely law-abiding citizens and so it is you who are
now obligated to comply with this Bylaw's provision's. Some wonder why I am so passionate about
stopping this proposal. I remember our first visit to Port Haruey on the evening of July 20, 1993. My
wife and I anchored just north of the Tide Pole lslet where the Buttle operation now exists. We
were the only boat there. lt was a quiet and beautiful, pristine anchorage with 7d growth foresf
coming right down to the high tide mark. The Porf Harvey Marine Resorf of course was not there.
18
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When the Buttles bought lot 498, changes began. First of all, the bulk of Lot 498 was clear-cut.
That map that is there (he points to the screen) you can see that that has been clear cut, it has not
been replanted and it is growing alder and bush. I remember sitting on our boat at anchor one day
watching Mr. Buttle use hrs bulldozer to create hís barge loading ramp. I wondered then wo
authorized this and why? After 15 years, I learned the answer. No one had authorized it. lf you
approve this application, it will be a glaring example of "spot rezoning". Ih,s /s the process of
singling out a small parcel of land for a use c/assification totally different from that of the
surrounding area for the benefit of the owner of such property and to the detriment of other owners
and I might add, in the long run, the Regional District of Mount Waddington. Thank you.

Alternate Director John Tidbury asked Chair Hory about the width of the channel between West
Cracroft lsland and the largest of the Mist lslets. Chair Hory referred to Jeff Long who utilized the
iMap GIS system on the overhead screen to conduct this calculation which showed theh distance
is approximately 309 metres (1,014 feet).

26) Llovd Muckle. Courtenay. BC: Ioperate tug and barges and there is 1,000feetthere and so
handling a 300-foot barge even with a 100-foot beam leaves a lot of room for other yesse/s fo
come and go there. And also, our guys are professionals, they know what they are doing, and they
operate on radios so there are all kinds of opportunity for you to communicate with them for
anyone that may be impacted.

27) Harvev Hochstetter. Sequim, Washinqton, USA: I agree that there is a need for a shipyard
someplace up here, I understand that. I just wonder if this isn't the case that we are going to put it
out in Port Haruey so we don't have it here in Port McNeill in our backyard. I don't know if that's the
case or not. Second, the rssue is that I would really, really implore anybody that has any-thing to do
with making the decision to take the gentleman up on his offer and go out to Port Harvey and take
a look. What used to be a nice pristine harbour is now looking líke a shipyard, a large barge on one
side and something that looks like a dormitory on the other srde. As for the space, there might be
1,000 feet across there, but if you put three large barges across there it makes the space a lot
smaller. I came in there and there was a tug and a log boom and yes you can talk to them on the
radio, and with the tug maneuvering I probably spent 1/" hour idling waiting for them to get turned
around and unattached. So, there may be room, but how many barges are going to be sitting there
waiting for seruice. That is cerfainly going to be an rssue for sure. Go out there and take a look and
see what it looks like. You can sit at George's and look across and you could literally talk across
that space. Thanks for this hearing. I do live in the USA but I grew up in Canada. I appreciate it.
28) Colin Welsh, Abbotsford. BC; Haruey mentioned before being harassed by a boat he thought
came from the Buttles. ln your submissions, Haruey thinks he was being harassed from a boat
from the Buttle operation. One of the people in the submrssions who was harassed by Buttle in his
boat, I won't use the name as it sounds like it happened, so it wasn't only Haruey but others that
have been harassed while coming into the Port Haruey Marina. Should the RDMW approve the
application for Mike and Linda Buttle to build and operate a shipyard in Port Harvey? Will the
RDMW enforce the Rural Zone A1 regulations on the remaining 109 acres on the 498 Lot, any
more then the RDMW has enforced the regulations in the past number of years? The questionable
operation of Mike and Linda Buttle and Mike Buttle Seruices Ltd. should be suspended in Port
Haruey until such time Mike and Linda Buttle get Lot 498 in compliance with Rural Zone A1
regulations. Mr. Long sent me the copy of the regulations and looking through the regulations
under other permitted uses and I can see none of fhe uses that the Buttles have right now come
under the list of other permitted uses rn the regulations. ln the regulations, ft says there should be 1
single detached dwelling or 1 duplex dwelling on the lot. On the lot I think there are several houses
as well as an accommodation block, which I don't know how many people can be accommodated
there as wel/s as commercial kitchens, all of which can be seen from the water. The next regulation
19
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talks about unsíghtly storage. lt clearly sfafes that no parcels should be used for wrecking or
storing of derelict vehicles or equipment or as a junkyard. My God you should go there and see the
junkyard. Lot 498 has allsorfs of derelict vehicles there although, I understand today there is a guy
there removing sorîe of these off the beaches and out of the frees. ln the regulations on the
subdivisions, the RDMW will encourage subdivrsions for residential purpose, it doesn't say
anythíng about doing a subdivision for commercial purpose. Anyway, I think where you should
encourage a boatyard, shipyard, or a barge de-watering, should be in Port McNeill past the
breakwater where the lumber place used to be. That land would be available I would think, and it's
flat and ff's c/ose to Hydro and close fo schoo/s and close to where people are going to be working
on the shipyard and the facilities of the town are here. Not 37 miles away. So, I would suggest that
you as the Regíonal District governing body encourage the Buttles or so/nebody else who is
reliable to take up that property past the breakwater and build a shipyard and move from Port
Harvey to there and then you have your boatyard in Port McNeill, not where I want to anchor or
have for 37 years. Any way that is my piece.

29) Bob Conconi, Vancouver, BC: My concern is probably more about parking. lf you imagine a
garage where they work on 6 cars at a time, people make appointments and bring their car the
night before, so you have parking for 12. Barges are not going to waít to come until the last one
came off and was taken away and the next one goes on the ways. They are going to have to have
an assembly line, like they have in Vancouver, where people bring and deposit one, because it will
be the third one they get fo. So, fhese parking areas are generally anchored at one end and they
have a 300-foot radius. And to have a 1 to 1 road that is bigger then that. So, you can 't have a
shipyard where you say don't bring any boats until I am ready to seruice it then we can take one
away and bring one over. Ihis is going to be an assembly line that takes place. There is going to
be a parking lot and they can't park at the head of the bay. And fhese things have to be at anchor
and they have to be at a scope of 2:1 or 3:1 unless there are mooring buoys to tie to. They will use
alot more water area then they are talking about. It's not going to be concise to that perfect water
lot. Thank you very much.
30) Derek LeBoeuf. Campbell River, BC: Jusf to reiterate a couple comments. John Griffin had
sorne comments and he is right, there will be sorne added cosfs, there are materials that are going
to come off the barges that are going to have to be temporarily stored and transported off síte.
Again, we are aware of it, it will be considered, it will be designed costed and will ensure that the
proper regulations will happen. lt has to happen. Those checks and balances will be in place
moving fonuard. That includes wastewater which is a top priority.

At this point, Chair Hory asks if there are any persons who wish to speak as part of the second call
for speakers. No one identified themselves as wanting to speak as part of the second call for
speakers and as a result, Chair Hory asked if there was anyone who wished to speak as part of the
third call for speakers.

31) Dr. Peter Stockdill. Nanoose Bav. BC: There has been so/ne discussion about noise and I
would like to add an element of noise that nobody has talked about yet. You have to be a boater to
understand this, but if I am asleep on my boat at 5:00 in the morning and somebody starts their
boat up and wants to leave, I don't hear the engine, I hear the propeller. The propeller creates
noise. That is why people are worried about shþs and orcas. Can you imagine at 3:00 in the
morning somebody has gone up in a barge, you have two tugs, the engines are not idling they will
be speeding up to push that barge. / suggesf to you that every single person sleeping on a boat in
Port Harvey will be woken up by that activity because ít will go right through the water. Sound
travels much faster through the water than it does through the air. lt will be very significant. I
understand the tides but it is going to wake up pretty much everyone on a boat. The second thing
has to do with, is fhis an appropriate place? I don't know if you realise this or not but I have been
20
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looking at charts recently. Port Haruey, in this part of the Regional District, on the island side, Port
Harvey is the only natural, good anchorage there. The other places that people go are artificial
harbours like Port McNeill, Alert Bay, Sointula. There are good harbours in the Broughtons. On fhrs
side, this is the only good anchorage that you have. Yes, / don't doubt that there is a need for this
sort of facility. lt needs to be somewhere e/se. / am sorry that Mayor Bood is not here today but I'd
to read to you from the minutes what he said at that famous meeting on February 16, 2016. "The
facility part I don't see as a problem, but rather it's the location. I have no doubt that something like
this being available somewhere on the island would be a very good thing. What I question is the
location. I am personally thinking that thís might be done and more viable in a place like Campbell
River or Port McNeill." Thank you.

32) Georoe Cambridge. Port Harvey, BC: There are a few things in closing.

I

have project
managed myself. A lot of fhese things should be available to the council, directors, before you even
start. Your BC Manual your HSE manuals. My last major project was started in a trailer factory. All
fhese had to be presented before they would even look at it. Safety and loss control, all of fhese
items. You go down there and watch this. The other day they were towing a big chuck of steel
across the bay, he doesn't even have a life jacket on. Working on the camps, scaffolding, doesn't
have a harness on or a lifejacket either. So a// these things should all be up front, they should all be
documented. You should have those to consider while you are doing this. Another item I had was I
had a comment come from the Regional District of Mount Waddington one time saying, the Foresfs
Lands and Natural Resources had lssued a lease anyways so no matter what happens on the
Regional District level he is going to be doing it anyways. That scares the crap out of me because
we have pre-procedures for a reason. Whether I am happy with the outcome or not we have to
deal with it. I mean I would be going after the Lands and Forests big time asking why they even
considered it. Mind you in the lease, which I have a copy of, does cover that rezoning has to done.
The hours of work you said was 7 to 7 and there are a whole bunch of riders where they can
exceed that so there aren't hours. /f says because of tides and because of this and this they might
have to run, but generally from 7 to 7 it will be noisy. Another thing you can consider is that this
wasn't like this when I came along. Linda had her own little tourism buslness, Mike was doing
work, didn't bother anyone what he was doing. This whole area where the shipyard is going to be
has just been gutted in the last little while. Ih,s /s the major rssue I have, you stand on my dock
and it's right there. This is the only house that I own. This is my house and you have a bylaw 890
that is supposed to be there to protect you, I hope it is a legal document. Property values are going
to be worthless, if this goes ahead. Nobody is going to want to buy property out there. Roger is
even worse because he has more of a substantial investment. But where do I go, I mean the
boaters aren't going to come, you heard that. You put a time of 7-7, why is he at least now not
trying to play by the rules? Keep it low key untilT, but at 6 in the morning. Like I said it is banging. I
can send you recordings from inside my house, with the doors closed. I won't be living there when
its that let alone that marina. Your saying l'm supposed to take that from 7 in the morning until 7 at
night, until 10 in the morning. Mind you sound travels more because there is absolutely nothing in
between. Líke I say, I am not denying there is a need for a shipyard. Help him do it down here. Say
"Hey Mike, it's the besf sife." lf you talk to professional engineers if's completely unsuited for what
he wants to do. /f rs so limited and restricted. Like I said the water sysfems and all that. There is
additional cosfs for rescue, for safety. You are out there, the more people you have the more
components you have for risk. lt's a natural thing. More people, more chances for things to
happen. Goods coming rn, vesse/s, waters, the risks are just going up astronomically. The bottom
Iine I ask people to consider is this is my home. Bylaw 890, I hope it's there to protect me. That's a
document this councrT passed and now you are going to throw me out with the bath water? I mean I
hope any bylaws you pass are legal documents, I really do. I mean we all have rssues, but we
have to work with them. Just remember fhis,s my home. That's all.
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33) Derek LeBoeuf. Campbell River. BC: Dr. Stockdill brought it up as well as at the previous
Regional District meeting, there was a request for an analysis of tides. Based on the 2017 tides
from the Port Harvey tidal station, between May 1st and September 30th, there were no times that a
barge could not be loaded, this is based on baring an 8-foot tide. ln other words, in that period,
everyday presented an opportunity to load or unload a barge between 7 am and 7 pm. lt could be
right out there or close to 7 am but the opportunity was there. That's all.

34) Kathv Ïaylor. Port Hardy, BC: Have any studies been done on the impact this will have on
marine mammals such as Orcas, that are greatly impacted by noise. More and more studies are
showing that they are impacted by noise and I was just wondering if any of that work has gone into
allowing this out in the areas they frequent?
Jeff Long replied that there is no such study in relation to this project and that Kathy is welcome to
contact him if she has anymore questions.
Chair Hory called for any additional persons wishing to speak as part of the third call for speakers
There was no one else in attendance who wished to speak.

Chair Hory advised that any written submissions must now be turned in before the close of the
public hearing and that once this public hearing is declared to be closed, no additional submissions
can be accepted and included as public hearing record. Mr. Long made his way through the Board
room to collect any written submissions that people wished to include as part of the public record.
While doing so, Chair Hory advised that following the close of this public hearing, the Directors will
not be able to speak with members of the public about matters discussed at this public hearing or
in relation to Bylaw No. 895. Chair Hory advised that after the close of the public hearing, if anyone
has any questions or comments, to discuss them with staff who are in attendance here today.

Mr. Long collected four written submissions from members of the public and after a final call for
written submissions and seeing none, Chair Hory declared the public hearing closed at 5:42pm.
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Speaking notes for the Public Hearing on Bylaw 895
July 1.8, t0t7

PETER STOCKDILL

2345 Bucktail Place
Nanoose Bay, B.C.

By way of

introduction;

A long time boater who has visited Port Harvey almost every year for more than
20 years,

Member of the Schooner Cove Yacht Club and Canadian Power and Sail
Squadrons
I monitor NEW tenure applications for the Council of BC Yacht Clubs and
I am a member

of the NVIMP Advisory Committee representing

PUBLIC RECREATON
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Mr. Long presents us with 2 versions of Bylaw 895 with differing permitted uses.
ln the original version, there are 2 uses which are of particular concern.
DISMANTI¡NG AND RËCONSTRUCTION of vessels, docks and float camps.

At first glance, you might think that these uses refer to maintenance and repair,
but you would be wrong.

ln fact, what we are really talking about is ship scrapping or a breaking yard.

Scrapping a vessel is a vastly different activity than just pressure washíng a hull
and then repainting it.
Let me take you back to the Regional Planning Committee meeting held on

February

t6,20t6.

My wife and I attended this meeting where this proposal was first discussed.
Príor to this meeting, Mr. Buttle had been saying that this proposal was just a
barge dewatering or maintenance facility. At this meeting, Mr. Buttle made some
comments that alarmed me because they suggested that he had other uses in
mind. This is what he said:

.
.
.

"l want to specialize in dismantling vessels."
"l have weekly phone calls from the Coast Guard. They have nowhere to
dismantle their (derelict) vessels. There are shipyards but they cannot
afford them."
"Some vessels will need to be dismantled."

It sounded to me as if Mr. Buttle was seriously thinking about using at least a
portion of the facility for dismantling or scrapping of vessels and the facility

would certainly be large enough to do that.
Very few barges are 300ft long,

Barge maintenance (cleaning and repainting the hull with minor repairs is one
thing but dismantling or scrapping of vessels, possibly vessels considered derelict
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by the Coast Guard is something else. This would be a completely different

ballgame.
These concerns are supported by some other facts.

.

The lnformation package states: "Recycling materials will be a key focus."
even though maintenance and repair usually do not produce much need for
recycling.
A large storage area for salvaged material is proposed.

.
o There is already a barge loading ramp on the foreshore.
. Mr. LeBoeuf has said that discussions have already been held with ABC
Recycling that claims to be Western Canada's leading scrap metal
processor.

Regardless of these lists of permitted uses, Port Harvey is very isolated and Mr.

Buttle has a track record.
It is sad, but at the end of the day, if this bylaw is approved, regardless of what
uses are legally permitted, there will be little to stop Mr. Buttle from doing what
he wants. Who is going to monitor his activities on a regular basis?
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Recently, I asked 2 planners what they saw as the main reasons why governments
do land use planning and zoning. Both were at a loss for words but here are some
reasons expressed by others.

.
.
.
.

To segregate uses that are thought to be incompatible.
Provide guidelines for orderly growth and development over the long term.
A plan is a reflection of the community's vision of its future self.
To reduce conflicts between users.

The North Vancouver lsland Marine Plan is the result of a partnership between
the Nanwakolas Council and the province of BC. lt was Dallas Smith who signed

off on this plan for the Council. The plan is not based on unsupported facts or
wishes, but rather, it is the result of bringing together science, technical
information, traditional knowledge and input from an advisory committee of
stakeholders. (including the RDMW) ln other words, many people and a large
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variety of factors were carefully considered before decíding on zoning
recommendations and these were made on a consensus basis.
The new Regional Plan 890 states that in making your zoning decisions, you will
be guided by the NVIMP, which concluded that marine railways and activities
involving large commercialvessels were not appropriate in Port Harvey and
recommended that applications for such activities should be denied.
The new Regional Plan which you approved just a year ago, states that you will
ensure that new developments in rural areas will be compatible with adiacent
uses and they will not hinder the opportunities of each to grow and evolve.

Additionally, You will support activities that do not significantly detract from
current or potential tourism.
It was you who approved this Regional Plan, not some past Board. Canada is a
country of largely law-abiding citizens and so it is you who are now obligated to
comply with this Bylaw's provisions.

Some wonder why I am so passionate about stopping this proposal. I remember
our first visit to Port Harvey on the evening of July 20, 1993. My wife and I
anchored just north of the Tide Pole lslet where the Buttle operation now exists.
We were the only boat there. lt was a quiet and beautiful, pristine anchorage
with 2nd growth forest comíng right down to the high tide mark. The Port Harvey

Marine Resort had not been established.
When the Buttle's bought Lot 498, changes began. First of all, the bulk of Lot 498
was clearcut. I remember sitting on our boat at anchor one day watching Mr.
Buttle use his bulldozer to create his barge loading ramp. I wondered then who
authorized this and why. After L5 years, I learned the answer, No one had
authorized it.
lf you approve this application it will be a glaring example of "spot rezoning"
This is the process of singling out a small parcel of land for a use classification
totally different from that of the surrounding area for the benefit of the owner
of such property and to the detriment of other owners and I might add, in the
long run, the REGIONAI DISTRICT OF MT. WADDINGTON.
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[iegional Dlstild Mt Waddingon

JUL I

I

2266 Jingle Pot Road,
Nanaimo, BC V9R 6T6

July 10,2017

RE: Marine Railway and Barge Shipyard in Port Harvey Public Hearing on
Rezoning Application
To Whom It May Concern:
We are writing in support of the Nanaimo Yacht Club and the Council of BC
Yacht Clubs in opposing this rezoning application. We are members of the
Nanaimo Yacht Club and respectfully enjoy boating on the west coast of British
Columbia. \Me believe that Port Harvey is an important anchorage for the safety of
boaters transiting Johnstone Strait and we believe that the NVIMP 2016 has been
strongly supported by the Regional District of Mt. Waddington in it's plan that all
applications for marine railways, including repairs to large cofirmercial vessels in
Port Harvey, should be denied. We have noted that Mike Buttle has not put
forward reasonable and workable plans for the collection and disposal of hazardous
waste. It also seems that the Regional District of Mt. Waddington Planning Bylaw
890 2016 states that'onew development will be compatible with adjacent land
uses" and that Mike Buttle's proposal clearly is not compatible.
Please deny this application so that boaters may continue to enjoy the Port Harvey
anchorages without fear of the above-mentioned issues.
S

L,4"L-L

Bill & Christie Kilmer
Regular Members ofNanaimo Yacht Club since 1998
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Regional District of Mount Waddington
Planning Committee Meeting

July 18,2017

Thank you for the opportunity to speak this afternoon.
My name is Bill Wilson and I am the president of the Council of BC Yacht Clubs. The Council of
BC Yacht Clubs is an organization of fifty yacht or boating oriented clubs that promotes the
interests of recreational boaters. ln order to do this one of the things we do is a regular review of
all applications for the use of crown land. The focus of this review is on water based applications
and their potential impact on boaters use of an area.
Rather than speak directly about Port Harvey and what is happening there I have chosen to talk
about something more general, the impact of recreational boating on the provincial economy. I
have made this choice as I have come to the conclusion that many people, politicians included,
do not realize what recreational boating means to the provincial economy.

ln 2016, the National Marine Manufacturers Association conducted a study into recreational
boating across Canada. ln the report the results were broken down into regions. Today I am
only going to refer to the results they have for British Columbia. This study determined that
recreational boaters and the recreational boating industry produced $2.2 billion in revenue and
contributed $1.3 billion to the provincial GDP while providing employment for 16, 944 persons
and paying $669,000,000 in wages and salaries. ln addition there is a further $182,000,000 paid
in taxes and subsidies.
The NMMA had done a similar study to this in 2A12. The numbers for 2016 showed about a
29o/o tncrease from the 2012 numbers.
I also looked for some comparable data for aquaculture but what I found was more than five
years old and I felt that was too old to make a valid comparison or to be current.

Thank you.

BillWilson
President
Council of BC Yacht Clubs
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Submission by Colyn Welsh at July 18,2017 Public l'dearing

-

Bylaq No. 895

All the photos shown in this paper have been taken by one of Mike Buttle Services
Ltd. employee's Facebook page.
This is a photo taken on December 6201.6, of the work on the new shipyard in the tidal zone.

This photo taken on December 7 2016.lt shows some of the stuff, including two large camp accommodation
vessels, that Buttles have on their residential dock also the barges south of Range lsland.
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This is another photo taken on December 7 2OL6.lt shows a large float-house as well as the side of one of
the two large camp accommodation vessels, that Buttles have on the¡r domestic dock. ln 2013, I believe that

Buttles applied to enlarge the lease for their dock and that applicat¡on was turned down. But they expanded

their operation away.

This photo taken on August 11 2016.

lt shows the interior of one of the two large camp accommodation

vessels moored at their residential dock.
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These two photos taken on August 11 2016. lt shows the size of large camp accommodation vessels.

This is on the top (roof) of one of the two large camp accommodation vessels.
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This photo taken on December 1 2016. lt shows the slipway without any vessels and without any catchment.

A quote from the employee's Facebookdated December 420L6;

"This is what happens when
PßS POAR PLANNING occurs. Could have told me í would be
insulating 6000 sqaare þet of ceiling and i would have braught my
stilts but instead Maggiver must make do. Lmfao.

Having a kick

ass

shiftin camp working gives me thrills hope it

pays the bills."

This quote tells

us

just how big these accommodation barges are that are docked at the residual dock.

Another quote from the employee's Facebook dated December 7

2016;
"camp life. not a bad spotfor the new shop"

This is to be the site of a large commercial work shop that is
situated mid way between the domestic dock and the shipyard.
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This is a photo of the commercial

kitchen that was taken on
December

I2016.

HOW ALL OF THESE ACTIVITIES CAN BE LEGAL UNDER THE PRESENT ZONING AND
LEASES IS BEVOND

ME!!!!
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PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS
(Pre Public Hearing Deadline of July 17 at 4:00pm)

RDMW ZONING BYLAW NO. 21, AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 895, 2016
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June

t4,7Ot7

Ms. HeidiSoltau, Chair
Regional Planning Committee
Regional District of Mt. Waddington

Port McNe¡ll,

BC

Re: Mike and Linda Buttle Lot 498 W Cracroft

ls.

Zonine Amendment Bvlaw No 495. 2016

Dear Ms. Soltau,
I am writing to you with regard to suggestions made at previous Planning Meetings that this
proponent be required to enter into a Development Agreement as part of the rezoning process
At the RPC meeting on March 2L,2AL7, Jeff Long stated that the proponent was not in favour
of entering into such an Agreement with the RDMW. Mr. Long also explained that if the Board
of Directors grants the rezoning, an agreement would help ensure that the proponent complies

with the terms of the zoning. The Council of BC Yacht Clubs agrees with Mr. Long, requiring
Development Agreement with the RDMW would be prudent.

a

The 4000+ boaters visiting Port Harvey annually over the past 10-15 years have noted with
concern the initial clear-cutting of the forest on Lot 498 followed by the development on the
foreshore. Most thought that this destruction of the environment was due to some
government department decision gone awry, but they were wrong. When boaters learned in
December 2Ot5, that Mr. Buttle had never even sought the legal right to carry out allthese

activities, concern turned to anger.
While recognizing a need for another shipyard in the area, we feel that this is not an
appropriate location. The Councildoes not support this rezoning proposal. Regardless of this
position, if the Board of Directors decides to grant the rezoning, wê urge the Board of the
Regional District of Mt. Waddington to require the proponent to be prepared to sign a robust
Development Agreement before this application goes to public hearing.
Yours sincerely,

BillWilson, President
Council of BC Yacht Clubs
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Jeff Long
Cambridge <cambridge@xplornet.com>
Monday, June 19,2017 9:35 PM

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

'Jeff Long'; Heidi Soltau
Mike Buttle Servioces Ltd Rezoning
Aerial jpg; portharveydrone-0209 jpg

We see that Mike Buttle Services Ltd.'s application for rezoning is being addressed at the RDMW
planning meeting on 20th June 2017. We have many issues with this whole application and will
respond in detail after we have reviewed all the new ¡nformation but have issues that we feel have not
been addressed or require our object¡on

1.

We feel counc¡l should visit this location before making any decision so they can get a clear
picture of the situation and the location of the various conflicting activities in relation to each
other. We feel that this is serious and if it is approved another business that serves mainly
tourist boats will have to shut down.

2.

We have been operating Port Harvey Marine Resort since 2009 and have built up from 328
boat nights to now averaging 1000 boat nights. We have spent tens of thousands of dollars at
trade shows promoting not only our business but Port McNeil, Alert Bay, Sointula as well as all
places in the Broughtons. Mike Buttles proposed marine rail system is right across the bay
from us and is closer to us than his own house. Over the last few years he has continued to
remove trees and disturb the foreshore and the noise continues to increase. A majority of our
guests have stated that if this plan goes ahead they will no longer visit our site basically putting
us out of business. The RDMW bylaws state that the concerns and impac'ts to existing
business's have to be considered. Can you forward us any impact assessments dealing with
the impact to our existing business. lf the business goes ahead we will no longer be able to
feasibly operate in this bay. Picture portharveydrone-02O9 shows our facility with the planned
location of the rail system in the top left of the picture showing how close it is to our facility.
Aerial shows the whole bay and where everything is located.

3. We are the owners

of Lot 1790 in the bay and this is the only residence we own. Around the
bay the distance may seem large but again directly across the water and as you should know
sound across water travels extremely well. Already in June we have had extremely noisy days
from work that is being undertaken even though it is not yet approved, we can forward Audio
recording's taken from inside our house if you would like. This work started at7:30 in the
morning. The RDMW bylaws state that the impacts both quality of life and financial property
values on existing properties have to be addressed by RDMW. Can you state that this will not
impact our property values as people purchase properties like ours for the remoteness not
industrial activities. Willthe RDMW guarantee our property values if we are not able to sell.

4.

Bylaw 21 stating that the upland property has to be zoned the same as his foreshore is very
clear and allowing only part of a property to have a separate zoning is a dangerous precedent
to be set. Why would you not state that if only part is to be rezone why is a legal subdivision
not required so you have legal boundaries. ln the case of Lot 498, Jeff Long has witnessed
that the whole shoreline is part of his commercial operation. The floating camps he claimed
were sold and being built are still under construction outside the lease area again and the
1
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marine ways on that end of the property are still in operation so we feel the whole property
should be re-zoned or a legal subdivision be applied for.

5. The marine rail system, it states that it is a gentle 10% slope, this is an extreme

slope for this
type of application. ln a railroad a 2o/o slope is large and on a roadway 7o/o is an extreme grade.
This would not allow for the containments of contaminates being washed off the vessels. lt
would require a gate system to contain materials that may wash down the rail system.
Drawings are only concept drawings and full engineered drawings should be submitted for the
RDMW to review before it is built.

6.

Since the first application for rezoning, the area continues to be untidy and junk everywhere.
You would think after this amount of time it would have been cleaned up if he was serious
about it. Pictures provided are not an accurate representation and if you came and inspected
the site you would see this.

7.

Safe Haven anchorage, the statements in the Pacificus report are not accurate. I am not sure
who they talked to but there is several issues I should address. Many of the visiting boaters are
older and require good allweather anchorages such as Port Harvey.
A) Port Neville has a very small government dock and has very strong currents at the dock
as well as anchorages so most boaters try to avoid this.
B) Lagoon Cove is 12.5 miles by water and has Chatham Channelthat has strong currents
that has many boats requiring slack water or an ebb tide to push them through
C) Burial Cove and lndian lslands are small and can only take a few boats and so if they
are fullthere are not any alternative anchorages in the vicinity.
D) Boughy Bay is very susceptible to weather and is not an all-weather anchorage
E) Port Harvey has been deemed a safe haven anchorage by not just pleasure boaters but
for over 100 years fishing and commercial boats. Most boats anchor in the center to
west side of bay that are outside the lease area but would affect boaUbarge movement.
Many nights there is as many boats anchored in the bay as there is at our docks.
F) Mike Buttle has been very rude and vulgar to boats that have visited this bay, when he
has an issue with boaters its not "excuse me I have an issue we need to dealwith" it is
"you F**** this and F*** that" as well as taking threatening runs at boats with his. lf this
goes ahead how do you think he will deal with people anchored outside his lease but in
his way. I can provide some of the names of people I have witnessed being accosted by
him.

8.

Most of the letters from various government agencies were not given the full scope of the
proposed operation. The FLNRO application only stated a barge tie-up dock as well as a barge
de-watering site and not all the activities that were approved with out the proper consultation
process. ln addition in spite of being aware of it for many many years the FLNRO is continuing
to ignore the large commercial dock that has no lease tenure or the marine ways that FLNRO
has also been aware of for many years and does not have a lease. We have previously
submitted pictures of vessels being pressure washed with all materials discharged into the
bay. We would really like to know why these violations continue to be ignored but being
rewarded with a lease offer in a different area.

9.

We feelthat making an exception to the NVIMP this early in its existence is a precedent that
basically states the plan is really not worth the paper it's written on. lt would drastically reduce
the credibility of the plan and those tasked with upholding it.
We have additional issues but need to further study the material prior to responding
2
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Regards
George Cambridge
Port Harvey

3
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:

to:
Cc:

Subject:

Shan McJ <shanmcj@yahoo.com>
Sunday, June 25, 2017 10:05 AM

hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
cambridge@explornet.com
Port Harvey re-zoning application

We have been cruising this coast at length for the last 15 years. The attraction for us, and for the many boaters
we have encountered, is the ability to access beautiful locations like Port Harvey. We have come into George
and Gail Cambridge's Port Harvey Marine Resort annually since it opened in 2009. Port Harvey is a perfect
location for cruisers who look forward to relief after what can be a long, tough run along Johnstone Strait.
We are very much opposed to a plan which would drastically alter the present peaceful setting of this section of
Port Harvey. As we understand the application, the purpose is to enable the operation of a large barge
cleaning and maintenance facility approximately 300 metres from the resort's docks. The impact of having
large steel barges hauled ashore and cleaned in what is the 'Tront yard" of the resort is obvious ... noise ...
encroachment on anchoring availability ... and pollution of the local waters ... for a start! Several years after we
started visiting this resort, a large barge was anchored in the middle of the bay. This effectively ruined the bay
for anchoring boaters who did not intend to patronize the resort.
The resort has flourished, reaching a point where now almost 1,000 boats tie up at the docks during the
cruising season. Many more in addition use this bay as an anchorage. Permiüing this application will have a
disastrous effect on Port Harvey Marine Resort and the recreational use of Port Harvey itself.
Please give very careful consideration of the consequences before allowing this application. We think that
MUST include a thorough onsite evaluation by those who make the decision.
W. J. McJannet, QC
Shannon McJannet
West Vancouver, BC
UNICORN V
Sent from my iPad
"lt's not getting what you want ... lt's wanting what you got"
Sheryl CrodSoak up the sun

1
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:

to:
Cc:

Subiect:

wscown@telus.net
Thursday, June 29, 2O17 8:A2PM
chsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca
jlong@ rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@ rdmw.bc.ca
Pt Harvey

I am writing to express my concern over the development of the west side of Pt.Harvey. lt would be an
environmental disaster. The noise and pollution would be terrible. As a patron of the Pt Harvey Marina I am
appalled that this business is being considered for expansion. The person running this business has been rude
and disrespectful of us. He swore at us and even threatened to ram our boat as we were slowly approaching
the marina. Please consider the affec{ on the environment when considering this outrageous proposal. June
Scown

1
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Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DAVID BOWMAN <dmbsailormd@shaw.ca>
Saturday, July 1, 2017 12:11PM

hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
Buttle services application

Dear Sirs/Madam
Re the above application and public hearing scheduled July 18 2017:
For reasons cited in detail in past communications with RDMW, and as a marinerfrequently at Port Harvey
Marina, who has contributed some $1.2 million to the local BC marine economy over the last 15 years (like
tens of thousands of others); I am strongly opposed to the Buttle Services application. The further unsightly
polluting industrialization of a unique harbour and safe haven for mariners adjacent to a long hazardous stretch
of Johnston Strait would be so anti- democratic to numerous stated Canadian values that it makes me write to
you again specifically on the 150th Anniversary of Canada. Please do not approve this application which would
further destroy coastalwilderness and is contrary to local planning policy.
Sincerely,
David M Bowman
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:

to:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachmcnts:

Margaret Reyhner < margaret@ reyhner.org >
Sunday, July 2,2017 8:00 AM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
'portharveymarine@gmail.com'
Port Harvey Zoning Change
Pofi Harvey Hearing Letter.docx

Please see the attached document in regards to the proposed zoning change in Port Harvey

1
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My husband and I have visited the Broughton lsland Archipelago severaltimes. We are long
time boaters, but we prefer mooring at the small marinas rather than anchoring. We
appreciate the refuge from rain and wind, the beauty, and the boating camaraderie that the
marinas provide. The pristine beauty of th¡s area continues to draw us and our boating friends.
Port Harvey is our first port after transiting the feared Johnstone Straits. We are met with a
warm welcome by George and Gail Cambridge and are securely moored to their dock complete
with power, water, fresh made pizza, and warm cinnamon buns in the morning. Other than the
eye sore of the place across the bay, Port Harvey is a wonderful bay w¡th float¡ng homes,
beautiful hillsides covered with evergreen trees, rocky beaches, the sounds of birds, waves
lapping on our hull, and the chances of seeing a bear. There is a trail on an old road that leads
off through the forest.
When we arrived this year, we became aware that Mike Buttle Services Limited (the eyesore
across the bay) has applied for a zoning change. There are a multitude of reasons why this
zoning change should not be allowed. Allowing the zoning change so that Mike Buttle Services
is able to increase revenue, would be a long term mistake
The installation of a marine railway to allow 300 foot barges to be pulled ashore for high
pressure washing is going to completely change Port Harvey. The sound of high pressure water
blasting the barges would be untenable. No longer would we be able to enjoy the quiet

solitude of the bay.
ln addition, the environment of this pristine area will suffer greatly. The abundant wildlife that
makes this area their home will be affected. Not only the noise but the lack of a containment
system of the chemicals, paint, and whatever else is on the bottom of a barge will be washed
into the bay. The marine animals in the bay will consume some of these toxic materials, and it
will eventually enter the food chain.
It could also potentially affect the tourism in this area. lf the small Port Harvey Marina is forced
to close because of the impact of the proposed development, boaters may no longer be willing
to come this far north without the refuge of Port Harvey. As a consequence, all of the other
small marinas in the area may lose boaters. lt could also affect Port McNeilwhere most
boaters spend a lot of money on fuel, groceries, and repairs.
wish that I could personally attend the hearing on July 18th and speak. However, our boating
float plan will not allow it. Please take into account my letter.
I

Please do not let the proposed zoning change occur. Change is often good, but this change has

no value to anybody other than to the company requesting it.
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

< gullygal@yahoo.com>
Sunday, July 2,2017 5:20 PM

sue clark

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey Marina
Port Harvey.docx

Please see attached letter regarding the Port Harvey Marina/Mike Butler hearing scheduled for mid July

ïhank you
Sue Clark

1
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July 2,2017

To whom it may concern,
We travel on our sailboat yearly from Washinglon State to Canada. We frequent many of the small
marinas between the east side of Vancouver Island and the B.C. mainland. Our stunmer income is spent
in Canada for fuel, groceries and other living expenses. It is a good time for U.S. citizens as the dollar
goes further in the curent economy, and beneficial to the Canadian economy that we are here spending
our money.
'We

have also noted the closure of several of the smaller resorts. Surely it is difficuþ to make a living
with the short seasons. A few years ago we were delighted to see a ne\¡r mmina start with all the
services a cruising boat would need. Port Harvey Marina operated by George and Gail Cambridge run
a tenific operation and offer a safe haven for boaters offof Johnstone Strait.

Therefore \¡/e were dismayed to learn that in the same bay their neighbor Mike Butler wants to start a
business pressure washing and repairing barges. It would seem that after all the work the Cambridges
have put into their business, it may be ruined by a neighboring business. From an ecological standpoint,
it would be diffrcult to imagine how a pressure washing business would be able to keep the bay in the
clean state it is currentþ in.
Boaters need a place to go to get out of bad weather, and we need supplies. $/e have little negative
impact on the environment. Port Harvey Marina has+ little negative impact on the environment.
Certainly less than pressure washing barges at the end of a bay. V/e support George and Gail
Cambridge. It is ow opinion that the business Mike Bulter wants to put in Port Harvey would be
detrimental to not only Port Harvey Marina, but to the environment as well.
Sincerely,
Howard Trindle
Sue Clark
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Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rggraham

< rggraham@telus.net>
Monday, July 3, 2017 11:53 AM
hsoltau@ rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
Proposed Marine Shipyard and Barge Railway in Port Harvey

This e mail has been sent in strong opposition to the proposal by Mr. Mike Buttle for a marine railway and
barge shipyard in Port Harvey.
'We
have been stopping in Port Harvey on our way north and our retum trip for l0 years. Port Harvey's position
on the edge of the Broughton Arcepeligo is perfectly situated for those boats rvishing or needing to get off
Johnstone Straigbt. Its back bay is a great anchorage and the addition of Port Harvey Marine Resort has
enhanced its appeal. We have watched the area on the south side of Range Island become a dumping ground for
numerous unused vessels and equipment. This brings concern of how much more the bay will be filled with
neglected marine equipment and how strong Mr Buttles commitment to protecting the enviroment is. This
beautiful bay is no place for this dumping ground and in our opinion no place for a business such as is proposed.
Part of Port Harvey and Havannah Channel are designated a Rock Fish Conservation area, closed to all fin
fishing to protect the species. All water from the head of the bay where the business will be located flows
through this RCA 4 times a day. The work that has been sta¡ted on this property is already visually and
audibally disturbing and totally out of place. Mzzley bearso black bearso deer and numerous birds and other
wild life call this area home. It is inconceivable to us that this proposal should be accepted. Surely there is a
location better suited for this industrial business than this small bay located on the edge of the Broughton
Arcepeligo which is such an important part of British Columbia's pristine Coast. Thank you Ray and Gill
Graham

Sent flom my Galaxy Tab A

Sent from my Galaxy Tab

A
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Ginger Marshall < ginger.marshall@q.com >
Monday, July 3, 2017 4:19 PM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca
j long@ rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@ rd mw.bc.ca
Marine Railway and Barge Shipyard in Port Harvey

Dear Heidi Soltau,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comment on a proposal to re-zone a portion of Port Harvey to
accommodate a Marine Railway and Barge Shipyard. Please accept the following concems with the subject
proposal in lieu of our attendance at the July 18, 2017 public hearing.
We have enjoyed coming to the Broughtons for the past l0 yeaÍs, spending 3-4 months visiting various marinas
and anchorages while taking in the beauty of the BC coast. Port Harvey, both the anchorage and martna, afford
a safe stopping place prior to and after exiting the various rapids which delineate the Broughtons from
Desolation Sound. Given the inherent distances, our boat, like many others, uses Port Harvey as a stepping
stone to the Broughtons. Our boat, a trawler, as with most trawlers and all sailboats, travel at slower speeds and
therefore require frequent, safe, hospitable harbours on the journey.

A re-zoning of Port Harvey for heavy industrial use might preclude recreational enjoyment in Port Harvey, and
is incompatible with sustained natural and environmental tourism. It is likely that if Port Harvey is not
available, or made inhospitable, many boaters will refrain from coming to the Broughtons altogether. This
would negatively impact not only Port Harvey Marine Resort, but all of the other small marinas in the
Broughtons, along with Port McNeill. As you are probably aware, ffiffiy, if not most of these marinas struggle
to maintain high standards and financial viability. It would be unfortunate to negatively impact the Broughtons
as a whole for the benefit of a heavy industrial facility to be located in a strategic tourism location.
Heavy industrial operations would raise many concerns about environmental safety. Surely there are other
opportunities for the proposed work in previously appropriately zoned areas. Carving out a part of your tourism
industry can only lead to degradation of that industry in future. We believe that consideration of this
application be reviewed with a broad perspective for the good of the whole area ¿N opposed to the wishes of one
individual, who by past performances, does not appear to have serious concenrs about the environment of the
BC coast.
V/e thank you for taking the time to familiarize yourself with our serious concems.
Gary St. Arnaud
Ginger Marshall

M/V Livlife
10401 47ft Ave SIV
Seattle, WA 98146

QAq B4-2666
ginger. marshal l@q. com

1
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From: Linda Cade
Sent:July 3,2017 5:27 PM
To: Colyn

Subiecü Re: Public Hearing 18 July
We DEFINITELY oppose approval of the Buttle application. As US boaters who cruise the Canadian waters all summer,
every year, we are dismayed by this application as it takes away our safe shelter on Johnstone Strait. lt will definitely
discourage us from making the trip up the Strait and points north.
Thank you,
Linda Cade and Terry Halverson
M/V End Game
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

paul giffin <vaTmpg@gmail.com>
Tuesday, July 4,2017 1O:27 PM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@ rdmwbc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca

Attachments:

MTWADDINGTON 1.pdf

MIKE BUTTLE Services Ltd..APPLICATION

to Rezone

TO:Heidi Soltau
J.Long
D Rushton

Good Day

I would respectfully request the document attached to this email become part of the record at the public hearing
on the above noted application to rezone.

Thank you very much
Paul
Paul Giffin

Gabriola Island BC
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20L7.07.04
To The Board of Directors
Mount Waddington Regional District

Re Mike Buttle Services Ltd

I would ask that the contents of this document be included in the
meeting record of the 2AI7 July 18û' Public Hearing on the above
noted application.
In my nearly 50 years of being an active professional and
recreational boater on this coast, Port Harvey has served as a safe
haven in Johnstone Strait. It provides a safe haven for both
commercial and recreational vessels.
Recreational vessels use Port Harvey as an entry point to the
Broughton area and as a departure point into Johnstone Strait on the
way home.

vears.
a. I have watched the bay go from a quiet tranquil place to one
-with inceasing industrial activity which includes junk both on shore
and on and in the water.
b. I have watched the land area impacted by these activities
continue to expand around the bay.
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c. I have been present at Port Harvey Marina when a vessel from
Mike Buttle Services ran around the marina causing a large wake
and general mayhem in the marina.
d. The number of barges, float homes, and other floating items
continues to increase not only in number but in area used in the bay.

Personally I have a concern with respect to the old petroleum barge
sitting at Range Island that sometimes is listing noticeably and
sometimes is not. I often wonder what causes the list and where the
material causing the list goes when the list disappears.

Should this application be approved in its current form, I very
much regret to say I will no longer be stopping at Port Harvey
Marina. This will impact my travels, if any, in the Broughton area
and Port McNeill. I will travel directly through your area and spend
more time and money on the Central Coast.

My reasons for objecting to this application are many, but I will
list a few in no particular order.
a. The proposal will allow the movement of barges at any time of
the day or night, as the use of the railway is tide dependent. These

operations are noisy and disruptive.
b. Mike Buttle Marine Services has moored barges in the bay
in the past with no lights or indication of their presence. This can be
hazardous at night in addition to reducing the anchorage space
curuently available in the bay.
c. After viewing similar barge activities in Esquimalt and
Vancouver, I am not aware of any material in this application that
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would satisfactorily meet provincial and federal regulations dealing
with the waste and contaminates removed from these barges as well
as their removal from the Port Harvey area..
d. With a LÙo/o grade and heavy rain I have to wonder whether
the proposed containment system would be able to handle all the
material of concern (Of note a60/o grade causes concern to the
Ministry of Transport on roadways)
e. During my stay at Port Harvey Marina at the end of June 20L7
I have had the "pleasure "of being awakened by sledge hammers on
metal and large pieces of equipment being operated prior to 7 am.
Given that the summer winds are predominately westerly I am sure
once the operation gets into full swing the noise will be even more
annoying.
f. I am given to understand the following are some of the listed as
safe haven anchorages.
l-. Port Neville. This inlet is subject to strong cuffent and at
times gusty winds
2. Burial Cove. Tried to anchor there and already one boat was
anchored... no room due to structures and other pennanent objects.
My vessel is only 40ft in length
3. Boughy Bay. Susceptible to winds and weather.

I would respectfully suggest that the person who supplied the
information regarding the safe haven anchorages has read Vol. L 1-6'h
Edition of Fisheries and Oceans Canada Sailing Directions British
Columbia Coast (Southern Portion) and has not utilized any local
knowledge or experience.

I have had the oppormniry to look at the Mt Waddington Regional
District Website. I have reviewed your strategic goals and they are
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indeed noteworthy. I took the opportunity to look at the bylaw
portion of the site and found Bylaw 890 to be very comprehensive.

What I did notice is Bylaw 890 Section l-0.4.c. v. and vi which I
have noted below
c. The RDMW will:
v. assist in ensuring that the public is informed and has adequate
opportunity for involvement in the planning process; ii. support
activities and locations for land and water based uses on Crown land
tenures that are economically, environmentally and aesthetically
appropriate, and that do not significantly detract from current or
potential tourism, forestry or other resource related activities and
development opportunities;

vi. support maintaining and protecting public services, corridors,
and transportation routes; iv. support creation of new land and water
based tenures and use pennits in locations that have access by public
roads or suitable navigable waterways; v. ensure that new uses and
developments are compatible with existing adjacent uses and
developments and do not drasticalty hinder the opportunities of each
to grow and evolve in response to changing economic conditions;

At the current time the land subject of this application certainly does
not meet the "esthetically appropriate" portion of 10.4.c.v and over
the last few years it has certainly detracted from tourism as noted in
the same section.

This application will certainly hinder any opportunities for Port
Harvey Marina "to grow and evolve."
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I will admit it has been a year since I looked at the North Vancouver
Island Marine Plan and it may have changed. However, I am having
trouble seeing how this application fits into this plan. I recognize
too this is a Provincial document, but why include it if it were not
be followed? I have referenced the section of your bylaw below.
vi. be guided by policies of provincial planning documents such as
the Central Coast Land and Resource Management Plan, North
Vancouver Island Marine Plan, Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan and the
\fancouver Island Summary Land Use Plan;

In this case you have competing interests and competing pafiies.
There needs to be a compromise for these interests to sulive in one
bay. I would suggest, however, that this application of Mike Buttle
Services in its current form will have a negatively significant if not
devastating impact on Port Harvey Marina.

Closinq Comments
For the record, I am not now, nor have I ever been in any way,
associated with either Port Harvey Marina or Mike Buttle Services
Lrd.

I also recognize the services being applied for in this application are
required by the marine industry. At the same time there is also a
need for services to recreational boaters. I am not privy to the
financial figures of any Broughton area marinas or the Town of Pon
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McNeill, but I would suspect the recreational boater provides
significant financial benefit.
In closing, I have one question. At the present time Mike Buttle
Services has a barge hauling location on his property. My question is
simply why can that site not be looked at for the proposed services?
The anchoring of barges at the location he currently uses near Range
Island could be allowed to continue. This could hopefully be a
compromise that would allow everyone to pursue their goals in Port
Harvey

Thank you for your time.

Paul Giffin
Gabriola Island BC
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Romer Shewchuk < romerjs.shewchuk@gmail.com
Wednesday, July 5,2017 10:09 AM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca

>

Port Harvey - Rezoning Application

f hove just been rnode owore of the opplicotion

to rezone ports of the Port Horvey foî
the purpose of the construction of o borge ma¡ntenonce ond repo¡r focility.

f

am opposed to
a

a

a

this rezoning

os:

the North Voncouver Islcnd Morine Plon 2016 stotes thot oll applicotions for morine
roilroods, including marine repoirs to lorge commerciol v¿ssels in Port Harvey,should be
denied:
REGIONÁL DISTRICT of Mt. WADDINGTON PLANNINø 9YLAW 89O 2Ot6
of (10.3) stotes thot in rural oreos "new development will be compotible with odjocent
lond uses." This business does not sound like it meets this criterio to me. I hove boated
?eæeat,onolly up in thot oreo for mony yeors, including stopping in Port Harvey, and this
proposol folls far short of meeting this criterio. ff this proposol proceeds, f will
certoinly skip vísiting Port Horvey, ond;
the business plon for the focility, its construction, protection of the environment in th¿
future sound holf-baked to me. f suspect ít's chonce of business success would only yield
on unsightly and envíronmentolly unfriendly "groveyord of discorded vessels" some time in

the future.

I will not be oble to ottend the public heoring on July 18th, but, I wished to express my opiníon
for

considenotion.

Thonk you,
Romer Shewchuk
3515 Combridge Rd
Nonoose Boy, BC
vgP 9G3

1
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Constance and Colyn'Welsh,

#8-32640 Murray Ave.,
Abbotsford, BC.
Phone 604-309-9210

Mr. Andrew Hory,
Regional District of Mount Waddington
PO Box 729,2044 McNeill Road
Port McNeill, BC VON 2R0
l lth July 2017
Dear Andrew Hory;

Thank you for the opportunity to submit our cofilments on a proposal,Zoring Bylaw Ns 21
Amendment Bylaw Ne 895, 2016to re-zone a portion of Lot 498 in Port Harvey to accommodate
a Marine Railway and Barge Shipyard.
As we see it the questions are:

Why is only a small part of the foreshore of Lot 498 is being re-zoned? The are¿ under
consideration is shown on Schedule *4" to the Bylaw ìfþ 895,2016. Why isn't the area south
of the 140m line to where the Buttles wash the hulls of vessels near Tide Pole Islet all of which
is involved in industrial type operation being re-zoned? Come to think of it, why isn't all of
Lot 498 being considered for re-zoning?
The whole of theforeshorefrom the Buttle's southern boundary to their northern boundary is an

industrial operøtion.

Is this an âppropriate location for this type of facility as it is on the side of a hill with steep
grade?
It wítl take a very large amount of excavatingfrom the hill side to obtaín a workable sloop of even
10 degrees. The highways authority, we understand are concerned about arry degree of sloop of 7
or more degrees.

Is this development compatible with the existing adjacent uses?
It is not compatible, os the surrounding properties are occupied by retired persons or Qre engaged
in the tourist industry.

WitI the Buttles be dismantle ships?
To quote Mr. Buttle at the February 16th, 2016 RDMW m¡nutes; "l have weekly phone calls from the Coast
Guard. They have nowhere to dismantle their vessels. There are shipyards but they can't afford them."

The Federal Government can't affort these other shipyards????

Witl the authorities police the abuses to the environment and zoning in the future any better
than they have done in the past and are presently doing?
This we lind hard to believe øs for many years the Buttles have polluted the bay and carried on an
illegal busíness with no action by any of the authorities.
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DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS V/ASTE
Boat repairing, including paint removal from hulls, is to take place at this facility. Pacificus
Biological Services Ltd. in its capacity as agent on behalf of the property owners, Mike and Linda
Buttle (hereafter "applicants"), has not put forward any plan that would comply with regulations
that are enforced elsewhere in the province.
To contain toxic materials, the applicant plans to cover the earth in the shipyard work area with
an "impermeable membrane." There are no details of this membrane available.
There is no information on the risk of this membrane being damaged or perforated.
The work area floor will slope 10% towards the HWM where wash water and suspended solids
will be collected in a "lined perimeter drain that leads to an oil/water separator." This method
would not be acceptable in other jurisdictions in the province where the water must be captured
in tanks or drums and removed to a hazardous waste facility and not allowed into the water.

o

o
o

NORTH VANCOWER TSLAND MARINE PLAN (NTVIMP) 2016
The Regional District of Mt. V/addington, we understand, has been a strong supporter of the
bn/IMP which is a part of the Marine Planning Partnership (MaPP) developed by a partnership of
the Ngnwalolis Council and the Province of B.C.
One of the purposes of this plan is to reduce conflicts between various user groups and there will
be real conflicts between the many pleasure boaters who use Port Harvey as a safe refuge and the
Marine Railway and Barge Shipyard now being built by the applicants.
The plan st¿tes that all applications for marine railways, including repairs to large commercial
vessels in Port Harvey, should be denied.

Of concern to us and other boaters include:
r The fact that for around 15 years, the applicant has failed to obtain required legal
authorization from the Regional District to develop the foreshore to accommodate its

o
o
o
o
r
o

developing business.

Port Harvey is in a strategic location adjacent to Johnstone Sfrait and between Johnstone
Strait and the tidal currents of Chatham Channel. Many vessels anchor in Port Harvey to
await the slack waters at Chatham Channel.
Port Harvey is a popular anchorage for vessels transiting Johnstone Shait and heading to
the various places in the Broughton Archipelago.
For decades, Port Harvey has been a reliable, safe anchorage during storms.
Conflicts between marine/industrial activity and recreational boaters. We have seen how
the applicant m¿urages to assembl e large barges south of Range Island that are not on his
lease, so why would he not continue to assemble many more large barges north of Range
Island that would not be in his lease? Less a¡ea for boaters to safely anchor.
Increased noise, visual pollution and vessel congestion in the anchorage.
Currently, about 4,000 boaters spend at least one night at Port Harvey every summer. This
includes those tied up at the Port Harvey Marine Resort as well as those anchored. If this
rezoning is approved, these vessels will not be able to anchor or tie-up.
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o

ifthe application is approved, it l'vill result in a lot less money
being spent in Port McNeill, Alert Bay, Sointula, Port Hardy and other locations in the
Regional District.
These boaters are tourists and

We personally spend over $5,000.00 each year in the Broughton Archipelago, Port McNeill
and Sointula in our small boat on fuel, moorageo groceries, hardware as well as at restaurants
and the local hairdresser in Port McNeill. If the application is approved, we along with many
other pleasure boaters, will not venture into Johnstone Strait but will stay south in Desolation
Sound and/or the Gulf Islands.
You, as the Regional District of Mount Waddinglon, must decide on having;
An industrial complex that will continue to pollute the land, water and air and
employ a handful of people, and buys little from the merchants of Alert Bay, Sointula and
Port McNeill. Or
A tourist industry of thousands of pleasure boats supporting the marinas, fuel
barges, grocery stores, liquor store, hardware and nautical supply stores, rest¿urants and
boat mechanics.

1.

2.

As a suggestion, the board members, should check with your local business people (including the
hairdresser) as to who they receive the most business from, boaters or the applicants.
As a further suggestion, the board members, should visit Port Harvey and observe the destruction
already carried out by the applicants to the foreshores and see how much damage the building of
the shipyard will have on what was once one of the most pristine harbours on the BC coast.
As well you miglrt observe what effect the shipyard will have on the neighbours with regard to
their pleasure and income, keeping in mind:
oA' to RDMW Regional Plan Bylaw No. 890, 2015
Schedule
10.4 c. The RDMW will:
v. ensure that new uses and developments a¡e compatible

with existing adjacent uses and
developments and do not drastically hinder the opportunities of each to grow and evolve in
response to changing economic conditions;

vi. be guided by policies of provincial planning documents such as the Central Coast Land
and Resource Management PlarU North Vancouver Island Marine Plan, Quatsino Sound Coastal
Plan and the Vancouver Island Summary Land Use Plan;
Respectively submitted,

Colyn Welsh

Constance'Welsh

Attached are some more photos for your consideration.
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two photos were taken many years apart while the winds in Johnstone Strait were blowing 25+
knots ¡n June 2009 and June 2OL7. Port Harvey is a safe refuge for pleasure 6roats of all types and sizes.

These

June 20O9

June 2017
This photo was taken m

and has been sent to the RDMW many t¡mes. lt speaks for itself

This is a photo taken on December 6 20t6, of the work on the new shipyard in the tidal zone. A lot more
work has been done and continues to be done without any change in the zoning.
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This photo is dated December 7 2016 with a quote from a
Facebook page.

.- "camp life. not a bad spotfor

the new shop"

This is to be the site of a large commercial work shop that is
situated mid way between the domestic dock and the
shipyard.
As this part of the Lot is not part of the property being
rezoned and is zoned "Rural" we wonder if Mr. Buttle is
planting corn or wheat or raising goats or pigs.

t2Ot6.lt shows the slipway without any vessels and without any
part
Lot
is
not part of the property being rezoned and is zoned "Rural"
This
of
the
catchment.

This photo taken on December

These photos are of the work being carried out by the Buttles. And were taken a year ago. They show
how much the Buttles would have to alter their ways to comply with the Covenant.
SECTION 219

COVENANT

Good Neighbour

9. ln recognition of the popularity of Port Harvey as a
haven for the recreat¡onal boating community, and an
area in which residentialdwellings are located the
Covenantors further covenant and agree with the
Covenantee that:
(a) in undertaking the Uses on the Land, the
Covenantors shall undertake to store materials in a
manner that is tidy and orderly and where possible,

prevents them from being openly visible from the
ocean and land based residences in the vicinity, to the
satisfaction of the Covenantee; and
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(b) the Covenantors shall ensure that where
possible, mater¡als are screened from view

from the ocean and residences by stor¡ng
them in buildings, or ut¡l¡z¡ng landscaping
materials (vegetation, ea rthen berms, fencing,
etc.) to block them from view.
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From:
To¡

Ron and Monica Mavhew
ilono(ôrdmw. bc.ca; hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca

Subject:

Port Harvey
Tuesday, luly 11, 2017 7:50:51 AM

Date:

express my opposition to the application to the Regional
District of Mount Waddington from Mike Buttle Services Ltd both to rezone (2016ZBA-01) his property and to amend his existing crown land tenure U922020) into a
mar¡ne industrial operat¡on in Port Harvey. I can tellyou that I have visited Port
Harvey Marina many times and anchoring after a long hard slog up the Johnstone
Strait as well as awa¡ting the perfect weather to transit back down the strait. I cannot
tell you how important this marina and bay is to the boating public. Not only that, the
operator wants to change the zoning to suit his needs and have no regard of the
boating public, in a safe haven to which we are inherently entitled. The beach in the
bay as you transit into the marina looks like a scrapyard, including old equipment and
fuel barges listing and looking like they will be sinking anytime. As I am to
understand, he wants to beach barges and boats to clean the bottom on the beach.
How can we allow this to happen when allthe enviromental problems we are having
in other parts of the coast. We do not allow any of the commercial boatyards on our
coast to clean the hulls of boats, including power washing, without having a water
treatment system on shore. This means that any hull cleaning must be done out of
the water in a protective environment, on all of the BC Coast. This would stop the
spread of non resident plants and animal life that may have been picked up
somewhere else and be lefr on the beach in Port Harvey to possibly decimate the
ecosystem in the bay. Not to mention that Robson Bight, one of the most Ecologically
sensitive areas in the world, not too far away. \Mtat is to say that any of this cleaning
products, paint products or non resident palnt and animal life doesn't get into that part
of Johnstone Strait and harm the ecosystem there? Especially if he is not using a
capture system and filter system to protect the beaches and water from toxic
chemicals and paint used in the industrial marine industry. Keep in mind too, that
most if not all tidal grids in BC now do not allow power washing while on the grid, so
why would we allow someone to do just that but on a much larger scale?
Please accept this letter to

I find it totally inconceivable, that Mike Buttle Service has the nerve to ask for a permit

and rezoning to do allthe things that are not allowed in any other area on the coast.
Even the large shipyards have a controlled environment when they clean the ships
when preparing for repairs and bottom paint. This company has equipment in all
states of disrepair and appears to have no regard for the beaches, the water, the sea
life, or any part of the coastal environment that we hold so close as British
Columbians. I truly believe that he should clean up the area that he is using and not
be allowed to destroy any more coastal beaches, let alone ask for permission to do
more damage.
It would be interesting to know if there are permits issued that allows him to create the

mess that he has now. lt also causes one to wonder, why has he not been told to
clean up the mess and derelict equipment that is in the bay and to cease operations
until he does clean up the area? lf he does have a permit, do the conditions set out
require him to be a responsible operator and to insure that his equipment is secure
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and not rust¡ng away in the water?
ln closing, I am asking the Regional District of Mount Waddington to reject the
applications from Mike Buttle Services Limited to allow marine industrialzoning in
Port Harvey ... and I also ask that the Regional District use all available laws and
bylaws at your disposal to dealwith to the applicant's use of the land currently that
would think is not allowed under the existing zoning for Port Harvey.
Thank you for your time and I look forward to you thoughts and updates on the
process.
Ron and Monica Mayhew
stu \Mnd Chaser
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I

Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subiect:

leslie-chris <leslie-chris@shaw.ca>
Thursday, July 6,2017 8:53 AM

hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
Re: Public hearing on rezoning application - marine railway and barge shipyard in Port
Harvey

We strongly oppose the rezoning application by Mike Buttle Services Ltd. to allow development of a marine
railway and barge shipyard in Port Harvey. The application is to be considered at a public hearing to be held in
the ofïices of the Regional District of Mt. Waddington on July 18.2017.
Tourism plays a very important part in ttre area, with recreational boaters from both Canada and the US
supporting the economy of not only the immediate area, but of communities such as Port McNeill and Port
Hardy. To cruise to the area" boaters must transit at least parts of Johnstone Sfait, which is always challenging
and often dangerous. The strait has a limited number of safe anchorages, and Port Harvey is the only safe allweather anchorage in it's middle part. In addition, the small marine resort located in Port Harvey provides badly
needed services that are not easily found in the Broughton area, where several other marinas have closed in
recent years.
We strongly urge that the application for rezoning be denied because our belief is that, if approved, Port Harvey
will be destroyed as both a safe anchorage and as a marina site.
Leslie Papp and Christine Baugh
SV "Winter Solstice"
528-205 Kimta Road
Victoria, BC V9A 6T5
(2s0) 389-1289
Sent from rny Samsung Galaxy smarlphone.

1
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Jeff long
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

DUANE DUNCAN <duncand39@msn.com>
Thursday, July 6,2017 10:34 AM

hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
zoning amendment Bylaw #895, 2016

It has come to our attention that an application for a zoning amendment, bylaw #895, 2016, has be submitted
for approval by Buttle Services.
We h ave been cruising from the Seattle area since 2003. The pristine waters and the unspoiled areas of the
Broughtons has brought us back every year. We normally spend 2 months in the general area. We approach
the Broughtons from the Broken lslands. Our welcoming has included Port Harvey. The Port Harvey Marina
and the surrounding bay are a welcome to all of us after traveling Johnstone Strait. The Strait has few places
to duck into, whether one is traveling north or south and this one needs to be saved.
The proposed application of a Maine Railway and Barge Shipyard would destroy Port Harvey. The new
development is not compatible with the existing adjacent uses. The Port Harvey Marina is too close to the
proposed development and would be destroyed. This would then impact other marinas in the area as boaters
would pass the Broughtons and continue further north. Boaters bring income to the entire area.
Please take the health of the Broughtons into consideration and deny this application

Sincerely,
Duane and Lynn Duncan
MV Emerald Star ll
Port Orchard, WA, USA
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Jeff Lono
From:

David McConaghy

Sent:

Thursday, July 6, 2017 8:31 PM
hsoltau@ rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmwbc.ca
Port Harvey Land Use Permit

to:
Subject:

<

dave@mcconaghy.us>

I understand that there is a Land Use Permit applicat¡on pending to allow an industrial operation in Port
Harvey. I am an American boating tourist and have no right to be involved in Canadian Governmental issues.
However, as a boating tourist that spends about $6000 in the eree every summer you may wish to consider my

thoughts.
Each summer (4 months) we alternate between cruising the Broughtons or working our way on up to Alaska.
We always make a stop at the Port Harvey Marina on our way up and again on our way down. This year we
encountered an incessant bang - bang - bang from the new shipyard hastily setup on the beach across the
bay. This activity is not compatible with the peaceful surroundings we seek as boating tourist. lf an Industrial
Use Permit is granted, we will simply bypass the area and search for an area more to our liking.

Respectfully, David and Janet McConaghy, Motor Vessel Cowabunga
Sent from my iPad
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Jeff Lono
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Cambridge <cambridge@xplornet.com>
Thursday, July 6, 2017 8:34 PM

Heidi Soltau; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca;'Jeff Long'
Port Harvey Noise
Bing Maps - Directions, trip planning, traffic cameras & more.html; IMG-8911.JPG

AS you are aware Mike Buttle Services Ltd. has appl¡ed to rezone part of his property in Port
Harvey. This has not been issued yet but the commercial activities continue unabated. Work has
been starting before 0700 hours in the morn¡ng and continuing till late. Today there has been loud
banging on steel and other steel works starting before 0700 hours and is still ongoing. This work ¡s
taking place in the area of where they plan the barge shipyard. Over the last week we have been
having guest complain about being woken by the noise and advising as much as they like us and our
operation they would not be able to comeback due to the noise. This is only the beginning, what will it
be like when there is a 300fr barge on shore withy high pressure blasting and works by many people.
Why is he allowed to do this before he is rezoned, many guests feelthe fix is in as why would he start
building it if he didn't know it was going to be approved. Once this has put us out of business to we
have to put up with this noise at our residence. This is the only house and property we own and its
value is being destroyed. How would you feel if this happened in your neiborhood, would you just
accept it. lt appears he is trying to and you are allowing him to destroy our business even before a
decision is made.
The application is an attempt to legitimize past activities on his part, these activities have built
up and were not like this when we bought this property. When we f¡rst arrived here Linda Buttle had a
small tourism business that catered to fishing and eco tours along with rooms etc. This and ours
would be complimentary business's. At that time much of his work was for fish farms and away from
this site. lt was only several years ago when he started building the shipyard the trees were cut down
and the hill side dug out to make a flat storage area again with the trees removed and an ugly scare
remaining.

feelthe planning committee and directors should visit this location and stand on our dock and
see how close this activity is to us. I would also suggest they visit a shipyard and see how noisy it is,
I

talk to those yards and see what they have to do for closed containment systems. Look at his
application, the RDMW is letting him rezone a small part of his property when most of the property is
cornmercial, jeff saw that but again nothing is done. We were advised if we got water off of crown
land for our foreshore lease we would have to rezone our titled residential property to commercial
even though it is over 100 meters from this source.
Can you explain why bylaw 890, section 10.4,c,v has been completely ignored, this should have
stopped the application from even getting to first reading. This is not compatible with our tourism
business nor with ours and others residential property and would have a dramatic effect on both
making them worthless. Also 10.4,c,viwhich is also being ignored, on the North Vancouver lsland
Marine Plan the ink is hardly dry and it is being ignored. lt is very clear this type of activity is not
allowed under this plan but it is being ignored.

At least half of our guests are from outside Canada and spend from several weeks to many
moths in this area. All of us small operations support each other and feed into Port McNeil, Souintula,
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Alert Bay etc. Talk to places like the IGA in PM and any of the many local business and ask them
what the recreational boaters do for their business's. All of us at the various resorts support each
other as together we are stronger, we have already lost several facilities and cannot afford to lose
more. We as well as others have spent tens of thousands of dollars at shows promoting this whole
area encouraging people to come visit even if its with a cal topper to fish from PM of Telagraph Cove,
we tell people how the IGA lets you take the shopping carts to the marina and they will come and get
them, about the burger barn at Sointula and the bikes they have for use, the heritage center in Alert
Bay. We promote everything as this area is a complete package and everything we can do to keep
the complete industry healthy benefits us all.
You may want to bring up issues we have had with the RDMW and FLNRO. W¡th regards the
RDMW it was resolved that we did not require rezoning if we had no part of our business on our titled
property and should not have been denied a RAS. lt was only after we did not receive a RAS we put
a generator on the crown foreshore (not titled property and it has been moved) Recently we were
again denied a RAS due to the actions of the RDMW that we do not understand and feelthere was
privacy issues that we want to meet and resolve. Bottom line that in 2013 when all the issues arose
we were already compliant as we had argued to no avail. Regarding FLNRO, there is politicaland
personal issues at play so we have asked for a third party review (our right under FLNRO regulations)
so that this whole issue of what has been happening here can be reviewed and how the regulations
have not been administered in an equitable manner as political as well as personnelfeelings have
compromised the right to atair procedure, well as privacy and other issues have come up so we feel
it will be resolved in this appeal manner or by legal means before our lease expires. At the moment
we have a commercial moorage lease that legally services mainly the tourism industry, we pay
property taxes on our lease and maintain issuance in the crowns name but across the bay they have
none of this yet. We wanted to bring these up as they seem to always surface. The RDMW has made
no effort to resolve any issues with regards our operations but have bent over backward in regards
Buttles application treating his application different than others in this area.
would also like to arrange a meeting at least with the elected director for our area so that we
can see if there is common ground and to conect much of the false information that has been
presented regarding our operation that there is no documentation to back it up, it will also show we do
not have horns and have been staunch supporters of the tourism industry on the north island. We
have a guest return rate of 60%+ that should give an idea of how we are, feel free to talk to any of the
resorts for their opinion on us.
I

It is 1630 and the banging is still going on and quests have been commenting allday about it so
I am sure you can understand my concern, you can imagine if we went and started activity like this in
Hyde Creek or in the residential area you live in. This is our life and we have had enough set backs
and now it looks to get worse. ls the RDMW going to guarantee our property values or do they want
to buy our property. lt may seem trivial to you but it is very serious to us. Come to our dock and state
that our business and property will not suffer greatly. I have attached two photos, the first shows the
bay around the year 2000 (before Buttle) and you æn see this was not an industrial area, you can
see our property and lot 474 as the only developed properties so this should dispelthe statement that
this bay has always been industrial. The second photo is of the area where the shipyard will be
located taken from our dock, you can see how close it is to us. lf the RDMW cannot afford the cost
please contact us and we will arrange a water taxi as we feel it is extremely important.
I will also be at the public hearing to speak my piece and would appreciate a reply to these
queries before the meeting. We should not have to live with the noise that is being generated in this

bay.
2
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George Cambridge
Port Harvey
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Jeff Lonq
From:

Gina Lorenz

Sent:

Thursday, July 6,2017 9:15 PM

to:

hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
Land use permit in Port Harvey

Subject:

<

gina.lorenzT@gmail.com >

I hear that there is a Land Use Permit application pending to allow an industrial operation in Port
Harvey. We are boating tourists from Washington State and while we understandably have no
right to be involved in Canadian Governmental issues we are interested in the maintenance of
pleasant boating experiences. In the interests of the boating tourist community that spends money
in the area every suûrmer I hope you will consider the impacts of industrial operations to
recreational boaters.

We made a stop at the Port Harvey Marina where we experienced unpleasant loud noises
throughout the day from the shipyard setup on the beach across the bay. This activity is not
compatible with the peaceful surroundings we wish to enjoy as boating tourists. I hope that you
share our concern about the land use in Port Harvey. If an Industrial Use Permit is gtanted, we
will simply have to consider other recreational areas in our future boating plans.

Respecffully,
MV Heron
Lowell and Gina Lorenz

1
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Jeff
Fro¡n:
Sent:

Cambridge <cambridge@xplornet.com>
Friday, July7,2017 9:28 PM

Tô:
Subject:

Heidi Soltau; drushton@ rdmw.bc.ca;'Jeff Long'
Port Harvey Noise Continued

We have spent another day listening to continual banging on steel at the proposed barge ship yard
and this is from only one person and is only the beginning.. This area of proposed barge ship yard
has not yet been approved but he is already undertaking work on this site. Our guests have been
complaining as it is very noisy and almost seems deliberate I have advised our guests that this is
what the RDMW thinks of the benefits they bring to the economy of the north island. Why should I
have to listen to this noise that is only going to get worse, would you put up with this in your
neighborhood day after day and know it is going to get worse. Even without the zoning this is going to
destroy our business as no matter how much our guests enjoy our company they will not be back until
this is resolved as it is to irritating. lt is all day long and started long before today. Can you make it a
condition that he or the RDMW buys out our properties as when we are not able to sell them or only
at a value far below the appraised value who is going to be responsible and accountable for this. I
have some sound clips I am trying to download so that I can send them to you and you can hear what
it is like at our dock. Bylaw 890 is very clear on this so please advise how we can get this noise
stopped or do you as our elected representatives even care. Even if he doesn't get the zoning he will
carry on as he is as he has only been rewarded for ignoring the regulations over the years, his
foreshore lease is a prime example. We did not even start construction untilwe had our leases and
had met with the RDMW with our development plans and working with FLNRO closely for the first 8
years of our lease.
Please advise as it is very frustrating watching a business you have built up start to lose business for
reasons we have no control over it. Please advise us what we can do or do we just let our business
disappear.
George Cambridge
Port Harvey Marine Resort

1
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Jeff lonq
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cambridge <cambridge@xplornet.com>
Monday, july 10, 2017 7:43 AM
Heidi Soltau;'Jeff Long'; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey Noise

The noise has again started early this morning at his shipyard sight with hammers banging on steel. lt
shows how much respect he has for the process and not waiting for zoning or leases. This is why
most people think a political fix is in and he is being rewarded for not following the rules. Many times
we feel much of this noise is deliberate in order to damage our bus¡ness.
I again implore that the directors visit this site and stand on my dock and see how close the shipyard
is to us. Their own paperwork states it is going to be noisy and you are saying we have to put up with
this. Again bylaw 890 is clear on this and can you provide me with the impact study that was done
regarding the local residents and how this would affect their lifestyle. . Even without our business our
residential property is subject to this noise and as I advised this is our only home.
George Cambridge
Port Harvey.
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Jeff Lono
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Mike &, Jackie <eirinnrose@gmail.com>
Monday, July 10, 2017 7:49 AM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca
jlong@ rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@ rdmw.bc.ca
Mike Buttle, MARINE RAILWAY AND BARGE SHIPYARD in PORT HARVEY PUBLIC
HEARING on REZONING APPLICATION ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No 895,2016

We have spent two months as a boat visitor to Port Harvey, the Broughton's and Port McNeill area, where we
purchased fuel, gifts and food supplies. We found Port Harvey a very important stopping point on our cruise up
to Canada and back to the United States. In reviewing the proposal by Mike Buttle for a Marine Railway and
Barge Shipyard, I find it will severely cut back on the amount of anchorage area and proposes some severe
ecological issues and pollution that could destroy this delicate and pristine are4 thus making it a place many
will no longer wish to visit; thus reducing the number of visitors and dollars spent in the entire area.
I whole heartedly as you to deny this rezoning application and protect the beauty and visibility of the the Port

Harvey area.
Thank you for allowing us to comment on this proposal.

Mike Ireland
eirinnrose@gmail.com
Qs3) 5r4-97st

1
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:

Leo Bannon <lban@aol.com>
Monday, July 10, 2017 10:30 AM

To:

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca

Cc:

hsoltau @rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@ rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey - Proposed Bylaw 895

Subject:

Dear Mr. Long,
This email is to address the proposed reclassification of Port Harvey to a Ml-l. As a recreational boater that has visited
Port Harvey I find what is being suggested a travesty for Port Harvey. lf you have not visited recently, I hope you do so
to see the complete spoilage of the bay already with no other word for it but "junk" scattered on the land and in the
bay. Port Harvey serves as one of the few spots along Johnstone Strait that provides a "safe harbo¡" for mariners during
stormy weather. What is proposed will clearly eliminate the possibility for that function to cont¡nue as I doubt the Port
Harvey Marina will be able to survive under the proposed development. I would contend that providing assistance to
further develop Port Harvey into a key recreational area would provide more economic benefit than that being
proposed. I cannot even imagine the potential for pollution of the bay. Already there exists significant visual
pollution. Due to limited bandwidth I am not able to send pictures, and so again I encourage you to visit the area and
see the damage already done.
Losing such a beautifuland important harbor for boaters (both commercial and pleasure) should be stopped. We
encourage that you consider other options and again suggest further development of th¡s area as a key port ¡n the storm

for all mariners.
Please vote against Bylaw 8951

Sincerely,
Leo A. Bannon

303-888-469s
bannonleo@gmail.com
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Jeff Lons
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

RDMW lnfo < info@rdmw.bc.ca>
Monday, July 10, 2017 11:16 AM
Jeff Long; Greg Fletcher
FW: Hearing on Port Harvey

---Original Message---

From: Kae Hutchison [mailto: kaehutchison@comcast. net]
Sent: July-07-17 3:49 PM
To: hsoltua@rdmw.bc.ca
Cc: drushton@rdmw. bc.ca
Subject Hearing on Port Harvey
I am an American boater, annual user of Port Harvey Marina for the last several years. I am writing out

of
concem about the negative impact on the bay if the application by Mr. Buttler to create a major shipyard for
servicing large barges and other vessels.
It is my understanding that the NVIMP plan for Port Harvey does not support this scale of industrial
development and it would certainly have a negative impact on adjacent land owners, including Port Harvey
Marina. I understand you are a boater, and you know how important Port Harvey is as a safe haven for leaving
and entering Johnstone Strait. lt is also an important provisioning stop, unfortunately now not in operation.
There are not many places left in the Broughtons where one can resupply-Sullivan and Echo Bay are now it.
I certainly hope at the least that before making a decision on this application someone will Port Harvey to
ascertain the degree to which Mr.
Buttler has met commitments he has made to date, to assess the likelihood that he will do so in the future. The
current state of his property and buildings is unsightly and the large buildings look unsafe, as well as
unfinished.

There are many boaters who are helped by the hard work Gail and George have done at Port Harvey. We are
gratefulfor their efforts and hope that this project, as it is now planned, is not approved.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kae Hutchison (co-owner motor vesselVixen lll)
Sent from my iPad
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subiect:

< pcheirrett@gmail.com >
Monday, July 10, 2017 12:3Q PM
jf ong@ rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
pcheirrett@gmai l.com; mchei rr@ g mail.com
Possible rezoning of Mike and Linda Buttle property at Port Harvey

Peg Cheirrett

We have boated in the west coast Canadian waters for over 20 years. lt has been our pleasure to support the
BC tourism economy by frequenting the family-owned marinas scattered throughout the Gulf lslands,
Discovery lslands and the Broughtons. ln exchange, the marinas have provided us real value: a source of fuel
and fresh water, a place to stretch our legs after days on the boat, restaurants and stores for provisioning
fellowship, and advice from the marina operators and other boaters on weather conditions, places to anchor,
places to fish, etc.

We are writing from Lagoon Cove Marina, with plans to visit Kwatsi Bay Marina, Pierre's Echo Bay Marina,
Sullivan Bay Marina, Telegraph Cove Marina, and Port McNeill in the next two weeks before turning south to
return home.
We are concerned for the health of the Port Harvey Marina because we have seen more and more familyowned marinas in the Broughtons go by the wayside.
Because of its location at the southern entrance to the Broughtons, Port Harvey has special value to boaters as
a respite from the high winds and tempestuous seas of Johnstone Strait. However, as we pulled into Port
Harvey two days ago and looked around at the derelict vessels and junk filled shores, we wondered what was

going on here. After talking with the people running the marina, we can't understand why the degradation of
Port Harvey is being allowed to happen. lt seems so out of character with British Columbia's "super-natural"
environmental focus.
Please consider the Buttle's request to rezone their waterfront property for commercial purposes as it will
surely result in the death of another family-owned marina and dampen our enthusiasm for returning to this
area. We request that you support Port Harvey's marina and help keep this area clean and beautiful.

Thank you for your consideration. We hope to see George and Gail and have dinner at the Port Harvey
Marina's restaurant that is currently under construction when we return to the Broughtons next year.
Sincerely,

Mark and Peg Cheirrett
Seattle, Washington
u.s.A.
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:

Gary and Sandie Wilde <wildes@comcast.net>
Monday, July 10, 2017 3:37 PM

to:

hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca
jlong @ rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@ rdmw. bc.ca
Port Harvey Land Use proposal

Cc:

Subject:

Dear Madam/Sif
As a USCG licensed Merchant Mariner, I have used Port Harvey as a bailout harbor from rough seas in Johnston Strait.
Recently I was made aware of the proposal to establish a large barge maintenance facility in the headwaters of the port.
I don't believe this is a sound proposal with a positive benefit for the majority of users.

My rationale for this opinion:

L.
2.

3.

Existing First Nations agreernents seem incompatible with the commercial concept (NVIMP 2076l'.
Existing MT Waddington regional district bylaws stress a requirement for compatibility with the surrounding
environment (Bylaw 890-2016).
Hazardous waste is super regulated and I see no actual provision made to comply therewith during a recent visit
(30 Jun 20t7L

It would seem to me that to put such a major junk-yard type operat¡on in this relatively undeveloped spot runs counter
to good planning. Heavy industry sites already exist in BC, you cannot create more undeveloped land; keep the uses
clearly separate. (Look at the site currently; being kind would lead one to describe it as embarrassingly out of phase with
the concept of environmentally advanced BC)
ls

the overriding push for approval resting on increased tax revenues? ls that to be the legacy of the Regional District?

Boaters bring revenue to your regional marine facilities:

o
e
o
o
o

Port McNeill
Sointula

Alert Bay

Lagoon Cove
The Broughton lslands
Port Harvey is a stepping stone to these facilities and the Port Harvey Marina is a welcome stop. Anchorage in other
areas of the port have been highlighted as alternatives, but having used them in years past, they are not reassuring.

There is a realistic balance between industry and recreation, but I don't see Port Harvey as being one of those places.
Thank you for your time and attention,
Gary and Sandie Wilde
8052 Comox Road
Blaine, WA 98230

(360)-6s6-s76s
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:

Pat Malsed <patndave2l @comcast.net>
Monday, July 10, 2Q17 4:14 PM

¡o:

hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
July 18th Public Hearing on Development in the Brooughton lslands

Subject:

While cruising this summer in the Broughton's we have become aware of a public hearing on July 18th concerning
development plans for the Broughton lslands. While we are not residents of Canada we enjoy the pristine cruising each
summer on our sailboat that is afforded us in the islands. We have heard of potent¡al development that may be
happening that we feel would greatly detract the experience that we have up in the islands.
One of the areas we have heard that is being considered is Port Harvey. We stop there on the way north and go¡ng
south and have been able to use the Port Harvey Resort as a place of refuge in bad weather. lf the proposed
development is approved there our fear is twofold. One is the loss of the natural area and two the possibility of forcing
the Port Harvey Resort to close.

Tourism and the small marinas have to be important to local economies and if we are to lose them we feel that it would
be big impact to the Broughton's.
While development is going to happen we hope that it will be done in such a manner as to be compatible with and
enhance the nature of the islands. lt is our understanding that you are the ones who will be conducting the meeting and
ultimate decision. We hope that you will consider our comments in your process.
Dave and Pat Malsed

3949 Chiquita Ln
Anacortes, WA USA
360 941 8494

1
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Verboort <verboort@centurytel.net>

Monday, July 10, 2017 4:37 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
ByLaw 895

We come boating in your area and have done so for over 20 years. We have always felt this to be a safe
boating haven. We are against Bylaw 895. Barbara Verboort. Aurora Or
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Jeff Lono
From:
Sent:
To:

< debbiestolberg@aol.com >
Monday, July 10, 2017 7:16 PM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca; cambridge@xplornet.com;
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca

Subject.

Zoning bylaw 895

debbiestolberg

To whom it may concern:

I am writing to express my concern on the environmental and noise impact this industrial project

has on the

anchorage in Port Harvey.

As a US boater that enjoys cruising in BC and more specifically the resorts in the Broughtons, if this rezoning is
allowed to continue we along with our fellow boating friends will cease to cruise in this location which will
bring a significant loss of revenue to the north island in fuel, food, moorage and other misc purchases as this
will no longer be a desired destination.
Thank you,
Debbie Stolberg

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
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Jeff Long

To:

John Devlin <jadev@telus.net>
Monday, July 10, 2017 7:17 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca

Subject:

RDMW Zoning Bylaw No. 21, Amendment Bylaw No. 920, 2017

From:
Sent:

The Regional District of Mount Waddingfon, in care of JeffLong

Please accept this letter as notification of our objection to the rezoning of the Port Harvey land as proposed by
Mike and Linda Buttle.

Many arguments have been put forward by people opposed to this project. We would add our voices to this
group. The NVIMP declares this as a l.{ot Acceptable'activity and'should not be permitted'. V/e would
agree. Why go to the effort to draw up such a complete and comprehensive plan if in use, it has no practical
weight.
'We

read further that the proponents and the RDMW have come up with a covenant to ensure that the project
'We
proceeds in a satisfactory manner. Any covenant between parties is only as good as the parties involved.
would suggest that Mike Buttle has not exhibited the character of someone who would be bound by any such
agteement. Witness the ongoing industrial use of the bay, Port Harvey, contrary to zoning regulations over
these last 15 years.

'Witness

also, that after a process of permitting covering more that two and a half years, and understanding that
the visual impact of the site is of importance to the other users of Port harvey, no, or very minimal attempt to
clean up the site has been made. It would appear that no clean up is intended; certainly not as a show of good
wi11.

The proposed covenant has a provision for fines for violations of the tenets of the covenant. rüe would suggest
the the proposed $2000 per incident is simply the 'cost of doing business'. Even a fine of $20,000 could be
considered as such given the multi-million dollar nature of the proposed business.

Who will enforce the provisions of the covenant if Mike Buttle chooses not to be bound by these
conditions. \Me read that the RDMW does not have (or did not have) the enforcement personal to see to this and
would need additional financing to be able to provide for this. Has this changed and are these enforcement
personal now available?
'Who

gets to decide if these proposed industrial activities are compatible with the current usage of the bay - a
committee quite removed from the area, or perhaps the residents and current users of Port Harvey. \Me would
1
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strongly state that the proposed fr¡rther indusrialization of the bay is not compatible with the current use. Just
like the NVIMP would declare.

JohnDevlin and Pat Allen
MV Mystic Passage
Halfuioon Ba¡ BC

John

2
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Jeff long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Colyn <charelsh@shaw.ca>
Wednesday, July 12,2017 9:24 AM
RDMW - J Long

Attachments:

RDMW Paper.docx

PUBLIC HEARING JULY 18th.

Attached is our submission to the hearing.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1
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Constance and Colyn Welsh,
#8 32640 Murray Ave.,

-

Abbotsford, BC.
Phone 604-309-9210
Regional District of Mount Waddinglon
PO Box 729,2A44 McNeill Road
Port McNeill, BC VON 2R0
t 1ú July 2017

Dear Sirs;

Thank you for the opportunity to submit our comments on a proposal, Zoning Bylaw Ì.1þ 21
Amendment Bylaw ¡lþ 895, 2016 to re-zone a portion of Lot 498 in Port Harvey to accommodate
a Marine Railway and Barge Shipyard.

As we see it the ouestions are:
Why is only a small part of the foreshore of Lot 498 is being re-zoned? The area under
consideration is shown on Schedule "A" to the Bylaw ¡lþ 895, 2Aß. Why isn't the area south
of the 140m line to where the Buttles wash the hulls of vessels near Tide Pole Islet all of which
is involved in industrial type operation being re-zoned? Come to think of it, why isn't all of
the 109 acres of Lot 498 being considered for re-zoning?
The whole of theþreshorefrom the Buttle's southern boundory to their northern boundary is an
índustrial operation.

Is this ¡rn appropriate location for this type of facility as it is on the side of a hill with steep
grade?
It will talre a very large omount of excavatingfrom the hill side îo obtain a workable sloop of even
10 degrees. The highways authority, we understand ore concerned about any degree of sloop of 7
or more degrees.

Is this development compatible with the existing adjacent uses?
It is not compatible, as the surrounding properties are occupied by retired persons or are engaged
in the tourist índustry.

Will the Buttles be dismantle ships?
To quote Mr. Buttle at the February 16th, 2016 RDMW minutes; "l have weekly phone calls from the Coast

Guard. They have nowhere to dismantle their vessels. There are shipyards but they can't afford them."
The Federal Government can't afford these other shipyards????

WiIl the authorifies police the abuses to the environment and zoningin úhe future any better
than they have done in the past and are presently doing?
This we /ìnd hard to believe as þr many years the Buttles have polluted the bqt and carried on an
illegal business with no action by any of the authorities.
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DISPOSAL OF }TAZARDOUS WASTE
Boat repairing, including paint removal from hulls, is to take place at this facilþ. Pacificus
Biological Services Ltd. in its capacity as agent on behalf of the property owners, Mike and Linda
Buttle (hereafter "applicants"), has not put forward any plan that would comply with regulations
that are enforced elsewhere in the province.
To contain toxic materials, the applicant plans to cover the earth in the shipyard work area with
an'oimpermeable membrane.o' There are no details of this membrane available.
There is no inforrnaton on the risk of this membrane being damaged or perforated.
The work area floor will slope 10% towards the HWM where wash water and suspended solids
will be collected in a "lined perimeter drain that leads to an oil/water separator.o'This method
would not be acceptable in otherjurisdictions in the province where the water must be captured
in tanks or drums and removed to a hazardous waste facility and not allowed into the water.

o

o
o

NORTH VANCOWER ISLAND MARINE PLAN (NVIMP) 2016
The Regional District of Mt. Waddington, \rye understand, has been a strong supporter of the
NVIMP which is a part of the Marine Planning Partnership (MaPP) developed by a partnership of
the Ngnwaf,olis Council and the Province of B.C.
One of the purposes of this plan is to reduce conflicts between various user groups and there will
be real conflicts between the many pleasure boaters who use Port Harvey as a safe refuge and the
Marine Railway and Barge Shipyard now being built by the applicants.
The plan states that all applications for marine railways, including repairs to large commercial
vessels in Port Harvey, should be denied.

Of concern to us and other boaters include:
r The fact that for around 15 years, the applicant has failed to obtain required legal
authorization from the Regional District to develop the foreshore to accommodate its

o
o
r
o
o
r

developing business.
Port Harvey is in a strategic location adjacent to Johnstone Strait and between Johnstone
Strait and the tidal currents of Chatham Channel. Many vessels anchor in Port Harvey to
await the slack waters at Chatham Channel.
Port Harvey is a popular anchorage for vessels transiting Johnstone Strait and heading to
the various places in the Broughton Archipelago.
For decades, Port Harvey has been a reliable, safe anchorage during storms.

Conflicts between marine/industrial activity and recreational boaters. We have seen how
the applicant manages to assemble large barges south of Range Island that are not on his
lease, so why would he not continue to assemble many more large barges north of Range
Island that would not be in his lease? Less area for boaters to safely anchor.
Increased noise, visual pollution and vessel congestion in the anchorage.
Currently, about 4,000 boaters spend at least one night at Port Harvey every summer. This
includes those tied up at the Port Harvey Marine Resort as well as those anchored. If this
rezoning is approved, these vessels will not be able to anchor or tie-up.
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o

These boaters are tourists and if the application is approved, it

will result in a lot less money
being spent in Port McNeill, Alert Bay, Sointul4 Port Hardy and other locations in the
Regional District.

'We

personally spend over $5,000.00 each year in the Broughton Archipelago, Port McNeill
and Sointula in our small boat on ñrel, moorage, groceries, hardware as well as at restaurants
and the local hairdresser in Port McNeill. If the application is approved, we along with many
other pleasure boaters, will not venture into Johnstone Strait but will stay south in Desolation
Sound and/or the Gulf Islands.
You, as the Regional District of Mount Waddington, must decide on having;
An industrial complex that will continue to pollute the land, water and air and
employ ahandful ofpeople, and buys little from the merchants of Alert Bay, Sointula and
Port McNeill. Or
A tourist industry of thousands of pleasure boats supporting the marinas, fuel
barges, grocery stores, liquor store, hardware and nautical supply stores, restaurants and
boat mechanics.

1.

2.

As a suggestion, the board members, should check with your local business people (including the
hairdresser) as to who they receive the most business from, boaters or the applicants.
As a further suggestion, the board members, should visit Port Harvey and observe the destruction
already carried out by the applicants to the foreshores and see how much damage the building of
the shipyard will have on what was once one of the most pristine harbours on the BC coast.
As well you might observe what effect the shipyard will have on the neighbours with regard to
their pleasure and income, keeping in mind:
Schedule 'A'to RDMV/ Regional Plan BylawNo. 890,2015
10.4 c. The RDMW will:
v. ensure that new uses and developments are compatible with existing adjacent uses and
developments and do not drastically hinder the opportunities of each to grow and evolve in
response to changing economic conditions;
vi. be guided by policies of provincial planning documents such as the Central Coast Land
and Resource Management Plan, Norttr Vancouver Island Marine Plan, Quatsino Sound Coastal
Plan and the Vancouver Island Summary Land Use Plan;

Respectively submitted,

Constance V/elsh

Colvn Welsh

Att¿ched are some more photos for your consideration.
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two photos were taken many years apart while the winds in Johnstone Strait were blowing 25+
knots in June 2009 and June 2017. Port Harvey is a safe refuge for pleasure boats of all types and sizes.

These

-.srs&ì-a

June 2017
This photo was taken m

June 2009
and has been sent to the RDMW many times. lt speaks for itself

This is a photo taken on December 6 ZOL6, of the work on the new shipyard in the tidal zone. A lot more

work has been done and continues to be done without any change in the zoning.
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This photo is dated December 7 20L6 with a quote from a
Facebook page.

,

"camp life. not a bad spotforthe new shop"

This is to be the site of a large commercial work shop that is
situated mid way between the domestic dock and the
shipyard.
As this part of the Lot is not part of the propefly being
rezoned and is zoned "Rural" we wonder if Mr. Buttle is
planting corn or wheat or raising goats or pigs.

t2OL6.lt shows the slipway without any vessels and w¡thout any
part
is
of the Lot not part of the properry being rezoned and is zoned "Rural"
catchment. This

This photo taken on December

These photos are of the work being carried out by the Buttles. And were taken a year ago. They show
how much the Buttles would have to alter their ways to comply with the Covenant.
SECTION 219

COVENANT

Good Neighbour

9. ln recognition of the popularity of Port Harvey as a
haven for the recreational boating community, and an
area in which residentialdwellings are located the
Covenantors further covenant and agree with the
Covenantee that:
(a) in undertaking the Uses on the Land, the
Covenantors shall undertake to store materials in a
manner that is tidy and orderly and where possible,

prevents them from being openly visible from the
ocean and land based residences in the vicinity, to the
satisfaction of the Covenantee; and
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(b) the Covenantors shallensure that where
possible, materials are screened from view

from the ocean and residences by storing
them ¡n buildings, or utilizing landscaping
materia ls (vegetation, ea rthen berms, fencing,
etc.) to block them from view.
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Dale Dorward < macandal@telus.net>
Wednesday, July 12,2O17 9:27 AM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Re: proposed zoning bylaw #895

Attn: Jeff Long
This is a letter of support for the proposed zoning bylaw #895.
This facility that the proponent, Michael Buttle, is proposing would be an excellent addition to the economy of the North
lsland; supplying well paying, year round employment. The range of employment would be from labourers, though to a
var¡ety of trades, such as welders, ship wrights and so on.
There was a t¡me in history when these types of industries were dotted throughout the coast; now, just a very few.
Our company, Macandales, has supplied goods and services to Mike over the years, and have found him to be a very
industrious, hardworking individual, seüing his mind to projects and getting them done. This is the type of entrepreneur
that we need on the North tsland, providing stability 12 months of the year, not just a 6 week window every summer.
There is no obvious reason that this proposed bylaw should not be allowed to proceed, especially in that this project
would go ahead in an orderl¡ environmentâlly sound manner, with a very smallfootprint on the vast coast of British
Columbia. The economic, social, and tax contributing factors in the proposalwould be a significant boost to the North
lsland and have to be the major consideration to the bylaw amendment.
Respectfully,
Dale Dorward, Macandales
Port Hardy
2s0-949-1089

1
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Jeff
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Yale simpson <yale@simpsonmail.ca>
Wednesday, July 12,2017 9:35 AM
hsoltau@ rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
Concerns over Barge Business in Port Harvey

We are boaters who have been visiting Port Harvey for the past 12 years. Please consider this letter voicing
our serious opposition to the industrialization of Port Harvey. Specifically the barge repair business being
conducted on the north side of the bay.
Our objections are several:
1. The environmental degradation associated with an enterprise to "clean" internally and externally fouled
barges.
2. The proximity of such activities to a closed fishery to fin fish - a sanctuary for the establishment of a sound
fishery.
3. The serious detrimental effect on tourism associated with boaters who traditionally anchor in the bay to
benefit from the protection from winds in Johnstone Straits.
4.The detrimental financial effect on visitation to the Port Harvey Marine Resort - a well run tourism friendly
marina enjoyed by boaters travelling the inside passage. There is no way that the barge cleaning business is
compatible with that operation. When we were there in. Early July this year the constant noise of hammering
steel carries througout the bay. Boaters cannot possibly tolerate this and will abandon the bay. I fear that
visitation to the marina will plummet and therefore cease to operate. This is a loss to tourism activity for the
region, as Port Harvey is an economic feeder for Port McNeill.
5. The dramatic loss in proper$ value for all of the residents in the bay should the cleaning business be
allowed to continue and expand.
6. The mooring and operation of the large tanker barge and associated infrastructure within the bay - is this
legally authorized? How is it compatible with others using the bay?
An observation that is so apparent has been the progressive development of the barge business over the
years. The operator has expanded the enterprise year over year, apparently with impunity. ln particular the
operator has extensively cleared the foreshore and stripped vegetation down to the high water mark. How can
he be allowed to conduct this activity, an activity that is a prelude to a greatly expanded enterprise.
The attitude of the operator is not to seek approvals ahead of industrialization but to seek approvals after the
fact. How can he be trusted to not continue such a practice in the future. He undoubtedly will.
Please consider these objections when deciding on the zoning application by the barge business operator.
Regards
Yale and Ðonna Simpson
5280 Keith Road
West Vancouver, B.C
V7W2N1
Phone 6047609309

1
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Jeff lonq
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Frank Robinson <cfrtrade@telus.net>
Wednesday, July 12,2017 10:36 AM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
MARINE RAILWAY AND BARGE SHIPYARD in PORT HARVEY ZONING AMENDMENT
BYLAW No 895,2016

writing to register my opposition to the zoning amendment being proposed re Buttle and co. in Port
Harvey. This is a very important anchorage and refuge off Johnson Strait which is used by thousands of
recreational and commercialvessels. This project will impact greatly, the peaceful refuge of the anchorage,
marine and shore wildlife, and the marine resort neK door with noise, pollution, and obstruction of the
waterway 24 hrs. per day. For the few Jobs' it might create, there are many times more created by the influx
of recreational vessels from all over Canada and the U.S. to this beautiful part of the world. lt seems the
above mentioned 'shipyard' should be located in an industrial harbour, not in a sensitive wildlife and
recreational area such as this. Thank you for reviewing the above proposal very carefully.
I am

C.F. Robinson

63-3031Williams Road
Richmond, BC V7E 1H9

1
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:

Masayo Hora < masayohora@gmail.com >
Wednesday, July 12,2017 12:39 PM
jlong@RDMW.bc.ca

Cc:

hsoltau@RDMW.bc.ca
PORÏ HARVEY INDUSTRIAL USE

Subject:

Dear Sir,
I am writing to protest the plan for industrial development ¡n beautiful Port Harvey. On a recent visit my wife,
Masayo, and I were honified to see changes that have occurred s¡nce our last visit severalyears ago. I have
over 50 years exper¡ence in architecture and land development planning on the BC coast and have spent
many years sailing coastalwaters. I can assure you that "horrified" isn't too strong a description!

Port Harvey is a unique spot along our lnside Passage, not just for it's natural beauty but also for it's location
as the GATEWAY to the wonderful recreation areas of the Broughton Archipelago. And over the years it has
become a welcome stop for boaters travelling along Johnstone Strait to/from Alert Bay, Sointula, Port McNeill
and beyond. A quick look at a marine chart will verify Port Harvey's locational importance and the role it should
play in the North Vancouver lsland Marine Plan.
But now a visitor to Port Harvey is faced with a wasteland of barges, logging equipment and derelict vessels
moored (illegally we were told) to the south end of little Range lsland. This came as a shock to us but was just
the first eyesore as we entered this once pristine bay. Along the western shore the land has been recently
logged and excavation was taking place to carve a bench on the hillside above yet more unsightly industrial
junk along the foreshore. Caretakers of nearby properties told us it was to build a barge repair and
maintenance facility and had been undenray for a couple of years without proper permits or water leases and
in violation of environmental regulations.
How could this have happened? Does the Regional District have no control over jerks operating illegally in it's
own back yard? (Obviously, the proponent feels that he can get away with seeking forgiveness after the fact
easier to obtain than permission!) ls there no vision statement to reinforce rather than destroy - the unique
gualities of the area and to mesh with provincial objectives, land stewardship programs and our environmental
regulations? Or is it simply another case of planning incompetence and, if so, your bureaucrats should be
ashamed of themselves!

-

I understand that zoning approval has advanced to the criticalthird reading stage. I URGE THE REGIONAL

DISTRICT TO REJECT THE APPLICATION AND TO DEMAND COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS
INCLUDING REMOVAL OF ALL INDUSTRIAL JUNK. Furthermore, the District should recognize Port Harvey
as an important recreational component of the Marine Plan for the area.
I will also be contacting the new Ministers of Environment, Community Affairs and Tourism in Mctoria to
request their intervention if the Regional District does not act responsibly. Whatever happened to "Super
Natural British Columbia"?

Sincerely,

ROBERT HASSELL
Robert Hassell Associates
851 Nose Point Road,
Salt Spring lsland, BC
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

RE:

R¡ck Smith <prsails@shaw.ca >

Wednesday, July 12,2017 1:54 PM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ia; drushton@ rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
cambridge@xplornet.com
Public Hearing

MARINE RAILWAY AND BARGE SHIPYARD iN PORT HARVEY

PUBLIC HEARING

on REZONING APPLICATION

ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No 895, 2016

To whom it may concern:
I strenuously object to this re-zoning and development. This company should have been dealt with years ago
and enforcement made. BUT that is a different matter which will likely never be touched.
Firstly, this harbour is one of the few accessible spots for recreational or commercial vessels to seek shelter if
Johnstone St kicks up. This development would seriously limit the area where they could anchor to seek shelter
( remembering this business spreads out and no enforcement seems to occur).
Secondly, pollution in the form of noise, derelict materials and none contained environmentally hazardous
materials will be on going. It is fine to give assurances that they will be monitored etc but we all know there
will not be any enforcement due to lack of staffor lack of will.
Perhaps it is time to take a stand and if you really want do something positive, enforce the rules already in
place.
Sincerely
Rick and Paulette Smith

l2A-2AveNW
Airdrie, AB T4B 182
Sent from my iPad

Sent from my iPad

1
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Jeff
From:

John O'Brien <john.obrien@shaw.ca >
Wednesday, July 12,2017 4:10 PM
hsolteau@rdmw.bc.ca
jlong @ rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@ rd mw.bc.ca
Regarding Public Hearing on Zoning Amendment Bylaw 895 - 2016

Sent:

to:
Cc:

Subject:

Regional District of Mt. Waddington
% Heidi Soltau

- via email hsolteau@rdmw.bc.ca

Cc: ilons@rdmw.bc.ca

Cc: drushton@rdmw.bc.ca

July7,2Ot7
Reeardins Public Hearins on Zonins Amendment Bvlaw 895

-

2016

The proposed zoning amendment willchange the safe harbour in Port Harvey within a few short years. The
heavy industrial act¡vity will generate noise through the daylight hours that will quickly discourage boaters
from staying at the existing marina. The steady erosion of business will force the closure of the marina and
eliminate the safe harbour that presently exists.
A key concern is the location of the repair depot. Allthe new materials required to repair equipment will need
to be shipped to Port Harvey. Further, all waste materials will also need to be shipped out of Port
Harvey. Port Harvey will also need to attract workers and families. lt is unlikely that this site will support all
this infrastructure and may well deteriorate into a marginal business that will need ongoing government
support.
Assuming there is a substantial need for this repair facility, please take the time to determine where a better
location might be. Both Port McNeill and Port Hardy have the existing infrastructure to support barge cleaning
and repair. Schools are nearby and jobs are available for the spouse of the workers. Land transportation is
available to help reduce the cost of servicing and repairing barges. Air service is also available for urgently
needed parts as appropriate. The only advantage I can see for a Port Harvey location is that it is out of sight of
the regulators and may not be sufficiently monitored.
The North Vancouver lsland Marine Plan (NVlMPlstates that all applications for marine railways, including
repairs to large commercial vessels in Port Harvey should be denied. This is an important planning partnership
that should not be ignored.
Thank you for taking the time to carefully consider the long range impact of the decision and to deny Zoning
Amendment Bylaw No 895-2016. I look forward to a reply acknowledging my letter and a copy of the
decision.
Sincerely
1
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John O'Brien
126 Hamilton Ave,
Parksville, VgP 2W4

32'Sailboat Owner

2
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Jeff Lono
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Attachments:

David Graham < d-graham@shaw.ca >
Wednesday, July 12,2017 9:05 PM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca
j long@ rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@ rdmw.bc.ca
Letter regarding rezoning of Port Harvey Property
Letter to Mount Waddington Regional District.docx

Hello please see the attached letter regarding a recent rezoning application
Joanne Graham

1
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Ms. HeidiSaltau,
Mr. Jeff Long
Mr. Dave Rushton,
Regional District of Mount Waddington
July L2,2OL7
Dear Ms. Saultau and Messrs Long and Rushton,
This letter pertains to an application for rezoning in the Port Harvey area. This rezoning
application came to our attention recently when we were visiting Port Harvey Marina.

My husband and I would like to express our opposition to this rezoning which would enable a
business in close proximity to the Marina to generate significant noise and dust pollution. The
nature of the proposed activity may have quite an adverse effect on the environment of this
area.
We would not like to see the business of the marina adversely affected by this business plan.
We have travelled to the Broughtons many times and value their hospitality and also the safe
location of Port Harvey Marina. There are few such spots after the transit of Johnstone Strait
that one can be sure of a quiet and secure anchorage.
Thank you for your attention to our concerns,
Yours sincerely,
Joanne and David Graham
Burnaby, B.C.
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Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject.

Judy Peterson < lindenjudyp@telus.net>
Thursday, July 13, 2017 9:45 AM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; druston@rdmw.bc.ca;
cambridge@xpbrnet.com
Port Harvey

Good morning - we are sending this note to raise our concerns. We understand that Port Harvey could possibly be
blocked should plans for shipyard go ahead.

We spent a night there on our recent trip and were very thankfulto have a safe port to head into to wa¡t for weather in
Johnstone Strait. I am sure you can understand that pleasure boaters rely on these small marinas to navigate through
the sometimes dangerous seas.
We would like to add our voices so that Port Harvey remains operat¡onal
Linden and Judy Peterson
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:

To:
Subiect:

Cambrídge <cambridge@xplornet.com>
Thursda¡ July 13, 2017 8:04 AM
'Jeff Long'; Heidi Soltau; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey Bylaw 895

We had previously requested and are aga¡n request¡ng the impact assessment that was done on
Bylaw 895 showing the impact on residential properties and business's. This would be needed to
sat¡sfy bylaw 890. While the distance to our residence along the land rnay seem large the direct line
across the water is much shorter and is directly visible and as you would be aware sound unhindered
across the water is a concern.
We require this information in order to have a fully qualified response at the public hearing. Without
this we feel that all stakeholders do not have the complete information package. Can you also advise
if there is a plan to compensate the residences and business's who will suffer either paftial or
complete loss of their asset value. lf this bylaw is approved this will become a reality.
We also request that we be allowed to speak at the public hearing.
Again for days now the noise continues unabated drawing comments from our tourist guests on how
it is allowed to happen especially since they do not yet have the rezoning yet even though most feel
this is atready a done deal. For hours on end backup alarms on excavators are on to the point this
seems deliberate as the equipment is obviously left in the reverse mode. Again why is he allowed to
begin construction before he has the approvals, this has been going on from before he even applied
for a foreshore lease. Again has this already been decided and are just going through the motions to
show there is due process. This is a harsh statement but look at the optics you are creating.
George Cambridge
Port Harvey
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Peterson < lindenjudyp@telus.net>
Thursday, July 13,2017 9:45 AM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; druston@rdmw.bc.ca;
cambridge@xpbrnet.com
Port Harvey

Good morning - we are sending this note to raise our concerns. We understand that Port Harvey could possibly be
blocked should plans for shipyard go ahead.
We spent a night there on our recent trip and were very thankfulto have a safe port to head into to wait for weather in
Johnstone Strait. I am sure you can understand that pleasure boaters rely on these small marinas to nav¡gate through
the sometimes dangerous seas.
We would like to add our voices so that Port Harvey remains operational.
Linden and Judy Peterson

1
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Jeff Lonq
From:

Nick Heath (BCMTNA) <groundcheck@bcmarinetrails.org>

Sent:

Thursday, July 13, 2017 4:20 PM

To:
Subject:

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey lssues and Re-zoning request

Mr J Long

Regional District of Mt Waddington
I have been involved as a volunteer in the MaPP planning process since its start as a representative for Public

Recreation.
Before that, lwas the equivalent representative on PNCIMA, the federally-based marine coastal planning
process. I am currently involved in the Marine Protected Areas planning, too.
I have been made aware through the carefuldocumentation work of Peter Stockdill, who has been connected

with the Council of BC Yacht Clubs, of industrial activities and/or planned activities and landlwater use in Port
Harvey that do not appear to comply with current or future plans and regulations, although it is unclear why this
activity has been tolerated to date.
I have not verified the information, but I trust that what Peter has documented is both factual and accurate.

Port Harvey is an important recreational anchorage that is also used by commercial vessels.
ln my view, the type of industrial activity proposed should take place under only carefully monitored conditions
in an area zoned for heavy industrial use. lt involves major vessel repair, stripping of industrial anti-fouling
paints and other highly toxic chemicals and heavy metals from barges and other large vessels that should be
carried out only with full containment of residues and their appropriate disposal in an approved toxic waste
facility. An activity that works on marine coatings such as these is not appropriate for an estuarine area with
othenrise high recreational and wildlife / marine organism values. The facilities proposed do not appear to be
in keeping with desirable naturalfeatures or local environmental outcomes.
It seems to me that this activity is taking place at a place far rernoved from proper monitoring and public
scrutiny. I think it is the duty of the Regional District, DFO and others to ensure that all laws and regulations are

complied with here, as elsewhere. There are more suitable locations on this coast for such heavy vessel repair
facilities.
lf the current scale of operations is found to be lawful and fully compliant with all regulations (which I am led to
doubt), I would recommend against any expansion or broadening of the scope of work, the facilities or of the
current volume of operations.
I also represent at various times:

Sea Kayak Assn of BC
Outdoor Recreation Council of BC
BC Marine Trails Network Assn

Nick Heath
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Nick l-þath
Hon. Secretary
BC Marine Trails Network Association
Registered Canadian Charity 812142826 RRm01
472 Draycott Street
Coquitlam BC V3K 5K3
ph 604.939.7222 (resl
ph 604.417.WT (mobile)
http://unmr. bcmarinetrails. org/

2
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Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bill Milligan

<

bill@northislandrockpro.ca >

Thursday, July 13,2017 5:35 PM

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
RE: Proposed zoning bylaw #895.

Hello , Bill Milligan here. I have lived in Port Hardy for over 50 years. I own North lsland Rockpro lnc. We build a lot of
logging road on the coast. We rely on barges to move us around. Mike Buttle's idea of a commercial vessel repair yard is
what the North lsland needs. A lot of commercial vessels have to travel to Vancouver for maintenance, which is
expensive, too far away and no need for it. Having one centrally located between the North lsland and the Central lsland
is a perfect fit. I support his zoning bylaw.
Thanks.....Bill Milligan

I
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Rob Wells < gbsirena@gmail.com >
Friday, luly 14,2017 6:52 AM

hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
cambridge@xplornet.com
Port Harvey Bay

uses the anchorage and marina in Port Harvey, B.C. I u/as greatly bothered by the
news that there is a proposal to build a shipyard here. I am sure that this will destroy the bay. During my recent

I am a boater who regularly

visit there I found the noise level is already intolerable. Please do not allow this proposal to go forward.
Rob Wells

1
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Jeff lonq

Sent:

Conrad Browne <ecdev@gwanak.info>
Friday, July 14, 2017 9:12 AM

To:

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca

From:

Cc:

'mike'

Subject:

Support Letter

Attachments:

18451001.pdf

HiJeff,

letter for Mike Buttle Services LTD. and his Barge Maintenance Facility Project.
you
questions
lf
have any
or concerns don't hesitate to call.

I am attaching a support

Allthe best

Conrad Browne, CEO

liawatsi Economic
Development Corporåt¡on
IKËDC) LP
250 230 5081 Mobile
25O 9O2 2301 Office
250 949 8301 Fax

1
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*awads¡ Economic
Development Corporation
(KEDC) LP

July 14, 2AL7

|effLong
Manager of Planning & Development Services
Regional District Mount Waddington
Box 729, 2044 McNeill Road,
Port McNeill, BC, VON 2R0

RE:

Mike Buttle Services LTD. Barue Maintcnance Facility Proiect

Dear feff:

f(awafsi Economic Development General Partner Corporation (KEDC) and more
specifically our kawat'si Marine Services business would like to inform you of our support
for this project. KEDC is the economic development arm of the Gwa'sala-'Naln¡¡axda'xw
Nation and as such we have numerous businesses thatwill take advantage of this facility
when it is constructed.
feff, there are a myriad of reasons why this facility is important to the North Island and
coastal communities generally. We would like to send our full support to Mike Buttle
Services LTD. and hope that the process will now begin to speed up so the work on this
infrastructure may begin.
If you require any follow up please don't hesitate to call.
Yours sincerely,

Conrad Browne, CEO
l(awat'si Economic Development General Partner Corporation IKEDC)
25A 230 5081

PO Box 5120 Poft Hardy BC VON

2P0 | Office (250) 902-230f

I

Fax (250) 949-7442
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

David and Gillian Cohen <dgcohenl@telus.net>
Friday, July 14,2017 9:30 AM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
cambridge@explornet.com
Port Harvey rezoning hearing Jul18/2017

We have been frequent visitors to the Broughtons over the years and have made use of the facilities at the
marina at Port Harvey on a number of occas¡ons.
During recent visits we have noticed ever increasing industrial activity near the mar¡na which detracts from
what was previously a pleasant location to stay.

Port Harvey is in an ideal location to serve boaters mak¡ng the long, and sometimes arduous passage, through
Johnstone Strait. The distances between suitable stop off places are substantial and the proximity of Port
Harvey Marina to the strait means it is a most welcome place to stop. However its benefits are be¡ng rapidly
eroded by the noise and unsightly industrial activity.
We strongly urge you to protect the values offered in the neighbourhood, by denying the application for
rezoning of the port and putting an end to what we understand is illegal use of the lands and waters.
Please keep us informed of developments.
Sincerely,
David and Gillian Cohen
Victoria, BC

1
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Jcff lonq
From:
Sent:
To:

Jeff Long

Cc:

BillWilson

Subject:

Public Hearing re Bylaw 895
Public Hearing Submission Bylaw 895 Port Harvey.docx

Attachments:

Peter Stockdill < pstockdill@telus.net>
Friday, July 14,2017 9:31 AM

Good morning Jeff,
I am attaching the submission from Bill Wilson and myself representing the Council of BC Yacht Clubs.
See you on Tuesday.

Peter

1
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SUBMISSION
TO

THE REGTONAL DTSTRICT OF MOVNT WADDINGTON
REGARDING
REZONING BYLAW

No. 895 2016

PORT HARVEY, WEST CRACROFT ISLAND

SUBMITTED BY
THE COUNCIL OF BC YACHT CLUBS
BILL WILSON. PRESIDENT
PETER STOCKDILL

JULY 18. 2017
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THE PROPOSAL

This is a large marine industrial operation where barges and other large vessels up to 300ft in
length can be hauled out and then cleaned, repainted, repaired and possibly dismantled.

B) The infrastructure will include:
A marine railway (way)with the rails slopineLA%. (1:10)
A work area 300ft X 100ft in size.
A work shop with tools and working areas for welders, fabricators and machinists.
A 656ft (200m) long barge storage dock for barges being serviced but also for the longterm storage of other barges and aquaculture nets not currently being used by their
owners. (see Fig 1)
A barge loading ramp on the foreshore.
Large area for storing salvaged material
A worker accommodation building to accommodate 10 persons with cooking and
shower facilities.
An office and warehouse building with 3 offices and storage.
Bylaw 895 would Iimit gross floor area of these 2 buildings to 400 sq M or 4,305 sq ft.

(See Appendix
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Because of the size and type of vessels

to be handled, the planned activities and the size of the

necessary infrastructure, this proposal is most accurately described as a BARGE SHIPYARD.
DEFINITIONS

For clarity, here are some definitions relative to this application

Vessell

A

5hip2

A large seagoing vessel.

term for all water-borne vehicles used without reference to size.

Any relatively large vessel.

Marine Railway3

A ship hauling system using a rolling carriage running from the water

to a repair facility ashore.
wayo

A place where vessels are hauled out of the water on inclined rails at the

water's edge. Also called marine ways or railways.
Shipyards

A place where ships are built or repaired.

I chapman Piloting 59th Ed¡tion
2,Websters Collegiate Dictionary
3

The Dictionary of English Nautical Language

a

chapman Piloting 59th Editon
Websters 9'h New Collegiate Dictionary

s
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Fig L Barges being stored in

2016

How can you screen these unattractive vessels from view?

Fig2 Current industrial construction activities and commercialvessel moorage
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THE PROPOSED BARGE DOCK

The approval for this proposal from the Navigation Protection Program of Transport Canada has

the following requirement:
"The owner is responsible to ensure the works are designed and maintained to withstand local
weather conditions and the wash of vessels transiting the area." We do not feel that the
proposed design meets this requirement.
The proposed barge tie-up dock is very long (200m, 656ft) and very narrow (2m, 6ft). What is
proposed is very light weight construction using expanded metal. The drawings provided by
Pacificus Biological Services shows the structure only secured by concrete blocks at each end,
leaving the central portion without any support. At low tide and during windy conditions, the
structure will likely bend in the middle portion toward the adjacent land and attached barges

could go a ground. We feel that this level of construction will not be sufficient to safely secure
barges weighing thousands of tons and that the design should be approved by a P.Eng.
PORT HARVEY

Port Harvey is located in a rural and very sparsely populated area of the District adjacent to
Johnstone Strait. lt is isolated and about 25 miles from a paved road with no service by
BC Hydro. Vessels travelling north to Alert Bay and further must transit Johnstone Strait. Port
Harvey is located near the middle of a 58 mile section of the Strait which at times can be
challenging to navigate and it is the only good all weather anchorage close to the Strait. For
decades, this anchorage has been used by both recreational and commercialvessels as a place
to stop overnight as wellas a safe haven during storms.
The applicant's claim that other anchorages close by are of equal safety especially during gales
is simply wrong. ln their book BestA nchorages of the lnside Possoge, Anne Vipond and William
Kelly only recognize Port Harvey in the Havannah Channel area. The late John Chappell in his
book Crurbing Beyond Desolotion Saund, notes that Burial Cove and Boughey Bay are fair
weather anchorages only. Matilpi is quite deep and only suitable for 1-2 boats. For these
reasons, the Council of BC Yacht Clubs designated Port Harvey as a Boat Haven6 more than 25
years ago.
The applicant describes the head of Port Harvey as a large bay. Whether large or small, when
assessing the size of anchorages, one must consider the ac'tivities being carried on there and
whether there is sufficient area to accommodate all uses in a compatible way. The applicant
has already imposed an extensive industrial operation on this bay including about 50% of the
shoreline as well as large marine areas. {See Fig 2). The proposed marine railway will be
capable of hauling out vessels almost twice the size of the Quadra Queen ll. This part of the

6

Atlas of the Pacific North Coast lntegrated Management Area: Areas of Refuge for Vessels in Distress p 124-725
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proposalwill be directly adjacent to the best anchorage area and will make Port Harvey
unattractive place for boaters to anchor.

a

very

The CHS Sailing Directions produced by Fisheries and Oceans Canada describe excellent
anchorage N of Range lsland and good anchorage NNW of Mist lslets. The applicant feels that
even if approved, there will be little impact on the anchorage area. We disagree. ln the
Anchorable Area Analysis (See Appendix A), Pacificus BiologicalServices decided that all areas
where the water depth was 3-10m was a good area to anchor. This is not true. While the

depth of water must be considered, some other factors that must be considered include:
protection from wind and waves.

o
o
¡
o
r

Suitability of the bottom to keep anchor from dragging.
Distance from shallow water to allow swinging around the anchor.
Safe distance from other anchored boats.
Safe distance from tenure boundaries.

There is no question that this proposal will significantly reduce the area for anchoring but other
factors will also discourage visiting boaters. Cruising boaters tend to seek out anchorages in
undeveloped locations that are quiet and with scenic values. lndustrial operations tend to be

avoided. lt is thus likely that the presence of a large industrial operation with noise 12hrs+/day
and often during the night, will discourage them even more. Boaters like others, enjoy a good
nights sleep when on vacation. As a result, these factors are also likely to negatively impact the
number of tourism dollars spent in the Regional District.
NñANAG EMENT OF

¡{a7ÄRnôt lq wasTF

yard and have it hauled out for bottom
cleaning and repainting. They watch and are involved in the process of collecting all hazardous
wastes. ln most BC coastal areas, the process is as follows:
Every year or

two boat owners take their boat to

a

After the boat is out of the water, it is taken to a concrete pad with a central grated drain
where the boat is pressure washed. No water is allowed to flow onto the surrounding land.
The wash water is collected in a large tank and then pumped through a series of filters and then
into another holding tank. The water is then reused to wash the next boat. ln many yards, the
water is never drained into the ocean but in some it may be drained into the ocean after
processing. When working on the boat, a canvas must be in þlace under the boat to catch all
paint and other toxic particles and they must be swept up daily and disposed of. lf the hull
requires scraping or sanding, the entire bottom area being treated must be wrapped in plastic
to control dust. This procedure is now standard in most yards.
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The Environmental lmpact Assessment provided by Pacificus Biological Services recognizes the
requirements of the Fisheries Act but does not even mention the requirements of the provincial

Environmental Management Act. ln summary the plan provided for managing hazardous
waste seems woefully inadequate and unlikely to comply with Federal and Provincial law.
THF IMPACT OF NO¡SE ON RFSIDENTS AND VISITORS TO PORT HARVEY
Noise from current activities are disturbing but the proposed barge shipyard will add many

more problems. Noise travels very well over water and so any noisy activity will be much more
noticeable in Port Harvey than locations away from water. The marine railway could be running
over L2 rails. Just consider the noise of a passing train being magnified by the many wheels
travelling over 6 t¡mes as many rails. ln addition, the noise of welding grinding, cutting and
machining being carried on for 72+ hours/day will cause even more degradation in the
environment of Port Harvey than current activities which already are significant.
Non-boaters may not understand the impact of noise produced by propellers. Sound travels
faster through water than air because of the density of the water. A boat's hull acts as a
receiver and large or fast turning propellers can produce a lot of noise in a boat. Depending on
the tides, the applicant may be moving barges on/offthe marine railway using 1-2 tugs at all
hours of the day/night. lf this occurs when people are sleeping on boats, many if not all will be
awoken by this noise. This will add to many other reasons why this proposal will not be
compatibleT with adjacent users.
ln the April 30 document, the applicant states: "lncreased noise and a decrease in visual appeal

are two potential impacts that cannot be completely negated if this development ¡s to
proceed." We feel that limiting work to L2-L5hrslday,7 days a week with freedom to use the
marine railway at any time will not provide any significant mitigation.

\/^Narìt t\/Fp

ì,/taRlN E PLAN fltrtaÞÞl ?O1 6
^,Nn
This plan is a result of collaboration between the Provincial government and the Nanwalolas
Council and it provides recommendations for achieving long-term ecosystem-based
management to maintain social and cultural wellbeing and economic development. The Plan
includes recommendations for developing and maintaining resilient marine ecosystems and
sustainable economies for north Vancouver lsland communities. Through this planning process

T|JF r\rttprr-r

lç,1

the goal is to:
. lmprove and inform decision making.
o Reduce conflicts among marine users.
o Foster sustainable development and marine stewardship
r Segregate uses that are thought to be incompatible.
7 "Capable of existing or operating together in harmony'' Webste/s 9th New Collegiate D¡ct¡onary
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The development of this Plan has been strongly supported by the Regional District of Mt.

Waddington. ln a letter of support dated luly 29,2Ot4, Dave Rushton, Board Chair stated that:
"The proposed Marine Plan represents one of the largest marine planning undertakings on our
coast, incorporating ecosystem based management principles and demonstrates a move
towards collaborative resource management."
With regard to the Plan's recommended uses and activities in Port Harvey, The Plan classifies
marine railways, and maintenance on large commercialvessels as Level 2 activities and states
that these uses are considered to be 'not acceptable' and should not be approved.
Some opinions have been expressed that these uses should be considered Level 1 but at a

meeting of the Marine Plan Advisory Committee on February 5,20L7, Andy Witt, the co-chair
representing the Province of BC stated clearly that these are Level 2 activities.
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON PLANNING BYLAW No. 890. 2016

This recently approved plan includes detailed information with regard to climate change,
renewable energy, agriculture, fishing and other activities but there is no detailed discussion on

industrial development.
The current and proposed uses in Port Haruey include:
Residential, both permanent and seasonal.

o
r
r
o

Recreational boaters who are also tourists.

Commercialvessels in transit.
Marine/lndustrialasproposed.

Section 9 on Tourism and Recreation is relevant to the discussion of the proposed rezoning.
This section recognizes that cultural, adventure and nature-based travel are at the core of the
Region's tourism industry. This clearly includes the 4,000+ recreational boaterss who travel up
Johnstone Strait to the Regional District and spend a night or more in Port Harvey. All of these
boaters will visit many of the communities to the north of Port Harvey for supplies, fuel, gifts,
meals out and perhaps even a haircut. They might also book a whale watch or guided fishing
trip. We agree that the tourism sector has significant potential to further diversify the Region's

economy. That said, it is also important that existing tourism activity is not discouraged.

I Port Harvey Marine Resort hosts 1,000-1,100 boat nights/year with an estimated 2.3 persons/boat. On most
days an equal number of boats are at anchor.
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Sec 10.3 and 10.4 discuss private and public lands in rural areas. This rezoning application

includes both private (4.35ha of Lot 498) and public (5.583ha crown tenure)thus both
subsections apply.
L0.3 c.
10.4

iii

c.

New developments will be compatible with adjacent land uses.
The RDMW will embrace the concept of 'natural environment and culture" as a basis
for promoting travelto the Region.

10.4 c. ii The RDMW will support activities and locations for land and water based uses on
Crown land tenures that are economically, environmentally and aesthetically
appropriate, and that do not significantly detract from current or potentialtourism,

forestry or other resource related activities and development opportunities.
10.4 c v

The RDMW will ensure that new uses and developments are compatible with existing
adjacent uses and developments and do not drastically hinder the opportunities of
each to grow and evolve in response to changing economic conditions.

10.4 c vi

The RDMW will be guided by the policies of provincial planning documents such as
the Central Coast Land and Resource Management Plan, North Vancouver lsland
Marine Plan Quatsino Sound Coastal Plan and the Vancouver lsland Summary Land
Use Plan.

Substantial work has been put into the development of this plan and it was approved just a year
ago. The provisions in 10.3 and 10.4 bear directly on this rezoning proposal and they need to
be seriously considered before any decision on this proposal is made.
SUMMARY

The essential issue to be decided here is whether or not this is an appropriate location for a
marine industrial operation and will it be sustainable in this location. Port Harvey is located in a
rural, very isolated location 25 miles from the nearest paved road and without any utilities or
fire and ambulance service. The applicant predicts a positive and significant economic impact
on the District but even if borne out, this prediction must be balanced against the probable
negative impact on recreational boating tourism, local residents and the environment. One
Director has already expressed the opinion that Port McNeillor Campbell River would be better
locations.
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Even if you approve this rezoning, the applicant will not be required to obtain a building permit

and we are concerned about the lack of detail in his plans especially with regard to the
construction of the dock and the plan to control hazardous waste pollution from the facility.
The Environmental lmpact Assessment did not even consider the impact of the Environmental

Management Act which will be significant.
The District has zoned this area as rural and has no detailed discussion of industrial activities in
the new Regional Plan 890. Planning and zoning have been extensively studied and published

for this area in both the North lsland Straits Coastal Plan 2002 and the North Vancouver lsland
Marine Plan 2016. The development of the latter plan brought together science, technical
information, traditional knowledge and input from a technicalteam of planners. ln addition, an
advisory committee of stakeholders, including the Regional District provided input. Both of
these plans recommended that activities such as proposed should be denied. Section L0.4
states that the District will be guided by these and other plans in making rezoning decisions.
The applicant's current activities already are not compatible with other users and approval of
this proposal will just make things worse. We have shown that in many ways, if approved,
there would be no harmony or working together in Port Harvey. The losers would be the Port
Harvey Marine Resort, residents and visitors, the environment and in the long term, the
Regional District.
The Council of BC Yacht Clubs recommends that:

o
r

The rezoning proposal Bylaw No. 895 not be approved.
lf this proposal is approved, the revised version of Bylaw No 895 should be the version

o

approved.
lf this proposal is approved, the uses "Dismantling and Reconstruction" should not be
included as permitted uses in the Bylaw as well as the Development Agreement.
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APPENDIX A

Port Harvey
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Pæfictts Biological Seniæs Ltd,

We have modified this analysis by cross hatching areas that are not good all-weather
anchorage areas for a variety of reasons. We have included a buffer area along the tenure
where anchorage would be unsafe and unpleasant. The ma¡n anchorage ¡n Port Harvey ¡s not

large. Approvalof this appl¡cation willsignificantly reduce the size of the best anchorage area
in Port Harvey.
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APPENDIX B

At the Regional Planning Committee meeting on February L6,20t6, Mr. Buttle made several
statements with regard to his planned uses of the proposed facility which included the

dismantling or scrapping of vessels.

"l want to specialize in dismantling vessels"e
"l have weekly phone calls from the Coast Guard. They have nowhere to dismantle their
vessels. There are shipyards but they can't afford them."10
"Some vessels will need to be dismantled."ll
"Dismantling and Reconstruction of Vessels" does not appear in the revised version of Bylaw
895 or in the proposed Development Agreement as permitted uses but they are listed as
approved uses in the original version of Bylaw No. 895. The proposed facility would certa¡nly
be capable of dismantling large vessels. There is a large marine railway and work area, shops,
large storage areas for salvaged materials and a barge ramp which could be used to load
salvaged material on to barges for shipment.
On page 13 of the lnformation Package, the applicant states: "Recycling mater¡als will be a key
focus." We were surprised by this statement because vessel repair and maintenance facilities
usually do not produce a lot of scrap metal. This proposal suggests that a lot of scrap is going to
be produced. The applicant indicates that discussions have already been held with ABC
Recycling in Campbell River. This company does have access to a barge facility where scrap
metal could be delivered.
Barge maintenance and repair is one thing. Dismantling of vessels is a completely different

issue. What we are talking about here is "ship breakingi' or "a scrap yard." Mr. Buttle did not
talk about just dismantling barges, he referred to "vessels". This may mean that he is
considering dismantling other types of vessels and they could be very large as the proposed
facility could haul out such vessels. His reference to the Coast Guard suggests that
Port Harvey could become the destination of many derelict vessels on the coast that need
dismantling. Ship breaking or scrapping is a very noisy activity because of the use of cutting
torches and the movement of large pieces of steel. lt is likely that cranes or other equipment
for lifting large pieces of steel would be required. There is also a vastly increased problem with
hazardous wastes.

e P.

Stockdill personal notes
M¡nutes p.4
u RPC Minutes p.4
10

RPC
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Jeff Lonq

lo:

Catherine Montgomery < cam5@sbcglobal.net >
Friday, July 14, 2Q17 4:17 PM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca

Subje'ct:

Rezoníng of Port Harvey

From:
Sent:

To Whom It May Concern,
This email concerns the rezoning application from Mike Buttle Services Ltd. for a Mæine Railway and Barge Shipyard in
Port Harvey.

My husband and I are boaters from the US that enjoy cruising your beautiful BC coast each summer. We frequently take
moorage at the Port Harvey Marina as we traverse the Johnstone Strait and are concem of the impact the plarured
development will have on the marina and anchorage. Port Harvey is one of the few places to seek shelter when the winds
pick up on the Strait and a launching spot for boaters going to The Broughtons.

ln the past Port Harvey has been a calm, quiet, and peaceful retreat off the oftentimes windy Johnstone Strait but now due
to the construction of the planned development it is not so. The banging starts a¡ound 7:30 am and continues throughout
the day. The debris littering the site is an eyesore. And the developments boats tend to wake the marina. Once a boat from
said development threatened to ram our boat as we were entering the the port for the marina.

I am afraid that the planned development will

cause this

well situated marina to loose business and eventually close and

render the anchorage useless to boaters due to the noise day and night, anchored barges and unsafe boating conditions.
This will not only impact Port Harvey but The Brouglrtons andNorth Vancouver Island due to the lack of a safe haven
the Johnstone Strait.
Boaters from all over have enjoyed the hospitalþ of Port Harvey Marina and consider George and Gail Cambridge an
asset to the area and a friend. Please allow Port Harvey to remain a safe, quiet and beautiful anchorage and marina and
deny the rezoning application.

Sincerely,
Cathy and Frank Montgomery
Sent from my iPad

1
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Jeff Lono
How Lin <howlin@shaw.ca>

From:
Sent:
To:

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca

Subiett:

Port Harvey Shipyard Proposal

Saturday, July 15, 2O17 12:27 PM

I would like to express my concerns with the above proposal.
As a long time boater in this area (both during my years residing in Pt. McNeill and my current years of cruising
the Broughton archipelago) I have anchored countless times in Pt. Harvey). In the last several years one of my
favourite anchorage locations just to the SE of Range Island was rendered unaccessible by the storing of a large,
rusting fish farm rarnp and pen assembly. There did not seem to be any hurry to begin work on this equipment
and there were no signs posted indicating cable or anchor locations.
I am not confident of the business o\ryners environmental impact awareness nor the ability to maintain
opportunities for recreational vessels to obtain anchorage in traditional locations.
Thanks for hearing my concems.

Howard Matwick
Nanaimo, BC

Sent from mobile device...
Sent from BlueMail

1
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Smith <sunshinent3T@gmail.com>

Sunda¡ July 16, 2017 3:53 PM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
Pending decision on Port Harvey

Dear Ms. Soltau,
We are boaters from Washington state who have been anticipating our visit to the Broughtons since early this year.
We've chosen to spend two nights at Port Harvey not only due to the excellent repubtion of the Cambridges and their
marina, but because it is a safe haven anchorage as we dip in and out of Johnstone Strait.
We are alarmed at the derelect equipment and obvious disregard for the environment that we see upon the shore near
the marina. Hearing from Mr. Cambridge that a shipyard may be allowed to be bu¡lt there, bringing with it noise, air and
water pollution and an upset to the ecosystem, we feel compelled to speak up.
Please consider the previous established and regulated uses of this bay as well as the conservation and preservation of
the environment and it's use as a safe haven for boaters from Canada the US and around the world.
Thank you,
Alan and Susan Smith
Aboard MV Sunshine
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1
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Jeff lono
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

George Hone <huskybca@yahoo.ca>
Sunday, July 16, 2017 4:05 PM

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey

I read with dismay the application to expand Buttle lndustries activities in Port Harvey West Cracroft lsland.
This is wildemess, with a rare walkable beach for visiting cruising boats. Situated as it is Port Harvey is a vital
rest stop for boaters traveling through the area. Having noise, dust and related industrial activities will mean
we have to bypass this stop. I strongly support the Port Harvey Marina owners and suggest this industry
across the bay be curtailed. Sincerely. George Hone

Sent from my iPhone
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Jeff Lrrna
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

John's Email <john.dooley@comcast.net>
Sunday, July 16, 2Q17 4:25 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca; haoltau@rdmw.bc.ca
Permit process for Port Harvey

We are enjoying our first visit to the Port Harvey Marina and are shocked to find that one of the res¡dents of
this community is applying to operate a marine barge repair operation within this pristine body of water. This
particular resident has already contributed to a non perm¡tted dump site according to other residents. This and
the appearance of the overall conditions of their current property give little hope that they could operate or
would operate a marine repair facility with the overall good of the community, much less the surrounding
environment. We oppose the application.

John lJohn E Dooley
1515 Dock Street #913
Tacoma, WA 98402

1
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Jeff lono
From:

Dian <jddougan@telus.net>
Sunday, July 16, 2017 5:47 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; bwilson26@telus.net
Public Hearing on Rezoning application for Port Harvey,
Jim

Sent:

To:
Subje<t:

8¿

..

'We

are 30 year mariners, members of the Nanaimo Yacht Club, who have on numerous occasions stopped in at
Port Harvey while transiting the coast. On some of those occasions it was a most welcome safe harbour from
inclement winds and weather. On other occasions Port Harvey was sought out by us because of the beauty and
interest of the topography and animal life.

There are numerous reasons for denying the application put forth by Mr. Buttle. One is cause for concern for
mariners who do find themselves in possible danger from sea conditions. Another is the disregard shown by Mr.
Buttle for environmental degradation. To our knowledge he has not put forth an environmental plan. Port
Harvey seems to us to be a very inappropriate location for the facilities desired by Mr. Buttle.

As regards the current marina which is situated at Port Harvey, it is clear that the two facilities would not be
compatible and the Marina would be forced out of business. The current owners of the marina have worked
very hard to provide excellent facilities for mariners. We would be most disappointed to see it lost to us.
W'e have read the submission put forth by Mr. Peter Stockdill and support the position and comments taken by
him. \Me urge you to deny this application for rezoning.

Jim and Dian Dougan,
1599

Knight Court Road, Nanaimo,

250-729-9267 iddougan@telus.net
cc: B.

'Wilson, Council of B.C. Yacht Clubs
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Jeff Lona
From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Attachments:

dleboeuf@ pacificus.ca >
Monday, luly 17,2017 8:28 AM

Derek

<

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Letters of support
LandSea Camp Services Letter of Support.pdf; Mike Hamilton Logging Letter of
Support.pdf; Bear Lake Logging Letter of Support.pdt Coast lsland Marine Ltd Letter

Supportjpg

Jeff
Please find attached a handful of letters of support

to be added to the public record.

Derek

1
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Coast lsland Marine Ltd
PO Box 817

Campbell River, BC

vgw

6Y4

offíce 250-287-2750 fax 750-287 -2757

June27,2O17

To whom it may concem,
Coast lsland Marine is a tug and barge company based in Campbell River. Ou¡ operations
service a vast areâ of Vancouver Island as well as the central and north coast of British

Columbia.
Our tugs and barges must be dry docked on a recuffent basis to perform repairs, scheduled
maintenance and regulatory inspections in accordance with Transport Canada regulations. The
cost of having to travel to plac€s like Vancouver, Victoria or Nanaimo costs a tremendous
amount of money in fuel, wages and downtime. The fees of these shipyards arr not realistic
because of the over inflated costs that they experience due mainly to their location. These costs
are then transfened onto us and our customers.
IVe feel that a shipyard located in Port Harvey would be an invaluable additior to our working
coast and would support it wholeheartedly.

Jason Beaulieu, owner

t

Ì{
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Bear lake Logging Co.Ltd'
1139 Franklin's Gull Road, Parksville, BC VgP 2W8
Phone: 250-248-5406
Fax: 250 -248-5467

June

28,2017

To \Mhom it May Concern

Re: tetter of support - FOG Shipyards Proposed shipyard, Port Harvey
write to offer my support for the above proposal. I have worked in the forest
Lake
industry for the past 4'3 years and as a logging contractor since 1984. Bear
Loggini Co. Ltd. þrovidei contract logging services to various costal forest
Inlet to Bella
companies at remote locations throughout the BC mid--coast from Bute
Bellå. Bear Lake presently employs approximately 30 full tirne v¿orkers'
I

for delivery of
Our business relies heavily on the marine transportation industry
barge that
fuel, parts and machinu.y. We also own a 29 person self- contained camp
of crew
we trä¿ built in 2011 at i .ort of $1.4 million. This camp barge and our fleet
working
industry
boats and boom boats along with the local marine transportation
out of Campbell River and Þort Hardy are vital to the support of our business.
We fully support FgG Shipyard's proposal to provide a convenient and cost effective
alternaiive for shipyard sèrvices within our local area as well as providing local
employment We would anticipate substantial savings compared to the existing
lower mainland and south island shipyards through reduced tor,ving costs, a mCIre
flexible and accommodating work force and timely services.

Sincerely,

b Lee,
President
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MIKEM
ffiLÎTD.

1085 Comox Road, Courtenay, BC V9N 3P7
Phone: (250) 338-6932 Fax: (250) 338-9638
Email: hamlos@island.net

July

4,20t7

To Whom it Mav Concern

I am

writing to show my support for establishing a shipyard in Port Harvey.

the mainland and surround¡ng area for over 40
years. The prospect of having a sh¡pyard in Port Harvey would lead to cost reductions and
efficiencies as th¡s location is closer to our operations. There are no other comparable services
in this area.
I have been operating on Vancouver lsland,

Sincerely,

t";

1

-')

/t4

Mike Hamilton
President
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LnNDSrn
CAMP

SERVICES

June 29,2016

Port Harvey Shipyards Support

To Whom

lt May Concern,

to support the potential development of the Fort Harvey Shipyard. As a
facilities
company that operates barge
along the west coast and conducts periodic dry dock service and repairs
on these facilities, we would find it extremely convenient and cost effective for a ship yard to be in Port Harvey.
LandSea Camp Services is pleased

We find that the current shipyard facilities available are often cost prohibitive for small to medium operators
because of the long wait t¡mes, location taxes and union rates involved with these facilities. We are excited at
the prospect of a ship yard in Port Harvey and hope to utilize their services soon.

Kindest Regards,

Brayden Veilleux
Business Development
LandSea Camp Services

7

-

38921Progress Way, Squamish, BC. V8B
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Office: 604-815-4500

Jeff Lono
From:
Sent:
To:

Colyn <ckwelsh@shaw.ca >

Cc:

Monday, luly 17,2017 8:46 AM
ACKLAND Shirley;ALLEN Jan; BERRY Michael; COREETT-LABATT Paû HORY Andrew;
RDMW - D Ruston; RDMW - H Soltau
RDMW - J Long; MACDONALD Graham; MP - R Blaney

Subject:
Attachments:

Public Hearing July 18 re Port Harvey
RDMW re Lot 498.asd.docx

Attached is a further submission to the hearing.
Please read it and consider the contents.
Colyn Welsh
604-309-9210
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1
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Colyn Welsh,
#8-32640 Mtrray Ave.,
Abbotsford, BC.
Phone 604-309-9210
Regional District of Mount Waddington (RDMW)
PO Box 729,2A44 McNeill Road
Port McNeill, BC VON 2R0

t7ft JvIy 2017
Dear Sirs;

I would like to draw to your attention a matter that is directly dealing with the subject of the Public
Hearing involving Dishict Lot 498 in Port Harvey.
On January 5th,2}l7,I e-mailed to Mr. Long at the RDMW some photos that were taken from the
Facebook page of a Mike Buttle Services Ltd. employee that, I believed, showed activities to be
not in accordance with the zoning of Lot 498. I asked if these activities were within the lots zoning,
either YES orNoo and if he, Mr. Long, \ /¿N prepared to take any action. I had sent the same photos
to Dr. Peter Stockdill who also sent them to Mr. Long.
On the same day (January 5ú,2077) I received a response from Mr. JeffLong saying he had contact
the applicant's agent (a Mr. Derek LeBoeuf). Why, I don't know as I was asking about the current

zoning and not any application that might be in progress that might involve Mr. LeBoeuf. hdr.
Long informed me that the applicant's agent had advised him that the applicant (Mike Buttle) had
confirmed that: "there is absolutely no construction activity related to the proposed facility
occurring on his property". That may well have been the case, what I was asking was about the
current zoning and not any application in progress. Mr. Long also stated that he; "did not see any
evidence of a use that is being undertaken on the property itself that would be considered contrary
to the uses permitted by the applicable zoning or the regulations".

I cannot see in the Regulation 4.1.0 PERMITTED USES any use that the activities in the photos
would fall within.
On January l0&,2017,I e-mailed to info@rdmw.bc.ca and asked what is the zoning of Lot 498 in
Port Harvey to which I got no response.
On January llú,2017,I again e-mailed to info@rdmw.bc.ca and asked again what is the zoning
of Lot 498 in Port Harvey and asked the question if the zoning was "Rural Zone (41) and if it was,
what business activities were allowed under that zoning.

On the same day (Jantrary llú,2017) I received a response from Mr- Long con-firming that the
applicable zoning category of the property described as District Lot 498, Rangel, Coast Disüict is
the Rural Zone (A-1). Mr. Long attached the regulations associated with Rural Zone (A-l).
In the regulations, there are 15 listed pennitted uses [4. I .0], none of which describe the uses being
caried out on and at Lot 498 for the last 15 or so years.
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ln regulation A.1.2 DWELLING UNITS PER LOT, it clearly states; "There shall be no more than
one single detached or one duplex dwelling per lot.
This is not the case in Lot 498, there are at least three houses as well ris an accommodation block
that can be seen from the water.
In regulation A.1.3 TINSIGHTLY STORAGE, it clearly states; "No parcel shall be used for the
wrecking or storage of derelict vehicles or equipment or as a junkyard and no pçrson shall permit
such vehicles, equipment orjunk to remain on any parcel.
This is not the case in Lot 498, there are all sort of derelict vehicles, equipment and other junkyard
items stored in easy sight as well as being buried in a hole that have been dug near the northern
end of the lot.

In regulation 4.1.5 SUBDMSON, it states the RDMW encor¡rages subdivisions for residential
purposes. It does not state that subdivisions should or could be for industrial pulposes.
Should the RDMW approve the application of Mike and Linda Buttle to build and operate a ship
yard in Port Harvey, will the RDMW enforce the Rural Zone (A-1) regulations on the remaining
109 acres of Lot 498 any more than the RDMV/ has enforced the regulations in the past 15 years?
The illegitimate operations of Mike and Linda Buttle and of Mike Buttle Services Ltd. should be
closed in Port Harvey until such times as Mike and Linda Buttle bring Lot 498 into compliance
with the Rural Zone (A-1) regulations. It appears that the RDM\M has been very lax in their
policing of their own regulations.

The RDM\M should encourage the development of such an operation by some law-abiding and
scrupulous industrial operator, in the western end of the harbour at Port McNeill. I understand that
the property and harbour beyond the breakwater, has for many years been an industrial site and a
much more appropriate site for a ship-yard thatr is Port Harvey.
Please refer

to a previous submission by my wife and I dated l1û July 2017 to

photos referred to in this submission.
Respectively submitted,

Colyn V/elsh
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see some

of the

Jeff lono
From:
Sent:

bejkelly@telus.net

to:

jlong@rdmw.bc.ca

Subject:

Re:Marine Railway and Barge Shipyard in Port Harvey

kelly@telus.net >
Monday, July 17,2017 10:10 AM
<b1

Dear Jeff: I have concems about this development and wouldn't like it to poceed because of the impact it
will have on the localarea.
It may also contaminate the shore line and local water with all the debris from the cleaning of the barges.

Thank you,
Bruce Kelly

1
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Jeff Lono
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Richard Hunter <richard@anamcaraboat.us>
Monday, July 17, 2O17 1:45PM
hsolltau@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong @rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey
Port Harvey marina letter.docx

Ladies and Gentlemen:
Please read the attached comment regarding the pending application for a mar¡ne maintenance facility in Port
Harvey. My full name and address are at the heading of the letter in MS Word format.

As a mariner, customer of Port Harvey and holder of a US Coast Guard Merchant Mariner Certificate (a
licensed vessel captain to 100 tons) I have a profound interest in seeing the application rejected. My
arguments are presented in the attached letter.

\
Richard G Hunter
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Rlchord G Hunler
509 l,lople Avenue
Lq

Conner, Woshlngùon ?8257 USA

17 ,fuly 2Ot7
i lonqGrdmw. bc . ca
drushtonSrdmw. bc . ca

hsoltaußrdmw. bc. ca

Re: Port Earve\¡ peroit application
Ladies and Gentlenen:

I write in support of Mr. George Canbridge and his marina in
reference to tåe pending a¡rplication for a boat yard facility in Port
Harwey.

idea of a boat yard in ttris prístine lagoør strikes me as
absolutely bizarre. TÌ¡ere are many Etrong argnrments in favor of
maíntaining tJle presenù marina and against constmcting a boat
maintenance facility.
George Canbridge has worked hard to provide a nuch-needed stopoff and refuge to boaters transiting the dlohnstone Strait in
unfavorabJ.e conditions ¡rhich as aII well kno¡r can be extrenely
hazardous. It is idealJ.y gituated at a¡rproxi-ately ttre halfway point
between Discovery Passage and $¡een Ctrarlotte Strait, redueing the
required transit ti"ue from one end to t.t¡e ott¡er. For a slower boat
Euch as a sailboat traveling at six knots reguirês over eight (8)
hours to transiÈ tåe a¡rproximately fifty miles. Obviously, in
hazardous sea conditions a port of refuge at half the dist¿rncê is a
welcome relief.
Undertaking a marine maintenance faciJ.ity in Port Harvey seens to
me to be extrenely high-risk as a business venture. Lack of
infrastructure, with no eomnunity in tl.e area Èo provide a steady fLow
of revenue and stringent environmenÈal regrulations requiring costly
lf,he
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operational procedures all militate against ttris venture fron a
business stand¡roint. Ttre only sources of business, it seens to me,
are tt¡e occasional distressed maríner towed into tÌ¡e facility fron
adjacent waters, notably dlohnstone Strait. Frequency of, such events
rould plainly be rather rare, and certainly not enougtr to provide a
revenue stream enougih to support tt¡e business. fhe requirenent Èo
naintain a fuIl staff of o<pert, technicíans euch as specialízed narine
electrieians, paint and fiberglass specialists, relders, engine
mectranics and oÈher highly-paid workers is enougtr to stregs a start-up
busíness. Furtt¡er, wíttr no housing facilities nearby, such workers
nould be difficult to acquíre and retain.
Environmental regulations reçluire very costly procedures in
handling boats hauLed from ttre water. Pressure-rashing boat hulls
reguires skilled workers and strong oversright by managenent to ensure
tJ¡at runoff, f,rom such procedure is captured and contained in
coqr1iance vith environmental laws. Penalties for violations are
hearry enougrh to bankrupt a financial.Ly fragile start-up busíness.
the foregoing even begina to touch on tlre damage to Ètre
pristine nature of Port Harvey. 'lÍhe noise of boat-bandling and other
machinery would disrupt ttre peace and quiet of tl¡e lagoon for vigiting
None of

mariners.
|Ihe larger. and overarchingr quesÈion in tt¡is iseue is tl¡is: ff?rich
industry is your priority? Ig it tt¡e present and J.argely successful
marine tourism industry, or is it a high-risk venture which in my view
is fore-ordained to fail? TÌ¡e f,uture of Port Harvey is in your hands.

(Sigrned)

Captain Richard G Hunter
US Coast Gt¡ard Mercl¡ant

l{ariner Certificate
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l}3914786

Jeff Lono
Derek <dleboeuf@pacificus.ca>
Monday, )uly 17,2017 1:53 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

FW: RE: Letter

of Support

From : Warren Goossen [mailto: warrengoossen@gmail.com]

Senü Monday, Suly 17,2017 1:40 PM
To: Derek
Subjec$ Fwd: RE: Letter of Support
From : " Warren Goossen" <warrengoossen@ gmail. c

Date: Jul 15,201,7 6:17 PM
Subjecl Fwd: RE: Letter of Support
To: "mike" <linda.buttle@lincsat.
Cc:

Fvi
Forwarded message

From:'Ralph Friedrich" <raþh.friedrich@interfor.c
Date: Jul 15,2017 2:28 PM
Subject: RE: Letter of Support
To : "Wa¡ren Goossen" <warrengoossen@gmail.co

Cc:
To whom it may concern

lnterfor Coastal Woodlands Division based in Campbell River supports the proposed marine maintenance facility. We
believe it is important to have shipyard options other than Victoría for the various barge users based in and around
Vancouver lsland and the Mainland Coast. Our support is conditional on ensuring the facility meets our required safety
standards and environmental standards as well as meeting current regulatory standards.

Ralph Friedrich

General Manager
Coastal Woodlands

1
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Cambridge < cambridge@xplornet.com
Monday, July 17,2017 2:32PM

>

'Jeff Long'; Heidi Soltau
Port Harvey Zoning Bylaw 895, objection
Bylaw 985 letter.docx; Mike Buttle Services Ltd#1414393.docx

Jeff
We request to be allowed to speak at tomorrow's Public Hearing regarding bylaw 895. I have
attached a letter Bylaw 895. As well I have attached our objection letter sent to FLNRO as many of
these coneÆrns are stillvalid and it has more recent aerial photos than were attached with the
application. We would also request that you add the old aer¡al photo we subm¡tted dated around the
year 2000 as it shows that there was no commercial activity being carried on before Buttle arrived.
See you tomorrow
George Cambridge
Port Harvey

I
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16 July, 2017

To: Jeff Long, HeidiSoltau, Planning Committee Members

From: George & GailCambridge

Port Harvey
East Gracroft lsland

REFERENCE: ZONING BYLAW 895. LOT 498 WEST GRAGROFT ISLAND

ty

wife and I are the ownerc of Lot 1790lPaftoÍ 171on East Cracrofr lsland as well as the owneñ;
of Port Harvey tarine Resort located on a crown Gommercial toorage Lease in Port Harvey. We
are submitting this letter and as well will be speaking at the public hearhg. This is the only house
and property we own and is our residence and do not have another place to go to and feel that
our rights regarding our business and residence will be ignored and violated. We feel that this
proccss should never have gotten this far. Bylaw 890 was passed by the RDiIW and put in place
and is being ignored. lt is very clear that this should not be allowed as 10.4,c,v states
'nensure that new uses and developments are compatible with existing uses and
developments and do not drastically hinderthe oppoñunities of each to grow and evolve in
response to changing economical conditions"

We have asked for infomration where thie has been dealt with as it has been ignored in all meeting
minutes or documentation that we can find. This should have been addressed right from the
beginning. We felt the RDitW should have undertaken an essessment to see the impact on l; our
business, 2; our residential property. We feel that with the noise our business will not be able to
suruive as guests are already complaining about the noise of hammerc banging on steel with only
oneltvyo people working and when the full shipyard commences work it will multiplied many times.
ln the last few weeks this banging has gone from moming till night and is disturbing in our house
with all the windows closed. lt has already impacted our business and as it worsens it will finish
our business. How would we be able to ever sell our house without a maior deprecation in value
and who is going to compensate for this loss. People purchase property like ourc for the
remoteness and wildemess experience and not a shipyard basically in your front yard. WE FEEL
THAT THE DIRECTORS VISIT OUR SITE TO SEE THE CLOSE PROXM]TY TO OUR OPERATION
AND STATE BYLAW 890 CONDITION HAVE BEEI{ t[ET. WOULD ANY OF THE DIRECTORS
ACCEPT THIS LEVEL OF IfÚPACT ON THEIRWAY OF LIFE WHERE THEY RESIDE.

Under bylaw 890, f 0.4,c,vi has also not been met, this operation is a Level 2 of the marine
uselactivity and not allowed but the ink is not even dry on the North Vancouver lsland Marine Plan
and it is being ignored. This will set a detrimental precedent where exceptions will become the
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norm. lt should not matterwho supports the applicant, the plan should be respected or remove
this item from the bylaw.
These two items alone should have been enough to disallow this application so why has it been

allowed to go forvard.

strongly obiect to this application and feel that this shipyard for vessels should not be allowed
for a multiple of reasons. This is a shipyard no matter how you word it. A barge is described as "a
vessel/boat" and most along the coast are registered vessels either powered or unpowered. tlany
barges have been converted from powered ships so it would be very hard to differentiate on what
is allowed as a registered vessel, is a vessel firct and a barge second.

Ulfe

Our main concem is why the FLNRO and the RDMW continue to ignore violations that have been
ongoing for yearc. He has a large commercial dock, marine ways, commercial open camp that are
outeide the application area. The whole shoreline is commercial why is it not all being rezoned.
The RDMW hae been clear on this type of activity and it would also increase the RDilW tax base.
No one has been willing to answerthis.
Our dock for tourist guests is closer to the proposed shipyard than the Buttles own house and
due to the lay of the land they cannot even see this area nor hear it so this impact is far greater on
us. lf the RDilW was going to suppott this why would you not make hirn do it at the south end of
his property where he already has a marine ways, yes it would require moving some buildings
from hh camp but it could be done. This is still the wrong place for this type of operation but
would be farther away. All the tied up barges could remain behind Range lsland like they are now.
We feel by issuing the re-zoning the RDÍIW is condoning all the

violatiqrs that have occurred and

continue to be ignored on this propefi. Many visitors (Foreign & Ganadian) have become vocal
that there may be controvercial actions as they state why would a person spend the amount of
money spent building this to date if he didn't know it was already a done deal. The optics are not
good.
This bay has been a major tourist draw with visiting boats from all over the world using our docks
or anchoring in the bay. I previously submitted the RDilW an article th* stated that rccreational
boating is a $l billion dollar industry and provides 17,000 jobe. Small operations like ourc feed
communities such as Port ilcNeil, Sointula, Alert Bay. lt takes all of the small operatorc to help
make the industry strong. I suggest the RDIIW talk to the business owners in the various
communities as to the value of the recreational boating industry.
When we purchased our property in 2005, Linda Buttle ran a tourism business offering fishing'
eco tounB, meals and accommodation, The shoreline wes treed etc. where they had a sÍngle barge
ramp and any works were undertaken behind the trees.. lt has morphed into what it is now in spite
of various agencies including the RDtYìl being aware of the violation.

The documents submitted by Pacificus are lacking and should be far lrnre clear and precise with
this type and size of operation. From the beginning they did not know what actually was on the
property in regards buildings etc. and they missed complete buildings and even missed a two
story accommodation building. lt made you wondered if they were actuelly on sight or why did
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they withhold information. The list of supporterc is incorrect and of all the names we contacted
only one had lent support and the otherc stated they should not be on the list. Companies such as
tarine Harvest, Ganfor, Oak Bay ltarine, Timbervest group did not want to be on this list.
The existing sewage system on the property listed does not cover all eristing outfalls. There has
been a sanitary shellfish closure along his properties due to the outfalls etc that do not have the

proper permitüng.
They stated that there was not many crab in the bay and this bay has been commercially crabbed
from before we have been here.

Stating that a membrane would be laid out and sloped to an oil water separator shows the
inexperience in this proposed proiect. This shipyard requires a full blown closed containment
system with water filterc, complete water recycling and catchment and arrangements for
hazardous waste disposal. The site would have to be concrete and not simply a membrane as
there are be cranes, man lifts etc moving around the site and would require a firm base. Given the
l0% stope (not a gentle slope as stated) it would require an elaborate system to ensure that no
liquids going into the water or land. Why was there not a detailed plan and description as to what
was required. Has anyone from the RDftW contacted a shipyad that handles this size of vessels
(300ft) and inquire as to the noise and environmental impact on neighbous and what they are
required to do for elosed containment systems and the costs. At this stage of the pro¡ect planning
QG llanuals, Operating Procedures, Emergency Response plans as wel as engineered drawings
as well as an engineered containment system design should be available.
We have other issues with the information given to RDMW and we will address at the hearing.
The RDMW felt that they did not need to get input from the federal agencies as FLNRO did in the
lease application process. The lease application input from the federal agencies dealt only with
what was applied for as a lease which was completely different from the zoning application. illany
of the letterc the FLNRO received arc quite clear on that. The consultation process with the federal
agencies should be sought with respect the boatyard.
The RDtlWstates that noise will be managed by allowing work between 7:004M and 7:00Pt. Then
in the next sentence allows exceptions so basically it can be undertaken any time. Even at these
hours our business will be destroyed given the close proximity. You have received emails from
guest$ who have had to endure an unacceptable level of noise starting just after six At on some
momings continuing till late in the day. This was only working on some docks etc and given the
naturc of the work this will just increase. tany guests have said that as much as they like us and
the location they cannot return with that type of lease. Even in our house with the windows closed

the noise was incessant.
We have many many issues with the Planning Staff Report dated l3n June 2017 that we will
address at the public hearing when ure are allowed to speak as our future is in on the line with this
issue and we wish to speak and address the committee.
George & Gail Cambridge

Port Harvey
East Cracroft lsland
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Date; 15 Jan., 2016

To: Bev Ward

From: George Cambridge

Port Harvey Marine Resort
East Cracroft lsland

would like to register my objections to this lease application for a multiple of reasons as outlined
below. I would request that this letter be sent any departments of FLNRO that normally receive such
objections. On the last page of this letter is an aerial photo showing the relationsh¡p of th¡s application
to the existing activities and residences in Port Harvey.
I

Overview
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. applied for a Crown Land Tenure Application on behalf of Mike Buttle
Services Ltd. for a Barge Dewatering Facility as well as a dock for barge t¡e up to be located along the

foreshore of Lot 498 in Port Harvey. This is very misleading as we cannot find out what a Barge
Dewater¡ng Facility actually is. We have not seen this term used in any context as to what is being
proposed. ln reality from the documentation it appears to be a major ship yard facility is being proposed
as is stated in the applicants rezoning application. The actual proposed use of the crown land should

have been clarified for all parties prior to this application being accepted. This applicant has also applied
for rezoning and in that application it is for far more than what the foreshore application address's but

rather it is to be a full shipyard as well as float home storage and log storage. This should be clarified
prior to àny application being received. The drawings and maps with the application are wrong and very
confusing and conflict with the application so the public has not been given the correct information on
which to base an accurate opinion on th¡s proposal.
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nGt'
Conflict with Port Harvev Marine Resort {See bottom of letter for aerial photo
We are the owners of Lot 1790 in Port Harvey and have had a commercial lease in Port Harvey since
2007 and operate the Port Harvey Marine Resort. This application is for a business that is not a

compatible business to Port Harvey Marine Resort and would in fact be seriously detrimentalto

it.

Port

Harvey Marine Resort based in Port Harvey is a tourism based business and caters to the boating

community with approx . 5OTo ol our guests from other countries. These boaters are traveling our coast
line visiting the Broughtons and many continuing along the inside passage to Alaska. There is approx.
35,000 boats that cross from the US into Nanaimo harbour each year. Along with all the Canadian boats

this is a tremendous boost to the coastal economy. Of this number we est¡rnate over 6000 come ¡nto
this area providing a boost to allthe remote marinas as well communities such as Port McNeil, Alert Bay,
Souintula, Port Hardy and many others. lt requires all of us in the industry to make it strong and thé loss
of any ¡mpacts all of us. Marine Tourism is a major part of the regional plan and the RDMW encourages

tourism based businesses like ours and has addressed this in council meetings.
Our business provides safe moorage and power to boaters as well on a registered vessel we had
maintained a small general store and restaurant. This carter's to local residents, moorage guests at our
dock as well as to the many boats that use Port Harvey as a safe anchorage. Most n¡ghts there is almost
as many boats anchored in the bay as at our docks. During the summer months we are also a scheduled

float plane stop on several local and lnternational air service providers. We provide many additional
services for guest and anchored vessels such as repairs, internet, phone service, arrange parts to be
brought in, and have had to arrange medical evacuations in emergencies.
ln the latter part of the summer the commercial fishing fleet has used us as a base for fishing in
Johnstone Straight. During the short closures they use our facility as place to work on their nets, have a

hot shower, provisions, a hot meal and a safe place to tie up for the night and stretch the¡r legs. We
have always had a discounted rate for the commercialfishing vessels.
This proposed facility would be located only a short distance across the bay (approx. 250m) and given

the noise the application state's will be generated our business will be unable to continue to operate as
the ambiance of the bay will not be conducive for a tour¡sm based business. Our guest who visit each
year have advised us that no matter how nice of a facility we have they would stop visiting if this
industrial site is further developed. We feel we were here first and have invested in our business for
many years and this should have precedent and any future business's should be compatible and
enhance each other but not put one out of business. Our business has already been impacted by all of
the non-compliant commercial activities that have been allowed in this bay over the years with no
foreshore leases in spite of numerous complaints and inspections by the enforcement division of FLNRO.
ln addition this proposed facility would create a major safety hazard with large barges being moved
around at all hours while boats are anchored all around this area. The area of the proposed ways is a
shallow area that would require access at high tides which can be anytime of the day or night. The
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appl¡cation states that up to 300 foot vessels are to be worked on so the safety hazards are real and an
incident could be expected at some point. Has a risk assessment been carried out to address this issue.
As we have stated if this application is allowed

to proceed we will be forced to close down and try to sell

our property.
It should be noted that in the management plan and environmental assessment submitted on Mike

Buttle Services Ltd.'s behalf there is no absolutely no mention of our commercial lease and business, nor
any details on residential land owners in the vicinity. There should be a detailed impact study attached
showing what the impact would be to existing businesses as well as what the impact would have on the
residential property values. Without this impact study the application should be denied as there is not

allthe accurate information for FLNRO to make an informed decision. FLNRO should not issue any lease
in an area where it will do irreparable harm to an existing business without compensating that business.
When we moved to the bay Mike Buttles Services Ltd. was not operating on the scale it is now and the
violations on crown foreshore have built up over the years. When we first purchased our property L¡nda
Buttle ran a guided fishing and eco tour company where they provided the tours as well as
accommodation and meals which make our business a complimenting business.
We feel that this application does not meet the "Crown land allocation principles" that states that
"Decisions should consider social, economical and environmental outcomes that may ensue as the

result of an allocation of Crown land" and also that "Crown land allocation should maintain or create a
high quality natural environment."

Existing Unaddressed lssues ln This Application

Mike Buttles Services Ltd. in their application acknowledges that they have been in violation on
developing the foreshore without leases for many years. lt appears LFNRO v/ants to reward violators
and given these violations it is setting a legal precedent where anyone can set up business on the crown
foreshore and no action will be taken against you and after many years you will be made compliant. We
are not saying this is what is happening but is the illusion that is being given to everyone who knows
about this issue.
We feel that FLNRO should address allthe violations that remain outs¡de of this foreshore application
and they should be dealt with prior to even considering this application. These have been brought to
LFNRO's attent¡on for over three years without any act¡on being taken in spite of enforcement officers

inspecting the site and acknowledging the violations.

1. At SW end of lot 498 they have a tidal grid with an adjacent pile where they have been working
on vessels and barges doing repairs and pressure blasting with no closed conta¡nment system.
Doing this work was done w¡th no attempt to prevent contaminates from entering the tidal
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waters. This ways has been developed and has no foreshore lease and is no addressed in the

to happen with this is it to be allowed to continue as it has for years in
spite of many complaints. See pictures below, in the first it appears a large building is
encroaching on the tidal foreshore. ln the second picture the landing craft is on the tidal
foreshore and you will note there is no attempt to capture any contaminants being pressure
lease application. What is

cleaned off the hutl into the bay. This is

"At'

on the aerial photo of Port Harvey on last page

this letter
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of

2.

Residential Dock Lease. ln 2011 Mike Buttle received a lease for a residential dock that was in

violation when approved as a floating accommodation unit was attached that rooms were
rented in and sewage effluent was discharged into the bay. These are not allowed under a
residential dock lease. ln 2013 they applied for a larger lease to build a much larger commercial
dock as well as a lease area to store old floating fish farm pens. This lease was denied and yet
they went ahead and built them anyway and even after FLNRO inspecting nothing was done.
This is also not addressed in the current appl¡cation, again is this also going to be allowed to
cont¡nue. This is outside of the current application area. This ¡s "8" on aerial photo of Port
Harvey on the last page of this letter also see picture below.
'r:l
'}','j
':+:

':lì

3.

Float House, this unit has been moored on this proposed lease for at least 10 years and is
connected to the water from lot 498 and discharges sewage effluent into the bay . There was
never a foreshore lease issued for this home. This is
last page of this letter and also see picture below..
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"C"

onthe aerial photo of Port Harvey on

"l::

4.

n

! i:-

Existing Barge Ramp and existing dock are noted in the new application. The application shows
the existing dock to only be anchored but in real¡ty the applicant has installed piles on the crown

foreshore. This dock has large floating structures that have been tied up unused for years now.
This is

ttD"

on the aeríal photo of Port Harvey on the last page of this letter
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5.

Southwest side of Range lsland, for the past three years the owner of lot 498 has tied up barges

to old fish farm pens the lot owner owned taking up most of one of the anchorages. There have
been no leases issued for this so again is it allowed to just carry on. This is

t'8"

onthe aeriat

photo of Port Harvey on last page of this letter and also see picture below.

6. The applicant has already begun construction

of the shipyard including works on the crown

foreshore (see last two pictures below). FLNRO were notified of this. lt should be noted that a
drain line was run from the applicants work shop area down into the tidal zone that drains
straight into the water. This contains all the contaminants from the shop area as well as possibly
sewage effluent. This also shows how serious the applicant ¡s about preventing discharges into
the bay. By all these works being done opponents of this application are being denied due
process as it is just being built without due process. ln the pictures below you will see that
contrary to the application plan burning is occurring, The last two p¡ctures show that work has
already taken place on the tidal foreshore without an approved lease tenure even though

the applicant this was not to be done. This is "F" onthe aerial photo of Port
Harvey on last page of this letter and also see the pictures below.
LFNRO had advised
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1.

2.

We feel that this application should be denied as it is incomplete and does not address many

of

the major issues. This property has been in violation of FLNRO regulations for many years and
many of the violations are not covered under this application nor are they being dealt with.
FLNRO has been aware of these violations during inspections over the last several years.
We feel the Environmental Assessment and Management plan are lacking and are not to the
standard you would expect on a large scale project such as this one. This is a proposal for a
major shipyard and should have a complete engineering package detailing all aspects of the
project in the application. ln the application it calls for over 1500 cubic meters of concrete
{approx. 300 cement truck loads) which gives an idea of the scope regarding the size of this
project. The application states the work in the tidal area would take only two weeks, we feel it

3.

4.

will take substantially longer.
The application for rezoning states that there will be not only barge works but also a full ship
yard, float home storage and repair as well as log storage. This is far more than the application
to FLNRO. This should be clarified before this application proceeds to ensure all parties have the
correct information.
There is no proper closed conta¡nment system that can prevent cross contamination from the
upland and tidal areas of the project. Given the slope of the twelve, 5.2 meter wide cement rail
slabs at tAYo a highly advanced gate system would be required to prevent contamination of the

tidal waters. Their plan states there will be an oilwater separator which is nice but will not
capture many of the pollutants coming off the vessels and there is also no plan on how the
contaminated waste will stored and disposed of. Shipyards in other more populated areas have
very stringent guide lines and have had to absorb a large cost to ensure they are compliant.
There should be a fully engineered plan of containment with this application that your
department and others can inspect to ensure the end product is the best possible to protect the
environment. There is no drawing properly showing the location of all twelve, 5.2m wide
cement ramps

5.

The report states that no sewage effluent will be discharged into the bay and the water quality
is not anticipated to be effected. Due to sewage effluents now being disposed of in the bay by

the applicant on a large scale DFO has put in a shellfish closure along the front of Lot 498 in
covering the fore shore in this application. Nowhere else in the bay is there a closure and the
water is tested yearly by DFO. From this there would be no credibility that additional dumping
would not occur. This applicant already has several structures on the water that discharge
sewage effluent into the water as well as approx. seven additionalout fa¡ls from buildings on
shore discharging sewage effluent into the bay.
The applicant began construct¡on of this shipyard without this lease being issued and one of the

first things they did on tear¡ng up the foreshore was to install another drain/sewer line from
their workshop area into the tidal waters. This drains all the shop/equipment contaminates and
possibly sewage effluent from the shop area directly into the bay. This alone should destroy any
credibility the applicant has when it is stated there will be no discharges into the bay.
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Also vessels and barges that are brought in may already be leaking and require continuous

pumping to prevent sinking that would pollute the bay on a large scale. With a shipyard there

6.

7

-

will be vessels in distress brought in. Given the remote location adequate spill control would be
difficult if not impossible to achieve.
Report states there was a low density of crabs in the bay. This is in a bay that has a year round
major commercial crab fishery with the lease applicat¡on area being one of the set areas. This
bay is extremely prolific for crab that has allowed this fishery to continue for over ten years. The
report did not mention this commercialfishery or what the potential impact will be.
Shell Fish, the report failed to acknowledge the shell fish beds in the bay that the First Nations
consider historically important to their culture. No mention of th¡s or its impact is addressed in

8.

9.

the plan nor how it would affect the First Nations fishery.
The application area boarders and encroaches on the wet tidal lands between East and West
Cracroft lslands. There was no mention of an environmental assessment that addresses the
potent¡al impacts of this sensitive area between the islands.
Nowhere in the plan does it mention the locat¡on and impact on land owners in the bay and no
study was done on the potential impacts to the way of life and property values in the area if this
shipyard is built. Nor is there an impact study on the effects to residential property values that
this would cause. This facility boarders on a resident¡al property and is in close proximity to

others. "H

& l"

on aerial photo of Port Harvey at the bottom of this letter show the two

residences that are in close proximity to the proposed ship yard which is

"F"

and

tt

l"

which is

approx. lease application area on the same photo. lt also shows how close it will be to Port
Harvey Marine Resort which is

"G"

on the same photo. On the water there is noth¡ng

to

dampen the effects of noise traveling.

10. The plan states the demand for fire and emergency services will not change. You cannot have
project this size with all the additional people required and not have an increased demand for

fire and emergency services.
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Jeff lons
From:
Sent:

lo:
Cc:

Subiect:

Mike Porter < mikebrenda@shaw.ca>
Monday, July 17,2017 2:39 PM
hsoltau@rdmw.bc.ca; jlong@rdmw.bc.ca; drushton@rdmw.bc.ca
mikebrenda@shaw.ca
Zoning amendment by law number 895,2016 Bethel property

To: The Regional District of Mount Washinglot,2}44 McNeil Road, Port McNeill, BC, VON 2R0
Attention: H Solt¿u" J Long, D Rushton
Re: Zoning Amendment BylawNo. 895, 2016 - Buttle Property

I write to the Regional District to express my concerns and my non support for the proposed zonrngamendment
bylaw no.895, 2016.
First is my concern regarding the applicant's future regard for property and the environment. He has been
creating non-conforming structure and uses on this property for years. From my perspective,over the past
number of years there has not been a demonsüated regard for the environment, nor the permits of the past.
Second is the non-compliance of the amendment with the intent and wording of the North Vancouver Island
Marine Plan 2016 which clearly states that applications for marine railways should be denied. The Marine Plan
was strongly supported by the regional district.
Third is the degradation of the "Safe Haven Harbor status" of Port Harvey. Industrialization of the area as
proposed will create a poor area for small watercraft to seek cover from storms. This is important for the future
of safe passage of small vessels up and down this section of Johnstone Strait.
Fourth, I believe they proposed industrial facility is inappropriate for this specific area. Clearly it is not
compatible with the existing adjacent marine and residential properties. As stated in the North Vancouver Island
Plan, any proposal should clearly demonstrate compatibility, not the opposite.
Fifth, is the pecuniary loss in value to adjacent properties. An industrial facility in this location devalues the
existing residential and marine properties.

I am a British Columbian who has visited this area for many, many years and a regular user of the marina
facilities which strongly support boaters and the tourist industry of this area. In my view, tourist industry growttr
is the future strength of this area and a commerciat facility as proposed would be a negative to such future
tourist growth. I do not support ZoningAmendment BylawNo. 895, 2016 and seek denial of it.
I request confirmation that this email was received

and that

Hearing of the subject Bylaw.

Yours truly,
T. Michael Porter
5269 Aspen Crescent,
West Vancouver, BC
v7w 226
604.842.2628
Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
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it was submitted and read to the July lSth Public

Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:

Doug Tomlinson <TomlinsonD@TimberWest.com>

Cc:

Monday, July 17,2017 3:28 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Mike Buttle (linda.buttle@lincsat.com)

Subject:

Port Harvey shipyard applicatíon

To whom it may concern

This email is to pledge support for the Shipyard application submitted by Mike Buttle in the Port Harvey area.
Timberwest has no object¡on to this proposal.
Thank you
Doug Tomlinson
Contract Manager
Timbenuest Forest Corp
This message is intended only for the individual or organization to which

it is addressed. It may contain private,
confidential or privileged information which is exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Any use,
distribution or copying by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, or have received this message in error, please notify me by email, delete this message from your
computer and permanently destroy any hard copies. Thank you.
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July 17,2017

Jeff Long
Manager
Planning and Developmcnt Seruices
Regional District ol Mount Waddington

jlong@rdmw.bc.cr

DearJefft

Re:

Port Harvev Proooscd Shisvard

lnlet HaviBetion (x985) Ltd. has been operating on tlæ 8.C Coast, dellvering fuel and freight, since
19E5.

Keeping our barging cquipment fit for operations and up to Trensport Canada (T.C.) standards is ¡n
onerous p¡Ocress. T.C. requíres rcgubr inspections of all commercial ræssels, wHch nced to come
out of the water on a rtgubr basis in ordcr to under3o these inspections to obrtein cunent T.C,
ce nifl c¡tes of compliance.

Thcre are not enough shlpyards on the B.C Coast to handle locat the commercÍal marine trade. As a
resuh, ¡n orderto comply wth T.C. r€quír€ments, our vessels need to ¡rílto VicÌoria or Vanoourær
on a regular basis, which is very cost$, lt ¡s elso reth€r insonveniem as we need to rtserue space
in

tteee shipprds up to eigfit months in advance to be ¡ble to cðrry out thë work reguired by T.C

Port Harvey is at the doorstep of our commerci¡l marine trade; having a shipyard there would be
beneficial to our operations as well as to the opere$ons of many othcr locrl ma¡ine businesses,
rnd
verv eonvenlent ln order to obtaln all the cenific¡tes of compliance required by T.C This facility
would also benefitfututt employment ln the area.
Those opposed to thc project sey they do not want it "in their brcþrd"; they are
among the very
people who could use this fecility, as their only form of transportat¡on
¡s by boal,

lnlet Navfgatbn (19851 Ltd. supponsthe poposed Port Harvey shipyard and wsuld certainf use
the
fecility fur their repair, maintenance rnd inspection needs"
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Siould you hevo rny ques$ons, please do not hcsltete to cell mÉ et 2SO'2t7"f¡111 or 2Í).83{Þ7074
or cmail me at inlctn¡yhet¡on@telus.nct.
Regrrds,

Johnson
ET NAUGAnON

{19t5¡ rTO.
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Jeff Lonq
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marilyn Hutchinson < marilyn.hutchinson@griegseafood.com >
Monday, luly 17,2017 3:41 PM
'jlong@rdmw.bc.ca';'Derek';'mike'
RDMW File 2016-28A-01 Mike Buttle Services Ltd.
2017 July 17 Grieg Seafood BC Ltd. letter to Jeff Long Reg Dis Mt Waddington,pdf

Attachments:

Jeff, attached find a letter from Grieg Seafood with regard to Mike Buttle's application for a barge maintenance facility.
Thank you.

Marílyn
Marilyn Hutchinson, Grieg Seafood

BC

Ltd.

#rc6 - 1180 lronwood Street Campbeli

Office

Web

River, BC V9W 5P7
Cell. 1 250 203 0314 Email marilyn.hutchinson@griegseafood.com

725A 286 0838 #112
www.griegseafoodcanada.com

This e-mait from Grieg Seafood BC Ltd. and any attachments are confidential, and considered privileged and protected from disclosure.

Disclaimer: The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential to the intended recipient and must
not be used or copied to unauthorized third parties in any \üay. If you are not the intended recipient, please
notiff the sender and delete the message and its content immediately.
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July L7,2Ot7

Regional D¡str¡ct of Mount Waddington
PO Box 729,2044 McNeillRoad
Port McNeill, BC VON 2R0
Attention¡ Jeff [ong, Manager of Planning & Development

Services

Via ilons@rdmw.bc.ca

Dear Mr. Long;

Re:

RDMW File I{o. 2016-28A-01- Proposed Barge Maintenance Facility, Mike Buttle Services Ltd.

I am sending th¡s ¡etter with regard to Mike Buttle Service Ltd.'s application for a barge maintenance
facility at Port Harvey, BC. Mr. Buttle has provided his company's services to Grieg Seafood for more
than a dozen years including water taxi, equipment transport and vessel cleaning.

With regard to his application, Mr. Buttle has affirmed he will have an environmental mitigation
management plan in place, together with his commitment to implementing a visual and noise impact
m¡tigat¡on plan. As both are indicated in the lnformation Package, th¡s should support the progressive
development of a modern barge maintenance facility, to be utilized by area First Nations, tourism,
aquaculture and marine enterprises, all which must inclusively share the coastline areas in support of
each others' business success.
With ongoing open communication between all users, such positive economic growth of all regional
businesses is assured.
Yours truly,

tî'nûir\o t\rkhrron
Marilyn Hutchínson, Director
Regulatory & Compliance
Grieg Seafood BC Ltd.
marilvn. hutchinson@srieeseafood.com
Tel. (25O) 286-0838, ext 112
Cell. (2s0) 203-0314

#106

-

Grieg Seafood BC Ltd.
1180 Ironwood Street, Campbell River, BC V9W 5P7
Tel. 250.286.0838 Fax. 250.286.1883
www. grie gseafoodca¡rada.com

A GRIEG GROUP COMPANY
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